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Chapterr 1

Introduction

InIn this chapter, we introduce this dissertation's topic - the impact of media attributes on
auditors'auditors' belief revision following client inquiry - and motivate its importance by
describingdescribing the emergence of electronic communication media in organizations and
presentingpresenting their role for auditor-client inquiry.

We further offer the central problem

definition,definition, research questions and research design that the upcoming chapters address.
Finally,Finally, we present an overview of this dissertation's content and structure.

1.11 Introduction
Overr the past 20 years, the integration of computers and communication technologies has
revolutionizedd organizational communication. For example, electronic mail (e-mail) has
quicklyy become one of the most frequently used communication media in contemporary
organizations.. Two major forces have been pushing such developments. First, growing
globalizationn in most sectors of society has forced many companies, audit firms and other
institutionss (such as governmental bodies), to interact across space boundaries. Thus, trade,
investmentt and collaboration between and within organizations increasingly takes place
acrosss international borders, which ultimately complicates face-to-face meetings. Second,
technologicall developments, such as the growing use of computer networks (e.g., local area
networks,, wide area networks, and, most recently, the Internet) have enabled an increased use
off

computer-mediated

communication

(CMC)

for

intra-

and

inter-organizational

communication. .
Ass a result of such globalization and technology developments, the use of electronic
communicationn media has become an integral component of organizational communication
(e.g.,, Strauss and McGrath 1994; Baltes, Dickson, Sherman, Bauer and LaGanke 2002).
Suchh media provide new ways to support dyadic (one-to-one) and group work, even when
timee and space separate communicating parties. For instance, in 2001, more than 10 million
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e-mailss were exchanged daily, and this amount was expected to increase to 25 billion by 2005
(Levittt and Mahowald 2001), suggesting that knowledge sharing via e-mail is a rapidly
growingg phenomenon.
Thiss dissertation focuses on the communication process between auditors and their clients,
thee so-called auditor-client inquiry, an integral component of audit procedures. Auditors
increasinglyy use computer-mediated communication methods to gather audit evidence from
clientt management (the 'auditee'), rather than relying on face-to-face meetings only. E-mail
andd video-conferencing are examples of communication media that co-communicators can
usee for dyadic (in this case, auditor-client) inquiry, when temporal or space constraints make
itt difficult and expensive to hold face-to-face meetings.
Ass described thus far, current electronic communication technologies make collaboration and
informationn exchange between dispersed co-communicators more convenient and less
expensivee than traveling to meet face-to-face. However, questions arise as to the effects of
suchh technologies on various communication outcome variables, such as human performance,
ass well as judgment and decision quality.

This dissertation concerns auditors' use of

electronicc communication media for client inquiry purposes. In a laboratory experiment, we
studyy some of the effects that various media attributes can have on certain communication
outcomes.. Specifically, this dissertation examines whether and how certain media attributes
affectt auditors' belief revision (i.e., the extent to which an auditor revises his/her belief in
lightt of new evidence) when auditors collect client-provided audit evidence by the means of
electronicc communication media.
Inn this chapter, we will first describe the term 'auditor-client inquiry', to motivate the study
off auditors' use of communication media for such purposes (Section 1.2). Then, in Section
1.3,, we offer the problem definition and the research questions. Next, in Section 1.4, we
motivatee and describe the research design chosen for this dissertation. Finally, Section 1.5
providess an overview of this dissertation's structure and content, briefly summarizing each
chapter. .

1.22 Auditor-client inquiry
Accordingg to Agency Theory (e.g., Jensen and Meckling 1976), the relationship between an
auditorr and his/her client is largely based on various conflicts of interest among client
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managementt (the 'agent') on one hand and the owner (the 'principal') on the other. One
assumptionn in Agency Theory is that management will attempt to take advantage of the
asymmetricc information it possesses toward the principal.

The auditor represents the

principall and is seen as fulfilling the monitoring function necessary to ensure that
managementt does not take (too much) advantage of information asymmetry.
Thee objective of every audit is to provide an opinion about the fairness of a client's financial
statements,, in order to meet the problems created by such information asymmetry. To
developp this opinion, an auditor performs a series of audit procedures designed to provide
reasonablee assurance that the financial statements contain no material misstatements. An
auditorr typically follows four distinct components of such procedures: First, the auditor
developss a mental model of client business activities where he/she detects unusual
fluctuationss in a company's financial statements (mental representation). Second, the auditor
generatess potential causes for observed inconsistencies (hypothesis generation). Third, the
auditorr gathers diagnostic information (information search) and fourth, he/she analyzes the
findingss to identify the most likely hypothesis and arrive at a diagnosis (hypothesis
evaluation)) (Koonce, Walker and Wright 1993).
Thiss dissertation is concerned with the information search component of audit procedures;
moree specifically, it focuses on the client inquiry process. Once the auditor generates a
plausiblee set of hypotheses, he/she searches for evidence at the audited organization until
he/shee establishes a high level of assurance about the cause-effect relationship at hand.
Typically,, the auditor samples audit evidence using a range of information gathering
proceduress in the audited organization, such as inspection, observation, inquiry, confirmation,
computation,, third party representations and analytical procedures. The auditor often obtains
informationn from external, objective sources as well, such as other audit-team members,
workpapers,, and industry data sources (Koonce et al. 1993).
However,, in some cases, the auditor's ability to obtain reliable information from objective
sourcess may be limited (Hirst and Koonce 1996). Much of the information found in financial
statementss and related material is not based directly on transactions and cannot always be
supportedd by source documents. In such cases, client inquiry is often a very effective way to
acquiree evidence to support the gathered information (CICA 2000).
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Indeed,, the research report "Audit enquiry: Seeking more reliable evidence from audit
enquiry"" (CICA 2000) concludes that client inquiry is increasingly playing a prominent role
inn the evidence collection process. This is due to several factors: the growing importance of
'softerr information' in financial and other reports based on estimates, expectations and
assumptions;; the increasing relevance of performance measures that may require substantial
subjectivee judgment; and, an increasing need to gain an understanding of the attitudes, culture
andd ethics that influence control in entities, as well as how an entity's information systems
capture,, process and report information (CICA 2000).
Thus,, although auditors consider management inquiry as less reliable than evidence received
fromm an independent third party (Knechel 2001), it is an integral part of the audit process
nevertheless,, because management's knowledge of the entity makes it a valuable source of
informationn (Haynes 1999). During client inquiry, the auditor conducts formal or informal
interviewss with the client's employees and management, and then assesses and judges the
collectedd information accordingly (Hirst and Koonce 1996).
Accordingg to Agency Theory, management may benefit from maintaining an information
asymmetryy toward the auditor and thus disclose biased information in the form of subjective
preferences.. Understanding how persuasive client preferences influence audit judgment is
importantt because the auditor may ultimately accept an inappropriate explanation (Jenkins
andd Haynes 2003). This potential threat to audit judgment makes the client inquiry aspect of
auditt procedures a particularly interesting one to examine.

Due to the subjectivity of

accounts,, explanations and estimates collected by means of client inquiry, the auditor has to
bee very careful in appropriately evaluating client-provided evidence.

The quality,

effectivenesss and efficiency of an audit may be considerably comprised if the auditor fails to
properlyy assess the information (Anderson, Kadous and Koonce 2001; Comunale, Sexton and
Sincich2001). .
Duee to management's self-serving interests, it is realistic to assume that the client possesses
persuasivee intentions when conveying subjective evidence to the auditor. In other words, a
clientt may have incentives and opportunities to engage in strategic behaviors directed toward
persuadingg the auditor of the validity of his/her arguments. Such strategic behaviors may
havee adverse consequences on audit effectiveness. This impact on effectiveness is likely to
bee a function of how the auditor responds to such strategic behaviors by the client. The
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client'ss persuasive intentions are an important assumption throughout this dissertation and
willl be further elaborated in the upcoming chapter. We are thus interested in audit judgments
ass a result of client inquiry, given persuasive intentions on the client's side.
Ass motivated in the previous section, we argue that client inquiry increasingly takes place in
computer-mediatedd environments. In other words, given time and space constraints as well
ass a general strive for efficiency, auditors may choose to gather evidence via electronic
communicationn media, such as e-mail or videoconferencing, rather than in face-to-face
settings.. As will be theoretically demonstrated in Chapter 2, there is reason to believe that
thee attributes possessed by such communication media may impact the persuasiveness of
client-providedd evidence and thus affect audit judgments - particularly when the client has
persuasivee intentions, as assumed here. Thus, we will examine the effects of such media
attributess on auditors' belief revision, following client inquiry.

1.33 Research objective and problem definition
Thiss dissertation examines the effects of electronic communication media used for client
inquiryy on judgment-related communication outcomes. Namely, questions arise with regard
too potential misunderstandings, biases and distortions that various electronic media
representationss may introduce into the dyadic auditor-client inquiry process.
Too examine the impact of communication media on audit decision and judgment processes,
wee distinguish among a number of attributes that such media may possess. For example,
somee media may offer a low level of cue multiplicity (meaning that they convey very few
non-contentt related informational cues; e.g. e-mail), while others offer high cue multiplicity
(theyy convey multi-faceted information via peripheral cues, such as body language, facial
expressionss and voice intonations; e.g. video). Media may also vary in their ability to archive
receivedd information for later review (i.e., reprocessability), where some media allow for
informationn storage (e.g., most e-mail systems) and others do not (e.g., voice chats). By
examiningg these and other media attributes, we address how and why media can affect
judgmentss and decisions arising from auditor-client inquiry.
Inn the starting phase of this dissertation, we first approached this issue with the result in a
broadd theoretical framework called the media-task fit (METAFIT) model. Considering a
dyadicc auditor-client inquiry setting, the METAFIT model examines how media attributes
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mayy interact with task-related, environmental and experiential factors, and ultimately affect
communicationn effectiveness. We defined communication effectiveness as high judgment
andd decision quality, as perceived by the auditor who analyzes client-provided evidence.
Duringg the development of the METAFIT model, we reviewed relevant literature concerning
thee relationships between a number of media attributes and communication effectiveness
indicators,, given various task-related, environmental and experiential factors. The resulting
METAFITT model offers a number of propositions with regard to the interactive factor effects
onn communication effectiveness during auditor-client inquiry.

For instance, the model

predictss that for highly equivocal tasks and in cases where the auditor is exposed to high
levelss of time pressure, communication with the client should take place via 'rich' and highly
'interactive'' media.

While the focus of this dissertation lies on the subsequent model

developmentt and testing, we offer theory underlying the METAFIT model and its
propositionss in the published paper (Nöteberg, Benford and Hunton 2003) and in Appendix 1
off this dissertation.
Whilee the METAFIT model was a useful starting point from a theoretical perspective, it
provess difficult to test empirically, for two main reasons. First, the METAFIT model applies
media-relatedd theories to a variety of auditor-client inquiry scenarios, thus not specifying the
contextt sufficiently for empirical testing. Second, we developed the model with the goal of
relatingg media attributes to the rather broad concept of communication effectiveness. On the
otherr hand, the model, which is developed and tested in this dissertation is more restricted in
scopee and considers the more narrowly defined outcome variable of belief revision, as
explainedd next.
Relatedd to the METAFIT model, the more focused and refined research model presented in
thiss dissertation applies only to scenarios where the client has persuasive intentions. In other
words,, we assume that the client has certain preferences, differing significantly from the ones
heldd and stated by the auditor. Consequently, in the assumed scenario, the client aims to
persuadee the auditor of his/her opinion or state of affairs, an assumption not unrealistic in
auditor-clientt inquiry settings, due to the mentioned information asymmetry and
management'ss potential self-serving interests. We will henceforth refer to this notion as the
client'ss 'persuasive intentions'. In this dissertation, we posit that the media by which the
clientt conveys such persuasive information affects the auditor's judgment and decision
quality,, primarily because communication media differ in their capacity to convey multi-
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facetedd information. Namely, some media may amplify the persuasiveness of client-provided
messagess more than others, depending on various media attributes. Audit judgment quality
largelyy depends on the degree to which the auditor can discern truth from deception in the
client'ss messages. However, the quality of an auditor's judgment or decision is difficult to
assess,, since criteria to measure the judgment against are oftentimes lacking in auditing
(Solomonn and Shields 1995). For this reason, this dissertation examines media effects on
auditors'' belief revision, a related but more tightly defined outcome variable. Belief revision
reflectss the extent to which an individual (in this case, an auditor) updates his/her beliefs in
lightt of new (client-provided) evidence. Ultimately, depending on belief revision effects, the
auditor'ss judgment and decision qualities are likely affected. For example, posit that an
auditorr over-reacts to evidence provided by the client, due to the media used for information
conveyance.. Such an overreaction may have detrimental effects on the quality of the final
auditt judgment that is formed.
Hence,, the aim of the research model presented in this dissertation is to make a selection of
mediaa attributes presented in the METAFIT model and examine their relationships with
auditorr belief revision. Consequently, we define our research objective in the following way.
Researchh Objective: "To investigate the impact of electronic communication media
attributess on belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in which the client has
persuasivee intentions."
Forr the research model employed in this dissertation, we choose two attributes of particular
interest,, reprocessability (i.e., the medium's ability to archive messages for re-examination)
andd cue multiplicity (i.e., the extent to which the medium makes available various noncontentt related (peripheral) cues, such as body language, facial expressions, voice
intonations).. Further, when an auditor processes client-provided evidence, one of the most
importantt issues he/she likely considers is the actual strength of the evidence. As will be
theoreticallyy motivated by the Belief Adjustment Model in Chapter 2, the relative strength of
evidencee determines the effect of the chosen media attributes on an auditors' belief revision.
Specifically,, we will explain that the magnitude of media attribute effects depend on (i.e.,
interactt with) the strength of the evidence provided by the client to the auditor. In line with
thee research objective, we formulate the more narrowly defined research question, which will
guidee the structure and content of this dissertation:
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Researchh Question: "What is the impact of evidence strength, reprocessability and cue
multiplicityy on auditors' belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in which the
clientt has persuasive intentions?"

1.44 Research design
Thee choice of a research design depends on the nature of the research problem and the status
off theory development in the research field.

We are interested in causal relationships

betweenn media attributes, evidence strength and belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client
inquiryy setting. Various theories are available and appropriate both to describe the field of
interestt and to use for hypothesis development.
hypothesis-drivenn research strategy.

As a result, we employ a deductive,

Following the positivist research tradition, this

dissertationn will present a review of theories that form the basis for our hypotheses and
propositions..

The research model, presented in Chapter 2 of this dissertation, finds its

theoreticall underpinning in the literature of belief adjustment and persuasion, and results in a
sett of hypotheses that we consequently test empirically in a laboratory experiment.

1.55 Dissertation outline
Thee structure of this dissertation is as follows (see also Table 1.1 for an overview).
Inn Chapter 2, we develop a research model studying the impact of evidence strength,
reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on auditors' belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client
inquiryy setting. Behavioral audit research commonly studies the impact of various factors on
thee extent to which an auditor revises his/her belief in light of new evidence. This approach,
recognizedd as the Belief Adjustment Model (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Hogarth and Einhorn
1992),, forms the basis of the research model that we develop in Chapter 2. The basic premise
inn this dissertation is that the way in which one presents evidence to a decision maker is to
somee degree determined and constrained by the type of medium being used for
communication.. The Belief Adjustment Model, supported by the Elaboration Likelihood
Modell (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), helps to explain the effects of a medium's reprocessability
andd cue multiplicity in interaction with evidence strength on the auditor's belief revision.
Thee hypotheses that we offer in Chapter 2 concern the effects of the chosen media attributes
onn auditor belief revision in light of (either strong or weak) client-provided evidential cues.
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Chapterr 3 describes the methodology used to collect and analyze empirical data, testing
hypothesess stated in Chapter 2. The research design employed in the empirical part of this
dissertationn was a computerized laboratory experiment and participants were graduate,
practicingg accounting students. In Chapter 3, we describe in detail the experimental task and
proceduress employed during data collection. Further, we explain how we manipulated the
experimentall factors of interest and developed the experimental treatments.
Chapterr 4 reports the results of statistical analyses of empirical observations with regard to
thee impact of reprocessability, cue multiplicity and evidence strength on belief revision. We
alsoo perform and report post-hoc analyses. We describe the study results and link them back
too the theoretical framework offered in Chapter 2.
Finally,, we summarize and discuss the findings in Chapter 5. We suggest implications for
theoryy and practice. The presentation of research limitations and possible future research in
thee area concludes the chapter.
TABLEE 1.1: DISSERTATION OUTLINE

Chapter r

Title e

Purpose e

11

Introduction n

22

Theoryy and hypotheses

Review media attributes literature.
Review the Belief Adjustment Model.
Posit research model and hypotheses with regard to
evidencee strength, reprocessability and cue
multiplicityy effects on belief revision.

33

Researchh methodology

Present the experimental design, task and
procedures. .
Describe the experimental treatments and
measures. .

44

Analysiss and results

Analyze the data gathered during experiment.
Address the extent to which hypotheses are
supported. .
Perform post-hoc analyses if necessary.
Link back results to research model and offer
theoreticall explanations for empirical findings.

55

Conclusions s

Introduce, motivate and frame the research project.

Summarize and discuss final conclusions.
Propose implications for theory and practice.
Discuss study limitations.
Present possible future research.
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1.66 Expected contribution
Thiss dissertation provides incremental theoretical contribution to both information systems
andd auditing literatures, as it incorporates media-related concepts from information systems
researchh combined with auditing related theory in a judgment and decision-making context.
Byy studying the impact of communication media attributes on belief revision, we extend
existingg theory (i.e., the Belief Adjustment Model) to a model that can be applied to mediated
auditor-clientt inquiry tasks.
Inn terms of practical contribution, the findings resulting from this study will provide some
recommendationss for practicing auditors regarding their use of electronic communication
mediaa for client inquiry. We suggest that under certain circumstances where dyadic auditorclientt communications take place via electronic media, clients with persuasive intentions may
intentionallyy distort requested audit evidence. Consequently, auditors' may unknowingly
alterr their belief revision processes, which potentially may result in lower levels of judgment
andd audit quality.
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Theory and hypotheses

ThisThis chapter addresses the theoretical aspects of the Research Question stated in
ChapterChapter 1: "What is the impact of evidence strength, message reprocessability and cue
multiplicitymultiplicity on auditors' belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in
whichwhich the client has persuasive intentions? " We choose two media attributes of interest
(reprocessability(reprocessability and cue multiplicity), and examine their effect on auditors' belief
revisionrevision following client inquiry. Further, we motivate why media effects will vary
dependingdepending on the strength of client-provided evidence.

The theoretical frameworks

underlyingunderlying the given research model and hypotheses are the Belief Adjustment Model
andand the Elaboration Likelihood Model.

2.11 Introduction
Individualss make increasing use of new electronic media, such as e-mail and videoconferencingg systems, for communication within and between organizations. This
developmentt gives people in geographically dispersed organizations the opportunity to share
informationn and make decisions effectively and efficiently without having to meet face-toface.. In the same way, audit firms and their client companies are increasingly dispersed
acrosss the globe, which often necessitates the use of virtual meetings for client inquiry.
Duringg an audit engagement, auditors use client inquiry as one of several methods to collect
relevantt evidence by gathering explanatory information from client representatives in order
forr auditors to form judgments.

Such a client inquiry consists of dyadic (one-to-one)

communication,, i.e., a communicationn process between the auditor and his/her client.
Appendixx 1 presents the media-task fit (METAFIT) model (Nöteberg et al. 2003), which
proposess media-related, task-related, environmental, and experiential factors as interacting
determinantss of effective communication (as reflected by judgment and decision quality) in
auditor-clientt inquiry settings. The METAFIT model offers several propositions regarding
thee most effective use of electronic communication media for client inquiry purposes as a
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functionn of task characteristics, environmental aspects and experiential factors. The model
aimsaims at a high level of model completeness by reviewing various relevant aspects and
theories.. As a first step in this dissertation's development, this process of model development
wass very fruitful, as it encouraged understanding of the broad picture of organizational
media-relatedd research.
Whilee the METAFIT model predicts media effects with regard to audit judgment and
decisionn quality in general, the research model developed in this chapter narrows the
dependentt construct to belief revision in light of client-provided evidence. The consideration
off the auditor's belief revision is particularly interesting when the evidence source (in this
case,, the client) has persuasive intentions. Following Agency Theory, it is realistic to assume
thatt management would have self-serving interests. As a result, a client representative may
duringg the auditor's inquiry try to convince the auditor of a certain course of action to be
taken.. Given such a scenario, we will here argue that some communication media may affect
auditors'' belief revision more than others, depending on the media's capabilities to convey
information..

This chapter demonstrates theoretically that, depending on the attributes

possessedd by media used for information inquiry, the media can evoke the auditor to choose
differentt strategies to process client-provided evidence. As a result, the auditor may bias or
distortt his/her perceptions and judgments of the evidence following the use of communication
mediaa for client inquiry. In other words, the same evidence may more or less persuade an
auditor,, depending on the type of media used for client inquiry. Ultimately, such distortions
mayy influence audit effectiveness and efficiency (Tubbs, Messier and Knechel 1990). This
issuee is of particular importance in the auditing profession, where stakeholders rely on the
objectivityy and truthfulness of auditors' statements.
Drawingg upon the media attributes employed in the METAFIT model, the current research
modell examines the impact of two of these attributes on auditors' belief revision. The media
attributess of interest are (1) reprocessability, i.e., the medium's ability to archive messages
forr re-examination and (2) cue multiplicity, i.e., the extent to which the medium makes
availablee various non-content related (peripheral) cues (such as body language, facial
expressions,, voice intonations).
Inn this chapter, we develop a research model, which examines why and how the chosen
mediaa attributes affect the auditor's belief revision during client inquiry, particularly in cases
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wheree the client has persuasive intentions. Further, we will theoretically motivate that such
mediaa effects largely depend on the strength of the conveyed evidence. To predict such
effects,, this chapter reviews two theoretical frameworks, i.e., (1) the Belief Adjustment
Modell and (2) the Elaboration Likelihood Model.
Whilee the purpose of this chapter is to describe the underlying theory and develop hypotheses
too be tested, we deem it necessary for explanatory and illustrative reasons to briefly outline
thee assumed scenario, which is also going to be used during experimental testing. We
assumee a scenario, which is not uncommon in auditor-client negotiations: The auditor has
tentativelyy recommended that the client make a material adjustment in the financial
statements.. That is, the auditor has judged that certain inventory items are obsolete and that
managementt should write down these items by a certain amount. The client, however,
disagreess and claims substantive reasons for a lesser write-down. Given an initially strong
belieff on the auditor's part, a representative (e.g., the chief financial officer) of the client
companyy sends either strong or weak persuasive messages to the auditor, suggesting a lesser
adjustmentt by providing a set of justifications'. In this chapter, we theorize that the type of
mediaa used for the conveyance of client-provided arguments will have an impact on the
extentt to which the evidence-seeking auditor revises his/her belief.
Wee further limit the applicability of our research model to the assumption that auditor and
clientt use asynchronous media (i.e., long time delay between messages) for communication,
meaningg that the client possesses ample time to process the auditor's questions and formulate
his/herr answers. Section 2.2 on media attributes explains what this limitation entails and why
itt is necessary. Note also that in terms of cue multiplicity, we consider only peripheral (i.e.,
auditoryy and visual) cues that support rather than contradict the underlying message given by
centrall cues. The section on cue multiplicity (2.2.5) further addresses this limitation.
Next,, we present underlying theory to support proposed effects of evidence strength,
reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on belief revision strength. First, in Section 2.2, we
revieww the origins of the two media attributes chosen for this study. We also briefly discuss
additionall media attributes that others have considered in the literature and defend why they
aree not considered in this study.

11

Note that this scenario will be described in more detail in Chapter 3.
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Givenn the scenario described above, we posit that auditors choose either sequential or
simultaneouss processing of evidence, depending on the presence of reprocessability that a
mediumm offers. Belief revision is further affected by the objective strength of the evidence
providedd by the client. The Belief Adjustment Model (thoroughly reviewed in Section 2.2.2)
providess theoretical support for both the effect of evidence strength (Section 2.2.3) and
reprocessabilityy (Section 2.2.4) on belief revision. Further, by the means of the Elaboration
Likelihoodd Model (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), we theorize that the auditor's belief revision
processs is influenced by the capability of the medium to evoke the auditor's processing of
peripherall cues (cue multiplicity). The chapter concludes with a summary of the proposed
researchh model (Section 2.3).
Figuree 2.1 presents the research model, reflecting underlying cognitive psychological
processess that we employ to explain belief revision effects. The model also indicates the
positionn of each of the four hypotheses that we will offer.

Evidencee strength
(high/low) )

Cuee multiplicity
(high/low) )

VV H3 EvokesEvokes peripheral Belieff revision
processing processing
strength h
ikk H4

II Evokes sequential
processing processing
Reprocessability y
(present/absent) )

HI HI

FIGUREE 2 . 1 : RESEARCH MODEL
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2.22 Theory & hypotheses
2.2.11 Media attributes
Researcherss from a wide array of fields - such as communication, computer science,
psychology,, information systems, organizational behavior and cognitive science - have long
beenn interested in decision-makers' media choice and media effects (Kumar and Benbasat
2002).. Particularly with regard to recent technological developments in the area of new
electronicc media, the study of media use and selection for various purposes has become a
researchh domain of interest. Most research examining media effects and their use provides
categorizationss of media attributes to facilitate theoretical explanations for why
communicationn outcomes differ across various media.

Before proceeding to the media

attributess of interest in this study, let us review the attributes that other researchers have
proposedd in related literatures. We will briefly discuss how these attributes could potentially
relatee to auditors' belief revision and why we have chosen not to include them in the current
study. .
Inn the past two decades, many theories of media choice (e.g., Short, Williams and Christie
1976;; Daft and Lengel 1986; Walther 1992; Fulk 1993; Dennis and Valacich 1999) have
providedd categorizations of media attributes, and have investigated their effects on media
choicee and communication effectiveness (Kumar and Benbasat 2002). For instance, the
widelyy cited Media Richness Theory postulates that managers will be more effective and
efficientt in their work when richer media are used for equivocal tasks and leaner media are
usedd for less equivocal tasks. According to Media Richness Theory, four media-inherent
attributess determine the richness of a medium: conveyance of multiple cues, variety of
languagee carried, capacity to include personal focus, and feedback (Daft, Lengel and Klebe
Trevinoo 1987).
Conveyancee of multiple cues, or cue multiplicity, represents the number of ways in which a
mediumm can communicate information, such as auditory cues (e.g., voice tone and inflection)
andd visual cues (e.g., facial gestures and body language). Cue multiplicity is one of the
attributess considered in this dissertation.
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Varietyy of language carried, or language variety, reflects the range of meaning that can be
conveyedd with language symbols, such as numbers (conveying precision) and natural
languagee (conveying understanding of a broader set of concepts and ideas) (Daft et al. 1987).
Otherr researchers have coined the terms symbol variety (Dennis and Valacich 1999),
modalityy (Burgoon, Bonito, Bengtsson, Ramirez JR, Dunbar and Miczo 2000) and channel
capacityy (Te'eni 2001), which subsume the attributes of multiplicity of cues and language
variety. .
Somee media have a higher capacity to include personal focus (e.g., face-to-face
communication)) than others (e.g., e-mail).

Researchers have referred to the terms

'contingency'' (Burgoon et al. 2000) and 'adaptiveness' (Te'eni 2001) as similar constructs to
personall focus.
Thee METAFIT model (presented in Appendix 1) similarly presents cue multiplicity, language
varietyy and personal focus as antecedents of media richness in an auditor-client inquiry
context.. The model theoretically examines the relationship between media richness and audit
decisionn and judgment quality, given various task-related and environmental aspects involved
inn client inquiry.
Further,, immediacy of feedback reflects how quickly a medium allows users to respond to the
communicationss they receive (Daft and Lengel 1986). Immediacy of feedback relates to a
medium'ss capacity to allow synchronous or asynchronous communication. Another concept
similarr to feedback immediacy, synchronicity, characterizes whether the interaction occurs in
real-timee (synchronous) or with a time delay (asynchronous) (Burgoon et al. 2000). The
METAFITT model considers the concept of interactivity as a media attribute particularly
importantt for high quality judgments when communication tasks are complex and auditors
aree exposed to time pressure (see Appendix 1).
Inn light of new communication technology developments, Dennis and Valacich (1999)
proposedd a variation of Media Richness Theory, called Media Synchronicity Theory. In
summary,, the authors expanded the set of media attributes that can affect communication to
includee rehearsability, reprocessability, and parallelism. Rehearsability (also included in the
METAFITT model, see Appendix 1) reflects the medium's capability to allow users to edit or
polishh a message before transmission. Reprocessability refers to a feature that allows users to
re-examinee messages while engaged in dialog (considered both in the METAFIT model and
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inn the research model developed here). Parallelism is defined as the number of simultaneous
conversationss supported by the medium.
Wee view media richness and related theories as relevant synopses of media attributes.
However,, while tests of media richness theories, including the METAFIT model (see
Appendixx 1) have primarily examined media choice and their performance effects, our focal
questionn here is to what extent do media attributes influence the revision of the message
recipient'ss (auditor's) earlier held beliefs when the sender (client) has persuasive intentions?
Mediaa richness theories do not explain why and how media attributes influence individuals'
judgmentt and decision-making processes. Neither do they consider media effects on belief
revisionn in persuasive settings, as considered herein.
Inn this study, we examine the effects of two of the reviewed media attributes (reprocessability
andd cue multiplicity) on belief revision in an audit judgment task, given either strong or weak
client-providedd evidence. First, the presence or absence of reprocessability (the extent to
whichh messages can be re-examined before decisions are made) is particularly interesting in
thee auditing field, given the importance of information archival for later review and
verification.. We acknowledge that media vary in the extent to which they allow users to
reprocesss received messages.

Here, we are primarily interested in the effects that the

presencee versus absence of reprocessability has on cognitive information processing
strategiess in the mind of the message recipient (i.e., the auditor). In other words, how are
belieff revision processes affected when the medium does or does not provide the opportunity
too reprocess evidence? We further describe such reprocessability effects by means of the
Belieff Adjustment Model in Section 2.2.4.
Second,, cue multiplicity (the number of ways in which a medium can convey non-content
relatedd information) varies across most commonly used media. For example, when auditors
choosee e-mail to inquire with their clients, cue multiplicity is considerably lower than if they
initiatee a phone conversation. Non-verbal cues such as tone of voice, hedges and hesitations,
etceteraa during a phone conversation may reveal important additional information not
availablee in a text-based message. Assuming that peripheral cues support the direction of the
content-relatedd information, Section 2.2.5 will explain the effects of cue multiplicity on belief
revisionn in light of the Belief Adjustment Model and the Elaboration Likelihood Model.
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Next,, we review the potential importance of other media attributes for consideration when
examiningg media effects on belief revision. We also explain why they are not included in the
currentt study.
Forr instance, we assume that the level of synchronicity (i.e., the extent to which
communicationn occurs with or without a time delay) possessed by a medium would have
somee influence on the message recipient's belief revision. We also posit, however, that such
effectss would be extremely difficult to predict for the following reasons. On one hand,
synchronouss communication (e.g., instant messaging and video-conferencing) provides the
meanss for immediate feedback and the ability on the sender's side to quickly adjust his/her
messagess to the reactions of the recipient. In this regard, synchronous communication might
increasee the message's persuasiveness and thus have a positive effect on belief revision. On
thee other hand, the absence of synchronicity in a medium (e.g., e-mail and voicemail) offers
thee sender of a persuasive message the attribute of rehearsability (the sender's ability to
rehearsee messages before sending them).

The presence, as opposed to absence, of

rehearsabilityy may have biasing effects on belief revision because the sender (in this case, the
client)) has the time and opportunity to review and alter the message before it is sent, which
cann facilitate the development of a substantially influential persuasive argument. When the
clientt has no opportunity to rehearse the message (as would be the case during synchronous
communication),, uncertain or unfounded arguments may be more evident to the recipient,
hence,, the message's persuasiveness would be weaker. Thus, we are confronted with a
potentiallyy

confounding

problem among

synchronicity,

feedback

immediacy

and

rehearsability,, which can unnecessarily complicate the accurate prediction of belief revision
withh respect to high or low media synchronicity.
Forr these reasons, we assume that rehearsability has already taken place by considering only
asynchronouss communication media. The assumption is that the auditor's questions are well
structuredd and that the client will take sufficient time to prepare his/her responses before
transmittingg them. By focusing exclusively on asynchronous media, the attribute of feedback
immediacyy is held constant (and thus not considered) in the current study.
Further,, the attribute of personal focus (the extent to which a medium conveys personal
aspectss of the message) has been criticized for not truly being a media attribute, but rather a
functionn of the social communication setting or the way co-communicators utilize and
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perceivee a specific medium (Markus 1994). Thus, while different media allow for various
levelss of personal focus, we argue that the major source of this attribute's effects is found in
thee actions of the message sender. For example, whereas e-mail arguably does not offer an
inherentlyy high level of personal focus, its users might under some circumstances perceive
informationn conveyed by e-mail to be highly personal, depending on, for example, the
receiver'ss experience with the medium and the co-communicator. As we are interested in
attributess possessed by the communication media, personal focus is not theoretically
consistentt with other inherent media attributes.
Withh regard to language variety, Daft et al. (1987) broadly identify two types of language:
naturall language and numbers. Since most basic media (video, audio and text) support the
usee of both types (Dennis and Kinney 1998), we decided not to include this attribute.
Finally,, parallelism is not applicable to our research interest because this attribute is only
relevantt to communication, which takes place between more than two individuals. In this
study,, we focus on a dyadic (one-to-one) communication setting.
Inn summary, we are primarily interested in media attributes possessed by asynchronous
mediaa used for dyadic auditor-client communication and their impact on belief revision in
persuasivee settings. We theorize that reprocessability and cue multiplicity will have an
impactt on the extent to which the auditor revises his/her belief. To describe and explain the
expectedd effects, we rely on the Belief Adjustment Model, as reviewed next.

2.2.22

Belief Adjustment Model

Mostt audit tasks can be characterized as judgment tasks, where auditors evaluate both
objectivee and subjective evidence provided by, for example, management of the audited
company.. Audit research shows that auditors are susceptible to various biases (or heuristics)
whenn evaluating such evidence, due to limited cognitive capacities (Trotman 1998). One of
thesee biases is known as the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic.

In most situations,

individualss approach a decision or judgment with a preconceived notion of a desired course
off action they would like to take. According to the anchoring-and-adjustment heuristic,
individualss generate their final judgments by using their prior beliefs (anchors) as starting
points,, subsequently obtaining and evaluating additional evidence, and readjusting their
earlierr anchors. According to the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM) (Einhorn and Hogarth
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1985;; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992), this evidence may vary in terms of direction, strength and
type,, all of which ultimately affect belief revision.
Ass briefly described in the introduction of this chapter, the scenario chosen for this study
(whichh is also used as the experimental case) involves an auditor's negotiation with the chief
financiall officer (CFO) of a client company about possible obsolete inventory. The auditor
holdss an initial belief (anchor) regarding the amount by which the inventory should be written
down.. The CFO sends strong or weak messages, trying to persuade the auditor of a lower
adjustment..

We are interested in the auditor's belief revision process following client-

providedd messages, and the effects thereupon of the communication media used for evidence
conveyance.. We will next review the BAM and explain how it applies to the research model
examinedd in this dissertation (see also Figure 2.1).
Evidencee direction, strength and type
Thee BAM (Einhorn and Hogarth 1985; Hogarth and Einhorn 1992), using a general
anchoring-and-adjustmentt approach, describes individuals' belief adjustments in the light of
neww evidence. The model predicts that the manner in which people revise their current belief
(anchor)) is influenced by several evidence-related factors. The characteristics of evidence
consideredd in the BAM are: (1) direction (confirming or disconfirming a current belief), (2)
strengthh (weak or strong), and (3) type (negative, positive or mixed).

In the scenario

consideredd here, the client, holding persuasive intentions, provides inventory-related
evidence,, which is in conflict with the auditor's initial belief. Thus, in terms of evidential
direction,, the client is trying to evoke a downward belief revision by submitting
disconfirmingg evidence.
Thee BAM also considers varying evidence strength. As further explained in Section 2.2.3,
wee consider both strong and weak pieces of evidence by including this variable as a factor in
ourr research model (see Figure 2.1).
Finally,, in terms of evidence type, we consider consistently negative (or disconfirming)
evidence,, because the client in our scenario provides persuasive arguments in favor of
loweringlowering the initial write-down estimate only, as opposed to mixing confirming and
disconfirmingg evidence.
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characterizess auditor-client relationships, resulting in such a consistently negative evidence
type. .
Evaluationn and estimation
Hogarthh and Einhorn (1992) distinguish between two types of evidence encoding tasks,
evaluationn and estimation.

Evaluation occurs when the decision-maker first "encodes

evidencee as positive or negative relative to the hypothesis under consideration" (Hogarth and
Einhornn 1992, p. 9) before integrating new evidence with the existing anchor. Estimation, on
thee other hand, takes place when "evidence is presented on an implicit, unipolar scale that
mapss easily onto the required judgment" (Hogarth and Einhorn 1992, p. 31). This study
considerss estimation tasks only, because the additional evidence provided by the client CFO
iss consistently disconfirming in nature. Hence, since decision makers know beforehand that
informationn will be consistently disconfirming in nature, we argue that it is presented on an
implicit,, unipolar scale, resulting in an estimation task. This consideration is in line with
typicall inventory valuation scenarios, where the auditor commonly assumes the client's
interestt to overvalue inventory.
Thee Belief Adjustment Model in audit research
Auditt researchers have repeatedly applied the BAM in their studies, particularly with regard
too predicting order biases in decision-making (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al.
1990;; Dillard and Kauffman 1991; Pei, Reed and Koch 1992; Kennedy 1993; Messier and
Tubbss 1994; Cushing and Ahlawat 1996; Trotman and Wright 1996; Arnold, Collier, Leech
andd Sutton 2000), presentation mode effects (e.g., Krull, Reckers and Wong-on-Wing 1993;
Embyy 1994), and the effects of auditors' attitudes on belief revision (Bamber, Ramsay and
Tubbss 1997).
Thee model is of particular interest to audit judgment and decision-making research for
variouss reasons. First, Felix and Kinney (1982) demonstrated that auditors obtain and
evaluatee evidence sequentially, as posited by the model. Second, auditors seem to be very
sensitivee to the information order and presentation mode effects that the model predicts
(Ashtonn and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990). Third, audit effectiveness and efficiency are
influencedd by such bias considerations (Ashton and Ashton 1988).
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Ashtonn and Ashton (1988) further developed the anchoring-and-adjustment model suggested
byy Einhom and Hogarth (1985). The discounting model for negative evidence (Ashton and
Ashtonn 1988) applies to the current study, as stated in Equation 2.1.
EQUATIONN 2.1: THE DISCOUNTING MODEL
Sk —— S k .i - S k .| * y

k

where e
strengthh of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1)
Stt l =

aa (> 0) =

strengthh of belief after evaluating k-\ pieces of evidence, i.e., the current
positionposition or anchor before evaluating the kth piece of evidence (0 < Sk. ] <
1) )
objectivee strength of the kih piece of negative evidence (0 < y k < 1)
ann individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a >
1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude

Thee above model (Equation 2.1) suggests that the strength of belief after evaluating k pieces
off evidence (Sk) is a function of three factors: (1) the anchor (Sk 0, (2) the objective strength
off evidence (yk); and (3) one's attitude toward disconfirming evidence (a) (Ashton and
Ashtonn 1988).
Evidencee Presentation Order
Asidee from evidence direction (confirming or disconfirming), strength (strong or weak), type
(negative,, positive or mixed) and task (estimation vs. evaluation), Hogarth and Einhorn
(1992)) consider the order in which evidence is presented (positive then negative, negative
thenn positive or mixed positive and negative) and its effects on judgment and belief
adjustment.. Audit judgment researchers applying the BAM have placed substantial emphasis
onn such effects. When evidence is mixed in nature, the BAM predicts a recency effect, i.e.,
hypothesizess that a disconfirming-confirming order leads to higher final beliefs than a
conftrming-disconfirmingg order. Much research has supported the recency effect in various
auditt judgment and decision-making areas (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Knechel and
Messierr 1990; Tubbs et al. 1990) and has subsequently identified variables that might
mitigatee or confound order effects, such as accountability (Kennedy 1993) and cognitive
involvementt (Cushing and Ahlawat 1996).
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Thee research model developed in this chapter (see Figure 2.1) is only concerned with
consistentlyy discontinuing (negative) evidence. Since the discounting model employed here
doess not predict order effects on belief revision when a sequence of consistent negative
evidencee is processed (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990), the consideration of
orderr effects on belief adjustment is not relevant for our purposes.
Attitudess toward evidence
Thee BAM also considers an individual's attitude toward evidence (see the term "a" in
Equationn 2.1). The argument is that the subjective strength of a piece of evidence is
evaluatedd independently of other evidence and may differ across individuals (e.g., Hogarth
andd Einhorn 1992; Pei et al. 1992; Bamber et al. 1997).

Thus, individuals may be

disconfirmation/confirmationn avoiding, neutral or prone. Note that very few auditing studies
actuallyy measure the auditor's subjective attitude to evidence explicitly (Bamber et al. 1997).
Empiricall research provides limited and mixed empirical findings with regard to auditors'
attitudess toward evidence: While some researchers deduce that auditors are confirmation
pronee (Waller and Kinney 1984; Church 1990; Bamber et al. 1997), others conclude that
auditorss are equally sensitive to confirming and disconfirming evidence (Asare 1992).
Here,, we follow Ashton and Ashton's reasoning (Ashton and Ashton 1988; Ashton and
Ashtonn 1990) with regard to auditors' attitude toward evidence. They argue that due to the
naturee of auditing and the education and training that auditors go through, it is realistic to
assumee that auditors are prone to adjust their beliefs when they receive client-provided
evidence.. The reason is that auditors actively search for evidence on which to base their
judgments,, rather than relying on their own experience, intuition or speculation. Thus, with
regardd to the discounting model (see Equation 2.1) and the scenario chosen in this study, we
assumee that auditors are generally disconfirmation prone, rather than neutral or avoiding.
Sincee we test our research model experimentally, we further assume that the effects of any
individuall attitude differences will be randomized across participants and thus require no
furtherr examination.
Informationn presentation format
Hogarthh and Einhorn (1992) posit that the format of evidence presentation affects belief
adjustment.. Belief adjustment studies consider two modes of evidence presentation. In the
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sequentiall (Step-by-Step) mode, individuals are given each piece of evidence in a separate,
disaggregatedd series of information releases, and they update their beliefs after considering
eachh piece of evidence. In the simultaneous (End-of-Sequence) mode, individuals update
theirr beliefs once all the information has been presented as an aggregated set.

The

considerationn of varying presentation formats is crucial to the research model developed in
thiss dissertation (see Figure 2.1), as described next.
Informationn Processing Strategies
Individualss use different information processing strategies when faced with evidential matter,
oftenn depending on the presentation mode employed. When information is presented in a
sequentiall mode, people typically also employ a sequential processing strategy, where they
adjustt their beliefs incrementally as each piece of evidence is offered.

Simultaneous

processingg means that individuals adjust their initial anchor upon presentation of the
aggregatee set of evidential matter. A simultaneous presentation mode commonly begets a
simultaneouss processing strategy, particularly when the number of informational items is
shortt and their complexity is fairly low. However, relatively complex and/or long series of
informationall items released in a simultaneous mode can overload many individuals'
cognitivee capacities; therefore, people characteristically employ a sequential processing
strategyy when faced with such cognitive demands.
Thee area of interest in this study is the strength of the auditor's belief revision as a result of
processingg disconfirming evidence, received during client inquiry.

There is theoretical

reasonn to believe that individuals make stronger belief revisions when they are exposed to
informationn in a sequential format, as compared to a simultaneous format. Ashton and
Ashtonn (1988) note that when auditors have a disconfirmation-prone attitude, sequential
evaluationn of consistently negative evidence will result in more extreme belief change than
simultaneouss processing of the same evidence, a phenomenon called the "dilution effect"
(Ashtonn and Ashton 1988). We discussed previously that we can theoretically assume
evidencee proneness among auditors. Consequently, belief revision should be stronger when
individualss process evidence sequentially as opposed to simultaneously.
Accordingg to this reasoning, if individuals are presented with 10 pieces of negative evidence
inn a simultaneous format and are asked for their revised beliefs, they will typically adjust
theirr initial beliefs negatively to some extent. Furthermore, if individuals are asked to revise
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theirr beliefs after each of the 10 pieces of evidence are presented (sequential format), their
finalfinal belief state will be even more negative (extreme) than in the simultaneous format.
Thee difference in belief revision strength may be explained by the fact that sequential
evidencee processing offers more opportunities to anchor and adjust than does simultaneous
processing.. More frequent information displays thus increase the perceived value-relevance
off the information and cause individuals to increase the amount of anchoring and adjustment
off their beliefs, resulting in a more extreme revision in the direction of the evidence (Francis
andd Schipper 1999). Research has indeed found that individuals tend to over-adjust in the
directionn of the informational items when information is displayed sequentially (e.g., Pinsker
2003). .
Wee thus present two modified forms of the discounting model. When beliefs are updated
simultaneously,, the strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence is a function of (1)
thee previous belief state (So); and (2) some function of the aggregate, objective strength of all
piecess of evidence provided (y), as shown in Equation 2.2.
EQUATIONN 2.2: THE SIMULTANEOUS DISCOUNTING MODEL

sk=s0-[So*fl;yV..,y\)] ]
where e
Skk =
S00 =
y!! =
ykk =
aa (> 0) =

strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1)
initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1)
objective strength of the 1st piece of negative evidence (0 < yt < 1)
objective strength of the klh piece of negative evidence (0 < y k < 1)
an individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a >
1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude

Onn the other hand, in the discounting model for sequential information presentation, each
piecee of evidence has an additive, and thus ultimately stronger effect on the final belief state,
ass reflected by Equation 2.3.
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EQUATIONN 2.3: THE SEQUENTIAL DISCOUNTING MODEL

Sk== [S 0 -(S 0 *y"i)] + -

+

[Sk-i - (Sk., * y°k)]

where e

s kk =
yii =
S t . ii -

ykk =

aa (> 0) =

strengthh of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1)
initiall strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1)
objectivee strength of the Is' piece of negative evidence (0 < yi < 1)
strengthh of belief after evaluating k-\ pieces of evidence, i.e., the
currentt position or anchor before evaluating the kth piece of evidence (0
<Sk_,>l) )
objectivee strength of the &th piece of negative evidence (0 < y k < 1)
ann individual's attitude toward negative or disconfirming evidence; (a >
1)) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn neutral" attitude; (0 < a < I) implies a
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude

Next,, we explain how the BAM, and more specifically, the discounting model is related to
thee concept of evidence strength in our research model (see Figure 2.1).

2.2.33

Evidence strength

Ourr focal interest in this dissertation is the effect of certain media attributes on the auditor's
belieff revision during mediated client inquiry. However, there is reason to expect that such
effectss would vary depending on the strength of the evidence that is being conveyed. During
clientt inquiry, the client may provide either strong or weak evidential cues to the auditor,
affectingg belief revision accordingly. Thus, while the scenario chosen in this dissertation
considerss only consistently disconfirming evidence, it considers evidence that may vary in
termss of its objective strength. As posited by the BAM and the discounting model, we thus
incorporatee evidence strength (see the term "y" in Equations 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3) as a central
aspectt into our research model (see Figure 2.1). The main effect of evidence strength is not a
neww issue to investigate, however, our study is unique in this regard as we examine the
interactionn of evidence strength with reprocessability and cue multiplicity. That is, how do
thesee media attributes affect belief revision, in light of either strong or weak evidence?
Accordingg to the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo 1981), message
recipientss may follow two distinct routes when processing persuasive information - the
centrall or peripheral route.

When individuals possess the motivation and ability to

thoroughlyy think about and reflect upon the arguments in a communication, they typically
choosee the central route of persuasion. In this scenario, message recipients systematically
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scrutinizee the validity of arguments contained in a persuasive message, and revise their initial
beliefss as a result of the content-related cues of the message. When a peripheral informationprocessingg strategy is employed, decision-makers rely on secondary, non-content related
cues.. In accordance with the ELM, we describe evidence strength as a central cue. It
capturess the pure signal of a message, without any peripheral cues, such as nuances, body
languagee or voice inflection. Thus, when decision-makers base their assessment and belief
revisionn on the objective strength of the evidence, they have chosen a central route of
persuasion. .
Theree is no general theory of audit evidence in either audit research or the practice literature.
Thus,, we find little guidance as to what constitutes strong or weak evidence (Caster and
Pincuss 1996). In their review of the judicial theory of persuasiveness of evidence (Bentham
1827),, Caster and Pincus (1996) posit six characteristics of audit evidence that may be
positivelyy related to evidence persuasiveness, an equivalent construct to evidence strength, as
viewedd in this study.

Aside from amount of evidence, number of tests, dispersion of

estimates,, composition of evidence set, directness of evidence and deviations from
expectations,, they also emphasize client source reliability as an important determinant of
evidencee persuasiveness.
Source-relatedd factors indeed appear to be of primary importance to auditors when assessing
evidencee strength. For example, Knechel (2001) states characteristics such as independence
off the provider (also Arens and Loebbecke, 1997), qualifications of the provider and degree
off objectivity as determinants of evidence strength. Similarly, Ashton and Ashton (1988)
notee in the specification of the BAM that the strength of each piece of collected evidence "is
likelyy to vary depending on its source or other factors" (Ashton and Ashton 1988, p. 625).
Empiricall research provides additional evidence that auditors are sensitive to source
characteristicss (e.g., source objectivity and independence) when assessing the strength of
evidence..

Evidence strength may thus be viewed as a function of source credibility,

objectivityy and independence (e.g., Joyce and Biddle 1981; Abdel-Khalik, Snowball and
Wraggee 1983; Bamber 1983; Brown 1983; Schneider 1984; Messier and Schneider 1988;
Knechell and Messier 1990).
Wee further argue that the level of verifiability of a client-provided message plays an
importantt role when an auditor assesses its strength. If the evidence is not easily verifiable,
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thee auditor may be more sensitive to the integrity of the source (Goodwin 1999) and thus
perceivee the message to be particularly weak. Spires also stresses evidence verifiability as a
dimensionn of evidence strength (Spires 1991). Auditors are likely to perceive a verifiable or
verifiedd piece of evidence as much stronger than evidence that cannot be verified.
Whilee we define evidence strength (a central cue) as a function of certain source
characteristicss and message verifiability, we acknowledge that the ELM may have a different
view.. The ELM would label source characteristics and message verifiability as peripheral
cues,, since they do not relate directly to the message content. However, we argue that the
distinctionn between central and peripheral cues is context-specific.

The ELM has been

primarilyy applied to the field of consumer marketing. In that context, source-related cues
suchh as a brand name are seen as peripheral, because their elaboration requires consumers
onlyy to engage in relational reflection, rather than thorough scrutiny of the message itself
(e.g.,, Meyers-Levy and Malaviya 1999). However, as our study is set in the context of
auditing,, we argue that other rules apply to the distinction between central and peripheral
cues.. Auditors are specifically trained to interpret and judge evidence in relation to its source
andd its verifiability (e.g., Knechel 2001). Hence, for a complete evidence assessment, it is the
thoroughh examination of source-related aspects as well as evidence verifiability that is of
majorr importance in auditors' judgment processes.

Questions such as "Is this source

reliable?",, "Is the source independent?" and "Can this information easily be verified?" are
imperativee with regard to the centrality of the message when auditors evaluate evidence in
termss of its strength.
Inn agreement with this argument, Perloff (1993) indeed stresses that some circumstances may
compell individuals to perceive peripheral cues as central cues in their decision-making.
Whenn an auditor is highly involved, his/her assessment of a peripheral cue may form an
integrall part of a complex reasoning process (Goodwin 1999), where theoretically peripheral
cuess may become central, even though the ELM would predict a dominant focus on central
cues. .
Ass suggested by the BAM, we posit that evidence strength has a positive influence on belief
revision,, i.e., the stronger the evidence provided by the client, the more strongly will the
auditorr revise his/her initial belief. Following the BAM and the ELM, we offer our first
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hypothesiss to reflect the relationship between evidence strength and belief revision strength
(seee also Figure 2.1):
HI::

There is a positive relationship between evidence strength and belief revision
strength. .

Whilee the relationship between evidence strength and belief revision strength is rather
obvious,, it becomes more interesting in interaction with the two media-related factors
consideredd in this study. The next section considers reprocessability and its effect on belief
revisionn strength in terms of the BAM.

2.2.44

Reprocessability

Onee of the media attributes of interest in this study is a medium's reprocessability, which
referss to a feature that allows users to re-examine messages while engaged in dialog (Dennis
andd Valacich 1999). It is a media attribute that acts as an "externally recorded memory"
(Sproulll 1991) and thereby aids in understanding the situation, particularly as the volume,
complexity,, or equivocality of the message increase. Dennis and Valacich (1999) further
emphasizee the role of deliberation (i.e., "making sense of and integrating the information to
derivee meaning for the current situation" (Dennis and Valacich 1999, p. 4) as an important
sense-makingg strategy. Reprocessability enables deliberation because the user can go back
andd carefully re-examine information until a final judgment is formed.
Wee are interested in the effects of reprocessability on an auditor's belief revision when
communicationn media are used to convey disconfirming evidence provided by a client with
potentiallyy persuasive intentions.

To theorize such effects, we explain reprocessability

effectss in terms of the BAM. More specifically, we employ the two processing strategies
implicitt in the discounting model, simultaneous processing (see Equation 2.2) and sequential
processingg (see Equation 2.3) to explain reprocessability effects on belief revision. Recall
that,, according to Hogarth and Einhorn (1992), when faced by a simultaneous information
presentationn mode, decision makers may use either a simultaneous or a sequential processing
strategy,, depending on the extent of information load on cognitive capacity. Most audit
researchh has examined the effects of simultaneous versus sequential processing mode by
constrainingg subjects to using either one or the other strategy via a parallel presentation mode
(e.g.,, Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990; Trotman and Wright 1996). That is, in a
sequentiall presentation mode, evidence is offered one piece at a time and participants are
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askedd to revise their beliefs after considering each piece of evidence. In a simultaneous
presentationn mode, evidence is again presented one piece at a time, but participants do not
recordd their revised beliefs until all pieces of evidential matter have been presented. There is
empiricall evidence, however, that some individuals revert to a sequential processing mode
evenn when asked to evaluate information in a simultaneous response mode (Hogarth and
Einhornn 1992; Kennedy 1993) - particularly when the evidence is voluminous and complex.
Inn the introduction of this chapter we sketched the scenario assumed in this study, which was
alsoo used as the experimental case. The scenario sequentially presents five pieces (a
relativelyy short series) of discontinuing evidence (relatively non-complex and easy to
understand)) and asks participants to record their revised beliefs after considering all
evidentiall matter. In doing so, we attempt to evoke a simultaneous processing strategy, but
acknowledgee that some participants might nevertheless employ a sequential processing mode.
Wee attempt to minimize this possibility by keeping the number of cues relatively short and
thee complexity relatively simple.
Wee then argue that the use of the reprocessability feature in a communication medium evokes
messagee recipients to process information in a sequential mode. Meaning, after initially
consideringg all five pieces of evidence, participants likely will have revised their beliefs to
somee degree, regardless of whether they mentally employed a sequential or simultaneous
processingg mode as evidence was presented. Then, subsequent additional exposure to and
evaluationn of the same evidence (i.e., reprocessing) offers more opportunities for participants
too revise their beliefs. Such reprocessing opportunities create a situation of sequential belief
updating,, regardless of whether participants are sequentially or simultaneously processing
evidencee as the pieces are presented in the first round. Thus, we link reprocessability to the
BAMM by positing that the reprocessability attribute by its very nature induces sequential
processing. .
Ass was theoretically explained in Section 2.2.2 in terms of the BAM, we predict stronger
belieff revision when information is processed sequentially as compared to simultaneously.
Hence,, belief revision strength is expected to increase with the presence of reprocessability as
comparedd to its absence, as just described. Accordingly, we offer the following second
hypothesiss (see also Figure 2.1):
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H2::

There is a positive relationship between reprocessability and belief revision
strength. .

Soo far, we have posited positive effects of both evidence strength and reprocessability on
belieff revision strength. Further, while we assume that cue multiplicity will also affect belief
revisionn strength positively, we predict that its positive effect varies in magnitude, depending
onn the strength of the evidence and the absence or presence of reprocessability, as will be
reflectedd in Hypotheses 3 and 4.

2.2.55 Cue multiplicity
Recalll that when the message recipients (in this case, auditors) base their decision or
judgmentt on content-related cues of a persuasive communication, they employ the central
routee of processing. This process is reflected in Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 by the inclusion of
evidencee strength ("y"). Whereas "y" (evidence strength) captures the pure or central signal
off a message as reflected by the central route to persuasion, we add peripheral signals or cues
(denotedd by "z") to our research model. Since all signals comprise some level of peripheral
cues,, we modify the discounting model to include the term "q", which represents a signal
consistingg of both central cues (evidence strength; "y") and peripheral cues ("z"). This way,
wee further clarify a decision-maker's reaction to a message (see Equations 2.4 and 2.5,
below).. As will be explained next, we argue that a medium's cue multiplicity evokes the
decisionn maker to process peripheral cues instead of or in addition to central cues, thus
strengtheningg "q" by adding some degree of "z" to the aggregate signal.
Rarelyy is a message conveyed in its pure form. Instead, other, peripheral cues typically
surroundd it. When message recipients employ a peripheral information processing-strategy,
theyy rely on secondary, personal and social cues in their belief revision, which often are not
relatedd to the content of the message (Chen and Chaiken 1999). Peripheral cues may hold
persuasivee power without raising considerable mental effort for evaluation of the central
message. .
Exampless of peripheral cues are body language, facial gestures, and tone of voice. Just like
centrall cues are characterized by their strength and direction, we argue that peripheral cues
cann differ across these attributes. For example, if we would consider the message source's
physicall appearance as a peripheral cue, the degree to which the source is attractive is an
examplee of peripheral cue strength.
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Peripherall cues can also vary in terms of direction. We argue that peripheral cues may either
supportsupport the signal provided by the central cue or they can conflict with the central message.
Forr example, a message with initially strong arguments provided by a person whose body
languagee implies that he/she might be lying (i.e., an opposing peripheral cue direction),
wouldd naturally make the message recipient suspicious and probably not very convinced.
Whilee it would be interesting to investigate the interactive effect of central and peripheral cue
directionn on belief revision strength (a study recommended for future research), the current
studyy is limited to the consideration of unidirectional, supportive peripheral cues only. That
is,, in this study, peripheral cues always support rather than undermine the central cues. This
assumptionn is in accordance with the scenario on which this study builds: If the client
representativee indeed has persuasive intentions, he/she will use other means than the message
itselff to convince the auditor on the matter at stake. Thus, we expect that supportive
peripherall cues are likely to occur in such a scenario.
Communicationn media may hold a high or low level of cue multiplicity. Whereas Media
Richnesss Theory defined cue multiplicity as the number of ways in which a medium can
communicatee information, we narrow this definition to the extent to which the medium
makess available various non-content related (peripheral) cues, such as body language, facial
expressions,, and voice intonations. As suggested by Chaiken and Eagly (1983), we further
positt that a medium possessing high cue multiplicity evokes peripheral processing by
drawingg the message recipient's attention to the communicator's peripheral cues. In other
words,, media that provide a low level of cue multiplicity restrict the processing of peripheral
cues,, whereas those that provide access to such cues induce a high level of peripheral cue
processing.. Since some communication media have a better capacity to evoke peripheral cue
processingg than others, we argue that such cue multiplicity is important to take into account
whenn investigating belief revision during mediated auditor-client inquiry.
Thee dimension of cue multiplicity extends from written, entirely text-based modes (e.g., email)) to voice-based modes (e.g., voice-mail), through audio-visually based modes (e.g.,
video-recordedd presentations). As will be further elaborated in Chapter 3, we chose e-mail to
representt low cue multiplicity and video-recorded presentations to represent high cue
multiplicityy in our experimental setting.
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Accordingg to the ELM, circumstances that direct the attention of the recipient toward or away
fromm peripheral cues of the message can have different persuasive outcomes (Guadagno and
Cialdinii 2002). Given our assumption of supportive peripheral cues, a high level of cue
multiplicityy will likely lead to strengthened belief revision.
Whilee the effect of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength is proposed in light of the
ELM,, it is also important to note that this study presents neither a full test of this model nor a
completee consideration of all the aspects this theory offers. For instance, one of the central
issuess addressed by the ELM but not further taken into account here is the processing routes'
contingencyy on the decision maker's level of motivation and ability to process information.
Namely,, the ELM suggests that the message recipient's motivation and ability to scrutinize
thee message largely determine the processing route chosen. The central route of processing
requiress the decision-maker to hold a higher level of motivation and ability, whereas the
peripherall route takes place when motivation and/or ability are lacking. Since we here
assumee the auditor to possess a rather high level of both motivation and ability, it would be
logicall to conclude a lesser or even absent scrutiny of peripheral cues when messages are
processed.. However, as reflected in upcoming hypotheses, we expect peripheral cues to
contributee to the decision maker's belief revision even when motivation and ability are high.
Whilee these hypotheses might be criticized due to their conflicting nature with the ELM, we
arguee that even highly capable and motivated decision-makers (e.g., well-trained auditors)
mayy indeed be susceptible to other message cues than those central to the content of a
message.. We thus acknowledge a possible moderating effect of ability and motivation as
positedd by the ELM, but at the same time, we assume that peripheral cues have an effect even
inn the presence of ability and motivation.
Inn terms of the BAM, we include an additional term ("z") for peripheral cues as reflected by
thee level of cue multiplicity. We further specify "q" to reflect the combined signal of central
andd peripheral cues. The strength of "q" thus depends on both central ("y") and peripheral
("z")) cue strengths and holds the same boundaries (between 0 and 1) as "y" in the original
discountingg model (see Equation 2.1). First, for simultaneous information processing (i.e.,
reprocessabilityy absent) and the use of discounting evidence, we specify Equation 2.4.
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EQUATIONN 2.4: THE SIMULTANEOUS DISCOUNTING MODEL FOR CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CUES

Skk = So-[S 0 *fl:q",,...,q a k )]
where e
Skk =
S00 =
qtt =
qkk =
yii =
ykk =
Z|| =
zkk =
aa (>0) =

strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1)
initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1)
aggregate central and peripheral strength of the 1st piece of negative
evidencee (qj = yoti + zai); (0 < ql < 1)
aggregate central and peripheral strength of the k,h piece of negative
evidencee (qk = yak + zak); (0 < qk < 1)
objective strength of the Is' piece of negative evidence
objective strength of the k* piece of negative evidence
peripheral cue weight of the 1st piece of negative evidence
peripheral cue weight of the k* piece of negative evidence
an individual's attitude toward disconfirming (central or peripheral)
evidence;; (a > 1) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1)
impliess a "disconfirmation neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude

Here,, belief revision occurs as a result of the simultaneous consideration of both central and
peripherall cues.
Whenn discounting information is processed in a sequential fashion (i.e., reprocessability
present),, central and peripheral cues are depicted in the following manner (Equation 2.5):
EQUATIONN 2.5: THE SEQUENTIAL DISCOUNTING MODEL FOR CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CUES

S k ==

[So- (So* q a ,)] + ... + [Sk., -(S k ., * qak)]
where e

Skk =
SS00 =
qtt =
qkk =
y]] =
ykk =
Z|| =
zkk =
aa (>0) =
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strength of belief after evaluating k pieces of evidence (0 < Sk < 1)
initial strength of belief (0 < S0 < 1)
aggregate central and peripheral strength of the lsl piece of negative
evidencee (qi = ya] + z°i); (0 < qi < 1)
aggregate central and peripheral strength of the £th piece of negative
evidencee (qk = yak + z\); (0 < q k < 1)
objective strength of the I s ' piece of negative evidence
objective strength of the kxb piece of negative evidence
peripheral cue weight of the 1st piece of negative evidence
peripheral cue weight of the £th piece of negative evidence
an individual's attitude toward disconfirming (central or peripheral)
evidence;; (a > 1) implies a "disconfirmation avoiding" attitude; (a = 1)
impliess a "disconfirmation neutral" attitude; (0 < a < 1) implies a
"disconfirmationn prone" attitude
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Byy manipulating the level of cue multiplicity that a medium offers and assuming that cue
multiplicityy evokes peripheral cue processing, we examine how the presence vs. absence of
supportivee peripheral message cues in a conveyed message will influence the extent to which
recipientss adjust their beliefs. Further assuming that peripheral signals comprise the same
directionn as the central cues (i.e., disconfirming the initial belief), a medium with high cue
multiplicityy should generally enhance the message's persuasiveness and thus increase belief
revision,, as compared to a medium low in cue multiplicity. Instead of positing this positive
effectt of cue multiplicity on belief revision in a hypothesis, we here predict that the belief
revisionn effect of cue multiplicity varies, depending on the strength of the evidence and the
presencee or absence of reprocessability, as explained next.
Recalll that the context considered in this study is the following: An auditor makes an initial
write-downn estimate of his/her client's inventory, thus forming his/her initial belief (anchor).
Thee auditor then considers additional evidence, gathered during client inquiry, consisting of
persuasivee arguments aimed at motivating a lesser write-down (disconfirming the auditor's
initiall belief). While the auditor is generally expected to adjust his/her belief downward, we
aree interested in the relative impact of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength, given
strongg or weak evidence and the presence or absence of reprocessability.
Figuree 2.2 and Figure 2.3 graphically represent the expected interaction among the three
variabless just reviewed. To facilitate interpretation of these graphs, they do not consider the
(negative)) direction of belief revision - only its strength.

The y-axis represents belief

revisionn strength, where '0' on the y-axis corresponds to the initial belief. The higher the
belieff revision score, the stronger is the predicted belief revision strength. The ' 1' on the yaxiss represents the strongest possible extent of belief revision.
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FIGUREE 2.2: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS WEAK
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FIGUREE 2.3: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS STRONG

First,, let us consider evidence that is weak in nature, as assumed in Figure 2.2. The
informationn sender provides persuasive evidence, disconfirming the recipient's initial belief,
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howeverr by employing relatively weak arguments. Upcoming Hypothesis 3 addresses belief
revisionn effects of cue multiplicity when evidence is weak and reprocessability is either
presentt or absent. In graphical terms, this hypothesis predicts the relative difference between
thee two lines (representing high and low cue multiplicity), given either absent or present
reprocessabilityy (see Figure 2.2).
Assumingg weak evidence and the absence of reprocessability (i.e., the left-hand side of
Figuree 2.2), we predict that cue multiplicity will have a positive effect on belief revision
strength.. As described earlier, when individuals are exposed to evidence via a high cue
multiplicityy medium, their attention will be directed to the supporting peripheral cues, and
theirr belief revision will consequently be stronger as compared to evidence exposure via a
loww cue multiplicity medium. Particularly when central cues are weak in nature, individuals
mayy be susceptible to considering supportive peripheral cues. Thus, decision-makers are
likelyy to revise their beliefs more strongly in the presence as compared to the absence of
peripherall cues. For example, consider a weak message conveyed by either e-mail or video
presentation.. The message recipient either reads the message or watches the message sender
offerr his/her arguments in an audio-visual presentation (video). In this scenario, the recipient
iss expected to revise his/her beliefs more strongly when the presentation format is video.
Whilee beliefs are probably revised to some extent in the (low cue multiplicity) e-mail format,
thee (high cue multiplicity) video format causes processing of supporting peripheral cues and
consequentlyy a stronger revision of beliefs.
Further,, we expect that the presence of reprocessability will significantly amplify the positive
effectt of cue multiplicity (see the right-hand side of Figure 2.2), particularly when evidence is
weak,, as in this scenario. Individuals are not only exposed to central (weak) and peripheral
(strongg and supportive) information, but they are also exposed to this information more than
once.. This reprocessability gives decision-makers multiple opportunities to anchor and adjust
bothh central and peripheral cues.

We further posit that individuals are evoked to pay

particularr attention to the peripheral cues when messages can be reprocessed. The ability to
reprocesss central cues only (low cue multiplicity) would probably have a positive but limited
effectt on belief revision strength, because messages in this scenario are relatively weak.
Readingg weak messages multiple times causes sequential processing of central cues, resulting
inn a strengthened belief revision. However, when cue multiplicity is high and peripheral cues
supportt the message, individuals are evoked to not only reprocess central but also peripheral
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cues.. By repeatedly anchoring and adjusting central as well as supporting peripheral cues in
aa sequential manner, the message as a whole becomes more persuasive. As a result, given
weakk evidence, the effect of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength is more powerful
(amplified)) when the medium provides reprocessability. Thus, we offer Hypothesis 3 (see
alsoo Figure 2.1):
H3::

When evidence is weak, the difference in belief revision strength between high and
loww cue multiplicity is greater when reprocessability is present as compared to
absent. .

Wee have so far considered the effects of cue multiplicity on belief revision strength, when the
conveyedd evidence is weak in nature and reprocessability is either present or absent. This
interactionn pattern is expected to change in light of strong evidence.
Assumingg strong evidence and the absence of reprocessability (see the left-hand side of
Figuree 2.3), higher as compared to lower cue multiplicity is still expected to strengthen belief
adjustment..

For example, suppose that an auditor is exposed to strong pieces of client-

providedd evidence by e-mail (low cue multiplicity) or video (high cue multiplicity). Belief
revisionn is expected to be relatively strong in both cue multiplicity conditions due to strong
arguments.. However, belief revision is anticipated to be even stronger when the medium
providess a high level of cue multiplicity (e.g., video), for reasons discussed earlier: The
possibilityy to process supporting peripheral cues improves the message's persuasiveness and
leadss to strengthened belief revision.
However,, we argue that this cue multiplicity effect becomes less pronounced when strong
evidencee can be reprocessed (see the right-hand side of Figure 2.3). The reason is that
peripherall cues are expected to exert a negligible effect on belief revision in light of strong
evidencee and the presence of reprocessability.

For instance, assume that an auditor is

exposedd to a list of very strong arguments. Given the chance to reprocess the central
argumentss and repeatedly anchor and adjust his/her belief, the ultimate belief will most likely
bee reached without further persuasion introduced by peripheral cues. This prediction, thus,
considerss the occurrence of a 'ceiling effect' when evidence is strong and reprocessability is
present.. On the other hand, when reprocessability is absent, cue multiplicity is expected to
havee an observable effect on belief revision strength, because the decision-maker has not yet
reachedd his/her 'belief revision ceiling'.
Figuree 2.1):
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Accordingly, Hypothesis 4 is offered (see also

THEORYY AND HYPOTHESES

H4::

When evidence is strong, the difference in belief revision strength between high and
loww multiplicity of cues is lesser when reprocessability is present as compared to
absent. .

2.33 Summary
Inn this chapter, we reviewed the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM) to predict belief revision
strengthh effects of evidence strength and reprocessability, as illustrated in our research model
(seee Figure 2.1). Namely, strong evidence is expected to lead to stronger belief revision than
weakk evidence (Hypothesis 1). Further, the BAM distinguishes between the simultaneous
andd the sequential processing of information, where sequential processing should
theoreticallyy lead to stronger belief revision than simultaneous processing. We then posit that
thee presence of reprocessability in a medium offers decision-makers the possibility to not
onlyy re-examine messages, but also evokes them to employ a sequential instead of a
simultaneouss information processing strategy. As a result, belief revision is expected to be
strongerr in the presence as compared to the absence of reprocessability (Hypothesis 2).
Thiss chapter also introduced peripheral cues, defined as informational items not related to the
contentt of the message, such as body language, facial gestures, and tone of voice. When a
mediumm holds a high level of cue multiplicity, more peripheral cues are conveyed as
comparedd to a medium holding a low level of cue multiplicity. Given high cue multiplicity,
messagee recipients are evoked to employ peripheral cue processing. While the original BAM
hass only addressed central cues when predicting an individual's belief revision, we add the
decision-maker'ss contemplation of peripheral cues to the discounting model (see Equations
2.44 and 2.5). Following the Elaboration Likelihood Model, we argue that people can be
persuadedd by either central or peripheral cues, or, most likely, a combination of both.
Assumingg that the peripheral cues conveyed by a high cue multiplicity medium support the
centrall message given, we posit that their effect on belief revision strength depend on the
presencee or absence of reprocessability and evidence strength (see also the research model in
Figuree 2.1). First, when evidence is weak in nature, we argue that the positive effect of cue
multiplicityy would be significantly amplified by the presence of reprocessability
(Hypothesiss 3). Re-examining central and supportive peripheral cues is likely to strengthen
theirr persuasiveness and lead to an increased belief revision. Second, when evidence is
strong,, we posit that the positive effect of cue multiplicity dissolves in the presence of
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reprocessability,, due to the occurrence of a ceiling effect, where decision-makers reach their
ultimatee belief revision strength based on the strength of the evidence and the ability to
reprocesss messages (Hypothesis 4).
Thee next chapter reviews the methodology that was used to test the research hypotheses
developedd here.
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Research methodology

ThisThis chapter describes in detail the research methodology employed to test research
hypotheseshypotheses offered in Chapter 2. The manipulation of each factor (reprocessability,
evidenceevidence strength and cue multiplicity) at two levels results in a 2 by 2 by 2 betweensubjectssubjects experimental design. 199 participants were recruited from graduate accounting
programsprograms and took part in a computerized experimental task. They assumed the role of
thethe auditor in charge and were asked to value a client's finished goods inventory by
statingstating their initial (pretest measure) and revised belief (posttest measure) in this regard.
ManipulationsManipulations were introduced between pretest and posttest measures.

This chapter

describesdescribes the participants, the experimental equipment, the task and procedure of the
experiment,experiment, the manipulations of the factors, and the measurement of the dependent
variable,variable, manipulation checks, covariates and demographic variables.

3.11 Introduction
Wee conducted a laboratory experiment to investigate and test research hypotheses regarding
thee influence of evidence strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity on belief revision
strengthh in the context of auditor-client inquiry. We chose a laboratory experiment because it
offerss several key advantages, such as manipulation of the factors of interest, measurement
andd control of extraneous variables, assumption of causality among manipulated variables
andd dependent response variables, and analysis of actual behavior in conjunction with salient
attitudes,, judgments and opinions.
Wee recognize that the major disadvantage of laboratory experiments is their low external
validity,, arising from controlling the setting, contriving the task and using a non-random
samplee of the population of interest. However, since the major purpose of this study is to test
theoreticall relationships, we deemed a laboratory experiment to be most appropriate since
suchh testing requires a tightly controlled environment in order to rule out alternative
explanationss for the results.
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Inn this chapter, we will first present the design employed in this experiment (Section 3.2).
Then,, Section 3.3 describes experiment participants and how they were recruited.
Participantss were given a performance incentive, which we present in Section 3.4. The
experimentt was run in Dutch, for reasons presented in Section 3.5. We describe in detail
experimentall equipment, task and procedure in Sections 3.6 and 3.7. Section 3.8 explains
howw factors were manipulated and Sections 3.9 through 3.13 describe the measurement of the
dependentt variable, covariates, manipulation checks, demographics and additional variables.

3.22 Research design
Thee experiment reflected a 2 by 2 by 2 between-subjects, full-factorial, pretest-posttest
design..

Thus, there were three independent variables (IVs).

The manipulation of

reprocessabilityy (present or absent), evidence strength (strong or weak evidence) and cue
multiplicityy (high or low) resulted in eight treatment conditions (see Figure 3.1). Participants
weree randomly assigned to one of the eight treatment conditions. Following the pretestposttestt approach, we measured participants' beliefs before and after the experimental
treatment.. The 'posttest belief measure constituted the dependent variable (DV), and we
usedd the 'pretest belief measure as a covariate (CV) in the analysis, to account for
preexistingg anchor differences among participants.
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FIGUREE 3.1: EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
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3.33 Participants and recruitment
Participantss were practicing accountants enrolled in part-time graduate accounting and
auditingg training programs.

There were in total 199 participants - 136 (68.3%) were

recruitedd from the accountancy program at the Universiteit van Amsterdam (UvA), 44
(22.1%)) were recruited from the equivalent at the Universiteit Nyenrode (UN) and 19 (9.5%)
weree recruited from the operational auditing program at the University of Amsterdam. UvA
andd UN accountancy graduate students worked as practicing accountants and studied parttimee to qualify for the title "Register Accountant", which is the Dutch equivalent to the
Americann Certified Public Accountant (CPA) qualification. Most UvA graduate operational
auditingg students were practitioners in the financial or not-for-profit sector and followed the
part-timee education program to qualify for the title 'Register Operational Auditor'. Having
obtainedd their graduate degree, operational auditors commonly work within internal audit
departmentss at large companies, consulting firms or governmental bodies.

Operational

auditorss test process effectiveness and efficiency as well as compliance with law and
regulations. .
Givenn their training and professional experience, we expected that all three participating
groupss would understand the experimental task.
Duringg the introduction of their graduate training program, we had randomly assigned
studentss to working groups that we also used when determining session dates and
compositions..

We broadly informed all graduate students about the importance of this

researchh project a few weeks in advance and asked them to participate on a given date.
Programm coordinators agreed to provide students' class time to run experiments. In practice,
whenn a group was scheduled for an experimental session, the lecturer announced this in the
beginningg of his/her class and ended 45 minutes earlier that day. The experiment instructor
pickedd up participants and led them to the computer lab, where instructions were given. Each
participantt was randomly assigned to one of the eight experimental treatment conditions (as
willl be described in Section 3.7). Individual cell sizes for all eight conditions (see Figure 3.1)
rangedd from 22 to 29, with a median cell size of 25 and a mode of 25.5. We ran 14
computerizedd sessions and each session lasted approximately 45 minutes (including
instructionss and debriefing). The amount of participants varied between 5 and 28 across
sessions. .
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3.44 Performance incentive
Wee provided an incentive to perform well in the task to participants by giving them the
opportunityy to win one out of two digital video cameras. The original idea was to include a
performance-basedd incentive where participants would score higher winning chances when
performingg well. However, this incentive system would have involved two problems. First,
ass will be shown, the experimental task does not provide any criteria that could be used to
comparee each participant's performance. Due to the vagueness of the provided information,
thee task outcome is a very subjective belief measure without any absolutely correct or
incorrectt answers.

This in fact is not an uncommon problem in auditing experiments

(Dopuchh 1992), where the dependent measure of interest is frequently a subjective one.
Second,, by letting participants know what kind of performance would be measured before
manipulationss were introduced, they would also have been influenced in their choice of
informationn processing strategy. This would have potentially weakened the effect of one of
thee experimental factors. More specifically, as described in Chapter 2, we expected that
participantss would employ a sequential information processing strategy when they were able
too reprocess evidence cues. However, suppose that in order to provide a performance-based
incentive,, all participants knew beforehand what questions to expect following the evidence
presentation.. In this case, even participants in the 'absent reprocessability' condition would
mostt likely have updated their beliefs in a sequential mode rather than in a simultaneous
manner,, thereby weakening the reprocessability manipulation. As discussed in Chapter 2, we
cannott control whether participants in the 'absent reprocessability' condition actually employ
sequentiall or simultaneous processing. However, this does not invalidate our experiment, as
participantss in the 'present reprocessability' condition could also vary with respect to the
processingg mode employed the first time through the evidence.

With regard to

reprocessability,, subsequent iterations of evidence consideration would induce a sequential
belieff updating process not available to the 'absent reprocessability' participants. Hence,
explainingg a performance-based incentive early in the experiment would not nullify the study
results,, but could weaken the outcome by unintentionally inducing a sequential processing
strategyy for all participants the first time through the evidence.
Further,, the literature on incentive effects in experiments is generally not very conclusive. A
revieww of experimental
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performance,, but often do not even affect it (Camerer and Hogarth 1999). Consequently, we
deemedd our incentive level to be satisfactory for the current study. Rather than providing
performance-basedd incentives, we offered participants equal chances of winning a prize.

3.55 Language
Thee language of instructions and case materials was Dutch, since all participants were native
Dutchh speakers. We deemed this choice particularly crucial for participants exposed to the
highh cue multiplicity condition, where they watched a video of a person providing messages
inn speech, requiring a high level of understanding from the participants. The researcher and
nativee Dutch speakers translated case materials and measures from English to Dutch and
validatedd translations subsequently.
Thee next section presents the experimental equipment used in this study.

3.66 Experimental equipment
Thee computerized experiment was carried out in two locations.

We conducted twelve

sessionss (comprising 77.8% of the total sample) at the laboratory of the 'Center for Research
inn Experimental Economics and Political Decision-Making' (CREED) at the Universiteit van
Amsterdamm (UvA).

The CREED computer laboratory has 28 partitioned units for

participants,, each equipped with a computer. It also offers a reception room in which we
instructedd and debriefed participants before and after each session. The remaining 2 sessions
(22.2%% of the total sample) were held in a regular computer laboratory at the Universiteit
Nyenrodee (UN). We partitioned the 24 computer units by the means of wooden screens,
strategicallyy placed between computers. Instructions and debriefing took place in the middle
off the computer room, where participants and the instructor gathered around a table.
Thee experiment was written in the programming language 'PHP', running on Internet
Explorerr and requiring Real Player to play video and audio files. Participants were exposed
too full screens, i.e., not showing any user menus or irrelevant buttons that might distract
attention.. Depending on the stage of the experiment and the treatment condition, the screens
displayedd study-relevant text, images, buttons and videos. Video files, used for the high cue
multiplicityy treatment, were embedded in the web pages and we gave participants the
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opportunityy to either play or stop the videos. We instructed participants to use the computer
keyboardd and the computer mouse to move forward between screens, to activate audio and
videoo files, and to fill in responses where necessary.
Wee further asked all participants to use the headphones placed in front of them.
Theoretically,, only subjects in the high cue multiplicity condition needed headphones to
listenn to high cue multiplicity messages conveyed by video.

However, in practice, for

reasonss of randomization, sessions included both high and low cue multiplicity conditions.
Whilee entering the computer lab, participants walked past other computers than their own and
couldd therefore easily see whether other participants were provided with headphones or not.
Providingg headphones only to participants assigned to high cue multiplicity conditions would
havee created a threat to internal validity in terms of "diffusion or imitation of treatments"
(Cookk and Campbell 1979). In other words, we would have faced the risk that participants
learnn of treatment differences, which in turn might have affected their responses. We reduced
thiss risk by providing all participants with headphones.

Further, to make the use of

headphoness plausible, all participants were asked to listen to some instructions in audio
format.. By activating an audio file, they heard a voice reading out instructions aloud.
Computerss in the lab were linked through a local network to the server where the experiment
softwaree was installed and where all response data was stored.
Somee treatment conditions required participants to spend more time on the task as compared
too others. As will be explained in more detail later, participants in the reprocessability
presentt treatment condition were likely to finish later than others.

To prevent 'fast'

participantss from wishing to leave early and thereby affecting 'slow' participants, we
implementedd a filler task subsequent to the experimental task and measures.
Thee study instructor was present during each session and used the server to monitor the
numberr of participants having completed the experimental task. Once all participants had
completedd the task, the study instructor informed them that the study had now finished.

3.77 Experimental task and procedure
Beforee each experimental session, we prepared computers to roughly equal amounts of each
off the eight treatment conditions.
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instructor,, we randomly assigned participants to one of the 28 (24) computers in the
laboratory.. Each computer displayed a welcome screen on which participants were asked to
waitt with proceeding until given a sign (see Figure 3.2).

FIGUREE 3.2: SCREEN SHOT OF WELCOME SCREEN

Oncee all participants were seated and had put on their headphones, the study instructor told
themm to start by clicking the "Continue" button at the bottom of the screen. The following
screenn once more reminded participants about the importance of leaving their headphones on
att all times. This reminder was followed by a repetition of the study instructions. See
Appendixx 2 for an English translation of the study instructions.
Ass in most audit judgment and decision-making research examining the Belief Adjustment
Modell (Trotman 1998), participants in this experiment were asked to make a judgment based
onn certain background information and the manipulated additional evidence cues. The audit
judgmentt task that we used in this study concerned the valuation of finished goods inventory
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forr a manufacturer of personal computers following client inquiry. We chose an inventory
obsolescencee scenario because inventory assessment is a very subjective area, requiring
auditorr judgment that can potentially be influenced by extraneous factors, such as the type of
mediaa used for evidence conveyance.
Participantss were instructed to assume the role of a partner in a large accounting firm, in
chargee of the audit of a computer manufacturer called "MicroClone". According to the
backgroundd case provided to the participants, the auditor's current task is to evaluate whether
client-providedd explanations account for problems that have been detected in the company's
finishedd goods inventory valued at €2 million. Specifically, a review of the situation reveals
too the audit team that the company may have overvalued their inventory of 4lh generation
personall computers by about €400,000.

5th generation computers are becoming current

standard.. Therefore, it seems that the 4th generation computers should be written off as
obsolete,, since they will be difficult to sell at the estimated price. The case used in this study
iss based on the instructional case "Microclone Inc." (Kistler and Strickland 1997). For an
Englishh translation of the complete script used in the study, see Appendix 3.
Wee pre-tested this background case to invoke a strong belief anchor regarding the suggested
inventoryy write-down of €400,000. We expected that participants would strongly believe that
thee inventory most appropriately should be written off by the amount of €400,000 after they
hadd read the case.

However, given individual differences, we could not rely on this

assumption.. Therefore, we asked participants to state their current belief regarding this
figure,, a measure used as a covariate during subsequent analysis.
Next,, computer screens informed participants that the chief financial officer (CFO) of the
companyy had been notified about the concerns raised among the audit team and that he
reactedd by sending five explanations for why the 4th generation computers should be written
downn at an amount less than €400,000.
Thee same screen informed participants that they had no previous experience with the CFO.
Thiss way, we held perceived source credibility constant and neutral across experimental
conditions..

Even though the 'no previous experience' mention might have increased

between-subjectt perceptions regarding source credibility, such variance was not expected to
varyy systematically across treatment conditions. Instead, increased variance in this regard
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wouldd necessitate more experimental power to detect hypothesized effects. See Appendix 4
forr an English translation of this screen.
Thee following screen introduced treatments in the form of five arguments provided by
MicroClone'ss CFO in random order. Arguments were either weak or strong in nature,
presentedd either in video (high cue multiplicity) or email (low cue multiplicity) format, with
reprocessabilityy present or absent.

Manipulations will be further described in the

correspondingg sections.
Wee designed all CFO-provided arguments, whether strong or weak to be consistently in
disagreementt with the background case (i.e., discounting evidence). Thus, we expected that
participantss would make downward belief adjustments regarding the inventory write-down
estimation..

Specifically, the CFO's arguments provided motivations for why inventory

write-downn should be less than €400,000 (thus disconfirming the current belief). The five
piecess of evidence in their manipulated form were displayed one by one to participants.
Moree details on the content and presentation of the arguments will be given in Section 3.8.
Afterr the experimental treatment, participants were asked to state their updated belief
regardingg the €400,000 figure, which we used as the posttest belief measure (dependent
variable)) during analysis. We then exposed participants to a post-experimental questionnaire,
collectingg data on manipulation checks (see Section 3.11), covariates (see Section 3.10) and
demographicss (see Section 3.11). Finally, all participants were invited to fill out a selfassessmentt test called 'Brain Works' which assessed the functioning of their brain
hemispheres.. As mentioned earlier, this filler task prevented participants from leaving while
otherss in the room were still working on the task. Once the server had received experimental
dataa from all participants, a program notified the instructor, who then told all participants to
followw her back to the reception room. Here, participants were debriefed about the purpose
off the experiment and the manipulations to which they had been exposed.

These

manipulationss will next be described in more detail.

3.88 Manipulations
Wee designed this experiment in order to examine the effects of evidence strength,
reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on auditors' belief revision strength, following clientprovided,, discounting evidence, as hypothesized in Chapter 2. The part of the study that
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containedd experimental treatments was the presentation of arguments in favor of a lower
write-down,, provided by the CFO of the audited company. Thus, CFO-provided arguments
wouldd be either strong or weak ('evidence strength'), messages could either be reprocessed or
nott ('reprocessability'), and cue multiplicity would be either high (video) or low (e-mail).
Thee following three subsections review how treatment conditions were designed in this study.

3.8.11

Evidence strength

Ass reviewed in Chapter 2, the Belief Adjustment Model considers the strength of the
presentedd evidence when predicting belief revision. Our research model and Hypotheses 1, 3
andd 4 (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3 and 2.2.5) predict the main and interactive effects of
evidencee strength on belief revision strength. With regard to evidence strength in an auditing
context,, we concluded from our literature review on evidence strength in an auditing context
(seee Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3) that evidence strength is related to message verifiability and
sourcee credibility, objectivity and independence. We used these evidence characteristics to
manipulatee evidence strength in the experimental design.
Whilee the manipulation of verifiability was rather straightforward (as described below), the
manipulationn of source characteristics required some creative thinking. The problem was that
wee needed to hold the actual information sender in our experiment (the CFO) constant across
conditions,, since changing this source across treatments would have introduced some
problematicc confounds. Therefore, we decided to vary evidence sources within the messages
thatt the CFO provided to participants. Thus, while the 'primary' evidence source in our
scenarioo was always the CFO of the audited company, we varied the 'secondary' source of
informationn across treatment conditions.
Namely,, in each one of the five messages, the CFO referred to a secondary evidence source,
alll of which confirmed the argument that the CFO provided. Messages that we manipulated
too be weak in nature referred to a source inside the company. Using an internal source was
expectedd to create doubts among participants with regard to the source's independence.
Further,, we designed this person's role description to poorly qualify him or her to make the
statementt provided.

We expected this mismatch of qualification to make participants

suspiciouss about the credibility of the secondary source. For example, argument 1 (see
Appendixx 5) concerned the instability of 5th generation computers. On the basis of an
internall memo by MicroClone's junior marketing manager, the CFO of the company claims
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thatt 51 generation computers suffer from an overheating problem, which will make
customerss continue buying 4th generation computers. Aside from this message, participants
weree also exposed to the attached, unverified memo written by the junior marketing manager.
Participantss in the strong evidence treatment condition (see Appendix 5, Argument 1) were
exposedd to the same argument in terms of content. However, in this case, the CFO refers to a
well-knownn computer hardware expert who confirms the overheating problem in a published
article,, attached to the message. This secondary source is external to the audited company
andd we therefore expected it to make a more independent impression on participants,
strengtheningg the evidence accordingly. We also described the source as an expert in the
field,, which was expected to raise its perceived credibility, another factor expected to
increasee overall evidence strength. Further, in the strong evidence scenario, we informed
participantss that the senior audit manager verified the genuineness of the published article,
additionallyy increasing evidence strength by the factor of verifiability.
Finally,, to further strengthen the evidence strength treatment, we manipulated wording of the
argumentss to some degree. For example, in the weak evidence condition, messages were
introducedd by the words "I have heard that...", while the arguments in the strong evidence
manipulationn simply offered the statement, expected to strengthen the argument accordingly.
Also,, in the weak evidence condition, the CFO mentioned that "there are rumors" while the
strongg arguments were formulated with more certainty.

For all of these wording

manipulations,, see the underlined parts in Appendix 5.
Ass a result, we manipulated evidence strength with regard to 1) source independence, 2)
sourcee credibility, 3) evidence verifiability, and 4) (to a limited extent) equivocally worded
arguments.. See Appendix 5 for a list of all strong and weak arguments used in thee study.
Outt of the three treatments employed in this study, the evidence strength manipulation
requiredd the most pilot testing. Pilot testing resulted in some relevant findings, which helped
uss to further improve the evidence strength manipulation.
Pilott testing

First,, experienced, practicing auditors and accountants provided their input to aid creation of
plausiblee arguments that would likely change an auditor's belief with regard to the inventory
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valuation.. They also made first suggestions on how evidence strength could be manipulated
inn these arguments.
Then,, we carried out pilot tests among the same population as the experimental sample
(graduatee accounting students), however, at two different Dutch universities (Vrije
Universiteitt Amsterdam and Universiteit Maastricht). We exposed pilot participants to the
experimentall case and either strong or weak arguments and asked them to rate arguments in
termss of their strength.

After every pilot session, we initiated a discussion with the

participantss where we debriefed them about the manipulations and asked them to make
suggestionss for improvement.
Pilott results primarily revealed that the chosen population seemed to have a distinct
perceptionn of evidence strength in the sense that they put a lot of emphasis on external
confirmationn when determining the strength of an argument. Moreover, pilot participants
appearedd to be extremely suspicious and skeptical about the arguments provided by the CFO.
Thiss makes sense when we consider that participants were asked to assume the role of the
externall auditor and most of them were being trained to become professional auditors. We
concludedd that the difference between weak and strong evidence cues needed to be more
extremee than initially expected.

This finding also further motivated the importance of

includingg other evidence sources than the CFO himself to substantially strengthen or weaken
thee arguments.

3.8.22

Reprocessability

Messagee reprocessability is a medium's ability to allow recipients to go back and re-examine
messagess that were received earlier. Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.4 and 2.2.5) and Hypotheses 2, 3,
andd 4 reviewed how reprocessability is linked to the research model and thus affects belief
revisionn strength. To investigate such effects, this study considers two treatment conditions
off reprocessability, i.e., CFO-provided messages are either re-examined or not.
Recalll that the experiment started with a detailed background description of the case, aimed
too anchor participants' belief in the inventory write-down figure of €400,000 relatively high.
Then,, participants were exposed to additional messages from the CFO of the company (in
randomm order), explaining why the write-down amount should be lower than initially
suggestedd by the audit team. Participants in the 'reprocessability present' condition were
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thenn asked to go through messages a second time, in any order. Thus, having processed the
firstt round of all five messages, participants in this treatment condition had to click all of
themm again to reprocess them in the order they wished. The program allowed participants to
proceedd to the next screen only after they had reviewed all five messages a second time.
Theyy were also given the opportunity to reprocess messages a third time, on a voluntary
basis. .
Onee might argue that forcing participants to review messages, whether they deemed this
necessaryy or not, created a rather artificial and unrealistic situation. However, in this study,
wee are not so much interested in the manner that reprocessability is used, as we are interested
inn the consequences of reprocessability. Only by forcing participants to reprocess messages,
wee can truly examine the effects of reprocessability on belief revision strength.
Participantss in the 'reprocessability absent' condition were not given the opportunity to
processs messages once more, but were instead linked directly to the screens displaying postmanipulationn questions.
Wee expected that participants in the 'reprocessability present' condition would require more
timee than those in the 'reprocessability absent' condition.

Therefore, all participants

performedd a filler task (described in Sections 3.6 and 3.7) after the debriefing questions.

3.8.33 Cue multiplicity
Besidess evidence strength and reprocessability, we manipulated CFO-provided messages
withh regard to cue multiplicity. We define cue multiplicity as the extent to which a medium
cann transmit peripheral message cues, such as auditory and visual cues. As further explained
inn the preceding theory chapter (Section 2.2.5), this research considers only peripheral cues
thatt potentially support the central message.

Given this assumption, we posited in

Hypothesess 3 and 4 that high cue multiplicity generally evokes peripheral processing by
drawingg the message recipient's attention to the communicator's nonverbal language and
behaviorr and thereby affects belief revision.
Thee choice of communication media for the experiment, e-mail and video, was relatively
simple,, as it is important to choose the extreme manipulations when testing causal
relationshipss experimentally. First, we argue that electronic mail (e-mail), a well-known and
widelyy used communication medium is low in cue multiplicity.

Its capacity to convey
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peripherall cues is extremely limited because its predominant form of communication is
writtenn text, which does not allow for any peripheral cues, such as facial gestures or voice
intonations.. Participants in the 'low' cue multiplicity treatment condition thus received the
fivefive messages by the CFO in text-based e-mail format, to keep the amount of peripheral cues
ass minimal as possible.

In this treatment condition, computer screens simply displayed

messagess in the form of separate e-mail messages sent by the CFO to the participant. See
Figuree 3.3 for a screenshot of a sample message screen in the low cue multiplicity treatment
condition. .

Messagee 2
Pleasee read the following message carefully.
From:: Tom van Breukelen
To:: You
11 have heard that the 5th generation computers are not
stablee yet. Therefore, 1 expect sales volume for the 4 th
generationn computers not to suffer from the introduction
off 5th generation computers and to remain stable over the
nextt year.
Joss Smit, our junior marketing manager mentions in his
internall memo that the 5 th generation computers may
sufferr from an overheating problem, and suggests to
advisee customers to continue buying 4 th generation
computers.. Attached you will find a copy of this memo.
Please econtinuee to the attachment after you have carefully read th;; e-mail.
Continuee |

FIGUREE 3.3: SCREEN SHOT OF SAMPLE MESSAGE WITH LOW CUE MULTIPLICITY - E-MAIL

Inn terms of cue multiplicity, the opposite most logical extreme on the cue multiplicity scale is
transmissionn of messages in video format, since video has the potential to convey both
audiblee (tone of voice, hedges and hesitation, etcetera) and visual (body language, facial
expressions,, etcetera) information to the message recipient. A practical example here is
communicationn that takes place via a video-conferencing system, an increasingly common
medium,, particularly for business purposes.

Since the current research focuses on

asynchronouss communication (i.e., long time delays between messages), the presentation
formatt chosen for the experiment is a set of five separate video files that were displayed on
participants'' screens. We informed participants in the high cue multiplicity condition that
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theyy would receive five video messages sent by the CFO via his company's videoconferencingg system. Then, each of the following screens contained a video window, a
'Play'' button and precise instructions on how to activate the video clip. For the rest, the
screenss containing video messages were identical to the screens displaying e-mails by the
CFO.. By clicking the 'Play' button, participants activated and played the video clip. Upon
activation,, each video clip showed the CFO conveying a (either strong or weak) message,
usingg the same wording as the corresponding e-mail. Each video clip was between 36 and 50
secondss in length (depending on the length of each message). See Figure 3.4 for a screenshot
off a sample message screen in the high cue multiplicity condition.

Messagee 2
Pleasee watch the video clip carefully. Click the 'play' button under the picture to start the
video. .

s>n| |
Pleasee continue to the attachment after you have carefully watched the video clip.
Continue e

FIGUREE 3.4: SCREEN SHOT OF SAMPLE MESSAGE WITH HIGH CUE MULTIPLICITY - VIDEO

Wee recorded video messages with professional digital video equipment, an actor, and a
professionall cameraperson in order to produce high quality shots. As mentioned previously,
ann assumption in this study is that the peripheral cues support the content of the message. In
thiss case, the intention was to create a persuasive, yet credible environment for message
conveyance.. An apparent threat was the risk of exaggerating the persuasiveness of the
peripherall cues. Imagine a CFO that conveys his/her message in an extremely enthusiastic
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wayy by employing an abundance of facial gestures and body language, intended to make
recipientss believe the message, but potentially having the opposite effect:

Recipients,

particularlyy auditors, might become suspicious about the intentions of the message sender.
Thee main problem is that some individuals may interpret such strong signals as favorable,
whilee others may suspect deceitfulness. To avoid such problems, the actor was instructed to
appearr confident and credible, but to convey messages rather neutrally, i.e., to avoid too
extremee nonverbal language. The actor learned messages and conveyed them as naturally
andd neutrally as possible.
Insteadd of exaggerating the power of acting (due to explained risks), we employed other subtlerr - peripheral cues in the video format to maintain a high level of peripheral
persuasiveness.. As a result, the chosen actor was male, around fifty years of age, dressed in a
darkk suit and wearing glasses, i.e., a stereotypical business professional, as portrayed in the
masss media. The video clips show his head and upper torso (a so-called "medium shot") in
ann office environment, i.e., seated at a desk in daylight with a computer next to him (see also
Figuree 3.4).
Duee to the evidence strength manipulation, every e-mail and video message was followed by
ann attachment.

The attachments were announced at the end of both video and e-mail

messagess ("Attached you will find a copy of this article/memo"), and once participants
proceededd to the next screen, there was no difference between attachments across cue
multiplicityy conditions. Participants in both high and low treatment conditions read the
attachmentss in text format.
Next,, we describe how the dependent variable was measured in this study.

3.99 Dependent variable
Thee dependent variable to test our hypotheses was belief strength regarding the audited
company'ss inventory valuation, following CFO-provided evidence.

We measured belief

strengthh based on the assessment made after the five CFO-provided explanations had been
presentedd to participants (the posttest belief measure).

What follows is the English

translationn of the 7-point Likert measurement scale, employed in this study (1 = "Strongly
disagree"" and 7 = "Strongly agree"):
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Givenn the available information, I strongly believe that MicroClone should write
downn their 4 th generation inventory by the entire amount of €400,000.

Notee that most belief adjustment studies employ 100-point scales to measure participants'
belieff (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Dillard and Kauffman 1991; Kennedy 1993; Bamber et
al.. 1997; Arnold and Sutton 1998; Monroe 2000). While such a scale would provide a higher
degreee of variance, we here employed a 7-point Likert measurement scale. The reason for
thiss choice is the risk of misunderstanding a 100-point scale in the current scenario. Pilot
testss of the dependent measure employing a 100-point scale revealed that participants were
confusedd when confronted with this scale. During debriefing, they explained that they were
nott sure if they were asked to state their suggested percentage of the €400,000 write-down or
indeedd their belief in the correctness of this amount. We found that a 7-point scale eliminated
misinterpretationn of the measure.
Sincee the background information on the experimental case suggests that inventory should be
written-downn by the amount of €400,000, a low score on the 7-point Likert scale implies
strongerr belief revision than a high score.
Ourr ultimate interest lies in the extent to which participants revised their belief in light of
client-providedd evidence. However, the revision aspect is not yet captured in the above
measure,, because it does not express participants' initial belief (anchor) with regard to the
write-downn issue. As will be explained in more detail in the following section, the inclusion
off the pretest belief measurement as a covariate in the final analysis enables hypotheses
testingg with regard to belief revision.

3.100 Covariates
Accordingg to Field (2000), the purpose of including covariates in statistical data analysis is
twofold:: Such an approach reduces within-group error variance and eliminates the potential
effectt of confounds (Field 2000). In this study, we are interested in the effects of evidence
strength,, reprocessability and cue multiplicity on belief revision strength. Obviously, many
otherr factors may also have an influence on this dependent variable. We controlled for their
effectt by either holding these potentially confounding variables constant or measuring them
ass covariates and including them in the final analysis. This way, we can see what effect the
factorss of interest have after reducing the effect of the covariate.
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Onee of the central aspects in the Belief Adjustment Model is that individuals' beliefs always
dependd on their initial belief, the so-called anchor. We expected that participants would
differr individually across their initial belief levels regarding the suggested write-down
amountt of 400,000, depending on various personality traits. Accordingly, we measured
participants'' anchor employing the same measurement as for the dependent measure (see
Sectionn 3.9). After they read the background material on the case, but before they reached
thee five pieces of additional evidence (the treatment), participants were thus asked to state
theirr current belief in an inventory write-down estimation of €400,000. This initial measure
constitutedd the belief anchor or the pretest belief measure.
Researcherss have employed different statistical models to examine the predictions of the
Belieff Adjustment Model and to control for individual anchor differences. The most popular
approach,, also suggested by Hogarth and Einhorn (1992), has been to employ 'belief
revision'' as the dependent variable, i.e., the difference between the pretest and the posttest
measurementt (e.g., Ashton and Ashton 1988; Hirst 1994; Trotman and Wright 1996; Monroe
2000). .
Anotherr approach that controls for individual differences in the anchor is to employ an
analysiss of covariance (ANCOVA) with the posttest belief measure as the dependent variable
andd the anchor (pretest belief measure) as a covariate. This approach has been employed in
somee studies examining the Belief Adjustment Model in auditing (e.g., Emby 1994; Messier
andd Tubbs 1994) and is generally recommended for pretest-posttest designs (Maxwell and
Delaneyy 1990; Bonate 2000). Further, the ANCOVA approach has been found to be more
sensitivee to individual differences in the anchor (Messier and Tubbs 1994) than the first
approachh mentioned. We therefore incorporated the pretest measure as a covariate in the
finall model to adjust for pretest differences.
Further,, three covariates measuring various personality characteristics were considered for
thiss study.

First, the measure for risk propensity (Young 1985) assessed participants'

likelihoodd to engage in a risky situation, which might influence to what extent they were
willingg to rely on information provided to them by the CFO. The assumption was that riskpronee individuals would find it easier to revise their initial belief based on the received
information,, while risk-averse individuals would be more conservative in their second
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assessmentt regarding the write-down situation.

The following measure illustrates the

measuree used for risk propensity in this study:
Supposee you are in the following situation. Someone is willing to give you $500
forr certain, or a gamble that pays $1000 with probability p and $0 with
probabilityy of 1 - p. What should p have to be (between 0 and 1) so that you
aree indifferent between $500 for certain and taking the gamble?

Second,, participants' self-confidence was measured as it may also affect belief revision
strength.. We assumed that the lower participants' self-confidence, the more conservative
theirr belief revision might be.

The following two measures illustrate the two items

constitutingg the construct of self-confidence:
Generally,, I feel very confident in my own abilities (7-point Likert scale).
II am a very self-confident person (7-point Likert scale).

Third,, we assessed participants' persuasive propensity, which was also expected to have an
impactt on belief revision strength.

As this study is about auditors' consideration of

persuasivee messages, it is likely that generally easily persuaded individuals would be more
inclinedd to accept the CFO's messages (i.e., make subsequent larger belief revisions) as
comparedd to individuals with a low persuasive propensity.

Persuasive propensity was

assessedd using the following two measures:
Usually,, I am easily persuaded by others {7-point Likert scale).
Whenn people try to persuade me to agree with them, my initial tendency is to
resistt their arguments (7-point Likert scale).

Next,, we considered computer industry experience as a potential covariate, since the
experimentall case is a computer hardware business. One may argue that participants with a
higherr level of knowledge about developments in this area make different judgments with
regardd to inventory valuation than those that have no experience in the field. We expected
thatt controlling for computer industry experience in the following manner would remove this
potentiall bias in the measure of participants' belief revision.
II would consider

myself

up-to-date

with developments

in the

computer

hardwaree industry (7-point Likert scale).

Too test whether participant responses vary by initial belief, personality characteristics and
computerr industry experience we used ANCOVA, where we included all variables as
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covariatess in the model to begin with. We then included only those variables that had a
significantt effect on the revised belief measure (DV). The results will be presented in
Chapterr 4.
Finally,, since data was collected in two different locations using two different populations
(Universiteitt van Amsterdam and Universiteit Nyenrode), location might have an effect on
thee outcome variable, originating in differences with regard to e.g., setting, culture and/or
hardware.. Since this is a nominal variable, we used regression to test whether participant
responsess vary by location, as will be reported in Chapter 4.

3.111 Manipulation checks
Researcherss employ manipulation checks in experimental designs to confirm that
experimentall manipulation produced the desired psychological effect.

In this study,

manipulationn check questions were posed regarding the evidence strength, reprocessability
andd cue multiplicity manipulations, to ensure that participants understood which treatment
conditionn they were in.
First,, the success of the evidence strength manipulation was measured by asking participants
too respond on a 7-point Likert scale to a straightforward statement regarding the strength of
thee evidence presented in the CFO-provided arguments (note that Tom van Breukelen was
thee fictional name of the CFO in this study):
Thee arguments in favor of a lower write-down provided by Tom van Breuketen
weree strong (7-point Likert scale).

Further,, we measured to what extent participants believed arguments to be convincing and
credible.. These measures were used to further assess the success of the evidence strength
manipulation. .
Thee arguments in favor of a lower write-down provided by Tom van Breukelen
weree convincing {7-point Likert scale).
Thee arguments in favor of a lower write-down provided by Tom van Breukelen
weree credible (7-point Likert scale).

Second,, the manipulation check measure for reprocessability consisted of a statement
regardingg participants' ability to review the CFO's messages before providing their final
belief. .
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Beforee providing my final write-down estimate, I was able to review Tom van
Breukelen'ss explanations (7-point Likert scale).

Duringg pilot testing, some participants in the reprocessability present treatment condition
revealedd that they were well aware of the possibility to review messages once more, but did
nott actually do so. Reprocessing of messages was perceived to be unnecessary according to
thesee informants, because they deemed the information to be sufficiently clear during the first
roundd of review. This participant input caused some concern regarding the manipulation
success,, which is why we 'forced' participants to reprocess the evidence one time, as
describedd in Section 3.8.2.
Third,, the success of the cue multiplicity manipulation was measured by asking participants
too agree with one of two statements:
Checkk one of the two items:
00 I was able to view Tom van Breukelen's responses in e-mail format.
00 I was able to view Tom van Breukelen's responses in video format.

3.122 Demographics
Wee further asked participants to respond to a number of demographic questions. Besides age
andd gender, we were interested in what year of their graduate program they were enrolled.
Further,, we knew beforehand that participants would differ to some extent across educational
background.. Namely, while some graduate students have a University business or economics
degree,, others may have followed a more vocational education, namely 'HEAO/HBO' and
'NIVRA',, both practically oriented business degree programs. Finally, to get an idea about
participants'' work experience, we asked them how many years they had been working within
accountingg and/or controlling. See Appendix 6 for an overview of the demographic measures
usedd in the study.

3.133 Additional measures
Participantss also rated to what extent they believed the source (as a person) to be trustworthy
('sourcee trustworthiness'), persuasive ('source persuasiveness') and to what extent he seemed
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confidentt in his arguments ('perceived source confidence'). These additional constructs were
measuredd in the following manner:
Tomm van Breukelen seemed trustworthy (7-point Likert scale).
Tomm van Breukelen was convincing (7-point Likert scale).
Tomm van Breukelen was confident in his arguments (7-point Likert scale).

Noo theoretical reasoning underlies the measurement of these constructs.

Rather, these

measuress were used for potential post-hoc analyses, which could cast additional light on
empiricall findings.

3.144 Summary
Thiss dissertation employed an experimental approach for data collection and analysis. To test
researchh hypotheses, 199 practicing, graduate accounting students participated in a
computerizedd experiment, where they assumed the role of an auditor in charge for a financial
audit.. We asked participants to state their belief with regard to the current state of the client's
inventoryy valuation before and after they were exposed to persuasive messages by the
company'ss CFO, motivating a lesser write-down than suggested. We measured the extent to
whichh participants were affected in their belief revision by (1) the evidence strength of CFOprovidedd messages, (2) the level of reprocessability that the medium allowed for, and (3) the
levell of cue multiplicity that the medium offered.
Dataa was analyzed according to the pretest-posttest design, where participants' initial belief
(anchor)) was used as the pretest measure and covariate, and their final belief was used as the
posttestt measure and dependent variable.
Extraneouss factors that could potentially influence belief revision were either measured and
includedd as covariates or held constant. Also, the process of randomization ensured that any
extraneouss differences between treatment groups were due to chance.
Thee next chapter presents the data analysis and study results.
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Data analysis and results

TheThe previous chapter described the experiment that was administered for testing
hypotheseshypotheses posited in Chapter 2. This chapter presents the experimental findings, with
regardregard to outliers in the data, sample demographics, significance of posited covariates,
assumptionassumption testing, manipulation check testing, and hypotheses testing. Further, we
analyzeanalyze empirical findings with regard to the theoretical framework presented in
ChapterChapter 2. 2. We offer explanations for the empirical findings, which partly support our
hypotheses,hypotheses, and link them back to theory.

4.11 Introduction
Thiss chapter presents the experimental findings and analyzes these results. It is structured in
thee following manner. First, we will discuss the occurrence and handling of outliers in the
dataa (Section 4.2). Then, we will describe the sample in terms of various demographic
variabless (Section 4.3). Next, we review which covariates were included and omitted in the
analysess (Section 4.4). Section 4.5 thoroughly examines the extent to which the data meet
thee parametric assumptions specific to ANCOVA. Next, the results of the manipulation
checkk tests are reported in Section 4.6, after which we describe the preliminary analyses
(Sectionn 4.7) and results of hypotheses testing (Section 4.8). In Section 4.9, we report posthocc observations. We list the results drawn from hypotheses testing and post-hoc analyses in
Sectionn 4.10, and finally conclude this chapter with a summary in Section 4.11.

4.22 Outliers
AA total of 199 practicing graduate accounting and operational auditing students participated
inn this study, out of which we finally used 189 observations for analysis.

Ten (10)

observationss were removed because these participants seemingly did not fully understand the
experimentall task. Instead of revising their belief downward or abide by their initial belief,
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theyy revised their belief upward. In other words, after processing the evidence, participants
statedd a stronger belief in the €400,000 amount as compared to their initial belief, although
thee evidential cues contained only arguments in favor of weakening this belief and thus were
clearlyy in conflict with the background case.

For this reason, we concluded that these

participantss had misinterpreted the information given and/or the task. Since the number of
outlierss is relatively low and a Pearson Chi-Square test found no consistency with regard to
theirr distribution across experimental conditions (/2 (7) = 8.694,/? = .275), we concluded that
theirr occurrence was random rather than systematic. We removed the 10 outliers from the
datasett and carried out all succeeding analyses using the remaining 189 observations. Note
thatt a sensitivity test (shown in upcoming Section 4.7) indicates that the study results were
substantiallyy the same with and without inclusion of the 10 outliers.
Individuall cell sizes for all eight conditions now ranged from 21 to 26, with a median cell
sizee of 23 and a mode of 26. The statistical recommendation of a minimum cell size of 20
respondentss for ANCOVA (Hair, Anderson and Tatham 1998) was therefore met. See Figure
4.11 for an overview of the eight treatment conditions and their respective sample sizes.
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FIGUREE 4 . 1 : TREATMENT CONDITIONS (N PER CONDITION)

Further,, examining the dataset with regard to the 'three standard deviation rule', we detected
noo outliers. That is, all observation residuals were situated within the bounds of the full
sample'ss standard deviation multiplied by three.
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4.33 Sample demographics
Excludingg outliers, we recruited one hundred thirty (130) of the participants (68.8%) from the
accountancyy program at the Universiteit van Amsterdam (UvA), 42 (22.2%) from the
equivalentt at the Universiteit Nyenrode (UN), and 17 (9.0%) came from the operational
auditingg program at the UvA. A Pearson Chi-Square test indicated no significant differences
amongg treatment conditions on the demographic variable 'program of study' {/ (14) = 8.782,
pp = .845).
Wee ran experimental sessions in two different locations. We collected the majority of data
(77.8%)) at the experimental computer laboratory of the UvA, while the remaining sessions
(22.2%)) were run at a computer facility of the UN. No differences were found among
treatmentt conditions on the demographic variable 'experimental location' (/ (7) = 6.328,
pp = .502). Since we were further concerned that location might still correlate with the
dependentt variable (DV), it was also tested as a possible covariate (see Section 4.4).
Wee ran fourteen (14) experimental sessions to collect the data. We found no differences
amongg treatment conditions on the variable 'session' {% (91) = 72.100, p = .928). Further,
participationn varied between 5 and 28 participants per session. To test for this variable, we
usedd a one-way ANOVA model reflecting each of the eight treatment conditions as the IV
andd session size as the DV.

A non-significant ANOVA test (F(7) =.943, p = .474)

indicatedd a successful distribution of session size across experimental conditions.
Participantss were between 20 and 52 years of age (A/= 26.67, SD = 5.210), with a positively
skewedd distribution, meaning that most participants were under the age of 30 (mode and
mediann were both 26). Again using a one-way ANOVA model, with treatment conditions as
thee IVs, we found no differences among treatment conditions with regard to age
(F(7)) = .600,/> = .755).
Theree were 123 (65.1%) male participants and 66 (34.9%) female participants. A Pearson
Chi-Squaree test indicated no significant proportional differences among treatment conditions
onn gender ( / (7) = 9.069,/? = .248).
Theree were 131 (69.3%) participants in their first year of graduate education, 38 (20.1%)
weree in their second, and 20 (10.6%) participants were in their third year. A Pearson Chi-
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Squaree test indicated no significant difference among treatment conditions with regard to year
off study (x2 (14) = 16.678, p = .274).
Theree were 91 participants (48.1%) with a HEAO/HBO background, 43 (22.8%) had a
Universityy degree in Business/Economics, 25 (13.2%) had a NIVRA background, and 29
(15.3%)) indicated that they followed another education path prior to their graduate training.
AA Pearson Chi-Square test indicated no treatment effect on educational background
C^(21)== 15.702, /? = . 786).
Finally,, most participants had some level of work experience in the field of accounting and/or
controlling.. Thirteen (13) participants (6.9%) had no experience at all, 21 (11.1%) had less
thann a year of work experience, 44 (23.3%) had been working between 1 and 2 years, 96
(50.8%)) had between 3 and 5 years of experience, 13 (6.9%) had worked up to 10 years and
onlyy 1 participant (.5%) had more than 10 years of accounting/controlling experience. An
ANOVAA model, with treatment condition as the IV and years work experience as the DV,
indicatedd no significant differences among treatment conditions on work experience
(FF (1) = 10.828,/? - .174), neither did a Pearson Chi Square test (j2 (35) = 40.228,/? = .250).

4.44 Covariate testing
Inn Section 3.10 of Chapter 3, we listed a number of potential covariates (CVs). In order to
testt which CVs were significantly related to the dependent measure (posttest belief, as
describedd in Chapter 3, Section 3.9), we first conducted an ANCOVA test with evidence
strength,, reprocessability and cue multiplicity as rVs, participants' 'pretest belief,
personalityy characteristics and computer industry knowledge as CVs, and participants'
posttestt belief as the DV. We found that participants' pretest belief was strongly related to
thee dependent measure (F(l) = 59.461,/? = .000), indicating that it should be included in the
finalfinal analysis. However, when including the CV measures of risk propensity (F(l) = 3.327,
pp = .070), persuasive propensity (F(l) = .123, /?=.726), self-confidence (F(1) = .663,
pp = .417) and computer industry knowledge (F(l) = .759,/? = .385), we found that they were
nott significantly related to the DV. Hence, these latter CVs were not included in subsequent
analyses. .
Sincee we measured the remaining CV (experimental location; UvA or UN) on a nominal
scale,, we used a regression model to test for its significance. The DV in the regression model
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wass the participants' posttest belief, and the IVs included the participants' pretest belief,
dummyy variables for each of the three treatment conditions and a dummy variable for
experimentall location. Results of the regression model are shown in Table 4.1, below. The
overalll F-ratio, p-value and R2 of the regression model were 15.921, .000 and .303,
respectively.. As indicated in the regression model, experiment location was significantly
relatedd to the DV (p = .001). This finding indicates that treatment means varied by location,
meaningg that UvA participants' responses differed significantly from UN participants'
responses. .
TABLEE 4 . 1 : REGRESSION MODEL, DEPENDENT VARIABLE: POSTTEST BELIEF

Independent t
Variables s

Standardd Error

Standardized d
Coefficient t

t-Value e

Significance e

Evidencee Strength

.198 8

-.119 9

-1.923 3

.056 6

Reprocessability y

.197 7

-.005 5

-.081 1

.935 5

Cuee Multiplicity

.196 6

.019 9

.304 4

.761 1

Pretestt Belief

.057 7

.490 0

7.924 4

.000 0

Locationn (UvA or UN)

.238 8

.238 8

-3.447 7

.001 1

Next,, let us investigate the nature of response variance across experiment location. Figure
4.22 (below) graphs the treatment condition means (see Figure 4.1 for an overview of all
treatmentt conditions and the numbers by which they are denoted) across the two experiment
locations. .
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Notee that treatment responses differ in magnitude, but not in terms of direction, when
comparingg the two experiment locations (see Figure 4.2). Response means are consistently
higherr for UvA participants, as compared to UN participants, indicating that UvA participants
weree possibly somewhat more conservative in their belief revision. However, the lines do not
crosss at any point, further indicating that the pattern of the treatment effects does not differ
significantlyy across locations. For this reason, we decided to omit the location CV from
subsequentt analyses. Our analysis thus features only one CV, that is, the pretest belief.
Beforee reporting the results of the ANCOVA test, we will examine whether the experimental
dataa meet parametric assumptions.

4.55 Assumption testing
Thee use of ANCOVA, being a parametric test, requires the data to meet a number of
assumptions..

First, all parametric tests assume that data from different subjects are

independent..

Second, the normality assumption states that the data need to be normally

distributed.. Third, the assumption of homogeneity of variance requires the DV's variance in
alll treatment conditions to be roughly the same. Fourth, ANCOVA assumes homogeneity of
regressionn slopes, meaning that the relationship between the CV and the DV should be the
samee for all treatment groups.
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4.5.11

Data independence

Thee design of this experiment largely induced data independence. Since our study employed
aa randomized between-subjects design, and we ensured that participants did not interact in
anyy way during the experiment, we can safely assume that the data are independent.
Inn addition, a regression analysis using the three factors of interest and 'pretest belief as IVs,
andd posttest belief as the DV produced the Durbin-Watson test statistic, which tests for
correlationss between errors. This statistic can vary between 0 and 4, with a value of 2
meaningg that the residuals are uncorrected. The resulting statistic was 1.905, which is close
too 2, thus indicating that the adjacent residuals were uncorrelated and providing further
evidencee of data independence.

4.5.22

Normally distributed data

Too assess whether the posttest belief scores met the normality assumption, we ran
Kolmogorov-Smirnovv (K-S) and Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) tests on the dependent variable
(posttestt belief), using the total sample.

Both tests are significant at p < .001 (K-

55 (189) = .257, p = .000; S-W (l&9) = Ml,

p = .000), indicating that our data were not

normallyy distributed. The problem with non-normally distributed data is the inflated risk of
falselyy concluding that there is an effect (Type I Error). However, since AN(C)OVA models
aree relatively robust when distributions are symmetric, we examined the data more carefully
too find what caused the departure from normality. First, see the histogram for our sample
(Figuree 4.3), displaying the frequency of each posttest belief score.
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FIGUREE 4 . 3 :

HISTOGRAM FOR POSTTEST BELIEF SCORES ACROSS FULL SAMPLE

Thee histogram illustrates posttest belief score distribution for the full sample, and shows a
positivelyy skewed distribution; meaning, the scores are clustered at the lower end of the belief
scale.. In terms of belief revision, this means that most participants chose to set their posttest
belieff in the €400,000 write-down amount relatively low.
Between-subjectss AN(C)OVAs with equal or nearly equal group sizes are fairly robust when
thee skew for each group mean in the data is in the same direction and the biggest variance is
noo more than 4 times the smallest variance (Torrance 2002). Figure 4.4 (below) displays the
histogramss for each of the eight treatment conditions (see Figure 4.1 for an overview of all
treatmentt conditions and the numbers by which they are denoted).
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FIGUREE 4 . 4 : HISTOGRAMS FOR POSTTEST BELIEF SCORES ACROSS TREATMENT CONDITIONS
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Whilee distributions differ slightly across treatment conditions, they are all positively skewed,
indicatingg that the normality assumption breach won't necessarily affect the results of
ANCOVAA significantly (see Figure 4.4).
Further,, according to Torrance (2002), AN(C)OVAs are robust when the biggest variance is
noo more than four times the smallest variance. See Table 4.2 for a descriptive summary of
thee posttest belief scores. Comparing the variances across treatment conditions, we see that
thee largest one (treatment condition 6: a = 4.063) is less than four times the smallest variance
(treatmentt condition 4: o = 1.048). This finding provides some further evidence that violation
off the normality assumption in this study does not substantially affect interpretation of the
experimentall results.
TABLEE 4 . 2 :

POSTTEST BELIEF SCORE DESCRIPTIVE INFORMATION PER TREATMENT CONDITION

Condition n

NN

Mean n

Variance e

Std.Dev. .

11

21 1

2.52 2

2.762 2

1.662 2

.785 5

-.747 7

22

23 3

2.39 2.39

2.340 0

1.530 0

1.268 8

1.087 7

33

23 3

2.43 3

1.502 2

2.257 7

.930 0

-.001 1

44

22 2

2.00 0

1.048 8

1.024 4

1.466 6

2.643 3

55

26 6

2.08 2.08

1.434 4

1.197 7

1.204 4

.959 9

66

22 2

3.41 1

4.063 3

2.016 6

.261 1

-1.377 7

77

26 6

3.04 4

3.158 8

1.777 7

.308 8

-1.315 5

88

26 6

2.46 6

2.498 8

1.581 1

.998 8

.018 8

Skewness s

Kurtosis s

4.5.33 Homogeneity of variance
Thee assumption of homogeneity states that the variances in all treatment conditions need to
bee roughly equal

Variances across the eight experimental groups range from 1.024

(treatmentt condition 4) to 4.063 (treatment condition 6) (see Table 4.2). Since Levene's test
iss non-significant (^(7) = 1.139, p = .341), we can assume that the variances are statistically
equivalentt across experimental conditions.
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4.5.44

Homogeneity of regression slopes (ANCOVA)

Asidee from the generally applicable parametric assumptions, the analysis of covariance
(ANCOVA)) also makes certain assumptions about the data. When running an ANCOVA
model,, researchers essentially examine the overall relationship between the CV and the DV,
ignoringg to which treatment condition an observation belongs. They assume that this overall
relationshipp is true for all conditions. In this study, we assumed that all participants were
influencedd by their pretest belief when they assessed their posttest belief, regardless of the
treatmentt condition they were in. However, if this overall relationship were different for one
orr more of the treatment conditions, then the assumption of homogeneous regression slopes
wouldd be violated and ANCOVA results might be misleading (Field 2000).
Wee tested the assumption of homogeneous regression slopes by running an ANCOVA using
aa customized model. We specified a model that included an interaction term for the IV (a
variablee containing all eight treatment conditions) by the CV (pretest belief), and using
posttestt belief as the DV. The customized ANCOVA shows a significant (p > .001) IV-CV
interactionn (F($) = 10.317,/? = .000). Effectively, this finding indicates that the influence of
thee pretest belief on the posttest belief was not equal for all treatment conditions. The
assumptionn of homogeneity of regression slopes is therefore violated for the CV 'pretest
belief. .
Sullivann and D'Agostino (2002) investigated the robustness of power of covariance tests
whenn regression slopes where non-homogeneous, as is the case with our data. They found
thatt the ANCOVA model, which assumes homogeneous regression slopes, is generally robust
whenn sample sizes are equal (Sullivan and D'Agostino 2002). Since sample sizes across
treatmentt conditions are fairly equal in this study (see Figure 4.1), we argue that ANCOVA
cann be carried out in spite of the assumption breach reported here.
Further,, according to Garson (2003), the GLM (general linear model) approach used in SPSS
(Statisticall Package for the Social Sciences) adjusts for interactions of the CVs with the IVs,
thuss limiting the scope of this assumption violation (Garson 2003). Hence, we use the GLM
approachh to analyze the experimental data.
Thus,, while normality and regression slope homogeneity tests raise some concerns with
regardd to assumption compliance, we argue that ANCOVA in this case is sufficiently robust
too be conducted.
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Next,, we turn to the manipulation check tests to examine whether participants understood
whichh treatment condition they were in.

4.66 Manipulation check tests
4.6.11

Evidence strength

Thee success of the evidence strength manipulation was tested by collecting data on three
differentt measures. First, participants' responded to the following statement (note that Tom
vann Breukelen was the fictional name of the CFO in the experiment):
Inn general, the arguments provided by Tom van Breukelen were strong (7-point
Likertt scale).

Thee response mean for participants in the weak evidence treatment group was 4.44 (SD =
1.805,, N = 100) and for the strong evidence group it was 5.16 (SD = 1.461, N = 89). An
ANOVAA test shows that the difference between these two means is statistically significant
(F(\)(F(\) = 8.876; p - .003), suggesting that participants that were exposed to strong evidence
perceivedd it to be significantly stronger than those exposed to weak evidence.
Wee used two additional measures to assess whether participants in one treatment condition
differedd significantly in their evidence assessment from those in the other condition. First, in
termss of perceived argument persuasiveness, participants responded to the following
measure: :
Thee arguments in favor of a lower write-down provided by Tom van Breukelen
weree convincing (7-point Likert scale).

Thee response mean for the weak evidence group was 3.90 (50 = 4.58, N= 100), while
participantss in the strong evidence condition scored a mean of 4.76 (£D = 4.58, N=89).
Evidencee strength had a significant

effect

on perceived message persuasiveness

(ANOVAA F ( l ) = 12.831, p = .000), indicating that strong messages were also perceived as
moree convincing than weak messages and further strengthening the success of this
manipulation. .
Perceivedd argument credibility was measured in the following way:
Thee arguments in favor of a lower write-down provided by Tom van Breukelen
weree credible (7-point Likert scale).
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Participantss in the weak evidence condition scored a mean of 4.57 (SD= 1.635, N = 100)
whenn assessing argument credibility, while the perceived credibility mean for strong evidence
wass 5.28 (SD = 1.348, N= 89). Again, this difference is significant (ANOVA F ( l ) = 10.484,
pp = .001) and further reinforces the successful manipulation of evidence strength.

4.6.22

Reprocessability

Thee following measure was used to establish whether participants had understood the
manipulationn of message reprocessability.
Beforee providing my second write-down estimate, I was able to review Tom van
Breukelen'ss messages (7-point Likert scale).

Thee response mean was 3.72 (SD = 2.460) for the "reprocessability absent" group (N = 93)
andd 6.31 (£0=1.460) for the "reprocessability present" group (N =96).

An ANOVA

(F== 78.160; /? = .000) shows that the difference between the two groups' responses is
significant,, implying that the reprocessability manipulation was successful.
Further,, recall that the program used for the experiment forced participants in the
"reprocessabilityy present" condition to go through the evidence cues at least one more time
beforee proceeding to the post-experimental questionnaire. This way, we can conclude that
thesee participants did indeed reprocess messages as intended.

4.6.33

Cue multiplicity

Thee manipulation check measure for cue multiplicity read:
Checkk one of the two items:
00 I was able to view Tom van Breukelen's responses in e-mail form.
00 I was able to view Tom van Breukelen's responses in video form.

Participantss were asked to choose one out of the two responses. All subjects in the low cue
multiplicityy group (N=91) chose the correct response, i.e., that they were able to view
messagess in e-mail form. There were 92 subjects in the high cue multiplicity condition, out
off which 77 chose the correct response (video), while 15 stated that they had been exposed to
e-maill messages. One possible explanation for these 15 participants responding incorrectly
couldd be that they misinterpreted the question. Since all subjects had been exposed to written
attachmentss following each message, they possibly thought of these - e-mail resembling -
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messagess when responding to the manipulation check question. A Pearson Chi-Square test
(x(x (1)= 136.999, p = .000) however shows that the difference between the two groups'
responsess is significant. Hence, we deem the manipulation of cue multiplicity successful.
Inn summary, the tests in this section demonstrate that all three manipulations in this study
weree successfully induced.

4.77 Preliminary testing
Wee used ANCOVA to test for main and interactive effects of evidence strength (high or low),
messagee reprocessability (present or absent), and cue multiplicity (high or low) on
participants'' posttest belief regarding the suggested write-down amount, using the pretest
belieff as a CV.
Fulll factorial ANCOVA results (see Table 4.3) indicate a significant three-way interaction
(evidencee strength by reprocessability by cue multiplicity), a significant two-way interaction
(reprocessabilityy by cue multiplicity) and a significant main effect (evidence strength). Note
thatt an inclusion of the ten outliers discussed in Section 4.2 when conducting this analysis
generallyy did not change these results, except that the three-way interaction was less
significantt when outliers were included (p = .074 instead of/? = .0.25).
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TABLEE 4.3: ANCOVA RESULTS

Source e

Correctedd Model

Typee III Sum of
Squares s
150.0753 3

FF

Sig. .

18.759 9 10.330 0 .000 0
9.336 6 5.141 1 .025 5

114.079 9

114.079 9 62.819 9 .000 0

5.201 1

5.201 1 2.864 4 .092 2

Evidencee Strength
Reprocessability y

88

Mean n
Square e

9.336 6

Intercept t
Pretestt Belief

df f

0.08029 9

0.08029 9

.044 4 .834 4

.359 9

.359 9

.198 8 .657 7

Cuee Multiplicity
Evidencee Strength * Reprocessability

2.712 2

2.172 2 1.493 3 .223 3

Evidencee Strength * Cue Multiplicity

1.073 3

1.073 3

Reprocessabilityy * Cue Multiplicity
Evidencee Strength * Reprocessability *
Cuee Multiplicity

12.784 4

12.784 4 7.040 0 .009 9

9.296 6

9.296 6 5.119 9 .025 5

Error r

326.877 7 180 0

Total l

1696.000 0 189 9

Correctedd Total

.591 1 .443 3

1.816 6

476.952 2 188 8

R2== .315 (Adjusted R2 = .284)

Whenn ANCOVA is used, the means that are produced for each treatment group are adjusted
forr the effect of the included CV. In this study, we are interested in the treatment effects of
evidencee strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity on posttest belief scores. Since we
includedd pretest belief as a CV in the ANCOVA model, its effect needed to be factored into
thee final posttest mean score for each treatment group. Using such adjusted mean scores is
necessaryy for subsequent hypotheses testing. Table 4.4 presents the adjusted mean scores and
theirr standard deviation for each treatment condition.
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TABLEE 4 . 4 : ADJUSTED POSTTEST MEAN SCORES

Treatmentt Condition

Adjustedd Mean Standardd Deviation

Highh Cue Multiplicity
1 1 Highh Reprocessability
Highh Evidence Strength

2.598 8

.294 4

Highh Cue Multiplicity
2 2 Loww Reprocessability
Highh Evidence Strength

2.392 2

.281 1

Loww Cue Multiplicity
3 3 Highh Reprocessability
Highh Evidence Strength

2.436 6

.281 1

Loww Cue Multiplicity
4 4 Loww Reprocessability
Highh Evidence Strength

2.077 7

.287 7

Highh Cue Multiplicity
5 5 Highh Reprocessability
Loww Evidence Strength

2.094 4

.264 4

Highh Cue Multiplicity
6 6 Loww Reprocessability
Loww Evidence Strength

3.260 0

.288 8

Loww Cue Multiplicity
7 7 Highh Reprocessability
Loww Evidence Strength

3.125 5

.265 5

Loww Cue Multiplicity
8 8 Loww Reprocessability
Loww Evidence Strength

2.357 7

.265 5

4.88 Hypotheses testing
Inn this section, we present the empirical findings with regard to research hypotheses testing.

4.8.11

Hypothesis 1

Hypothesiss 1 (as offered in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.3) predicts a positive effect of evidence
strengthh on belief revision strength:
HI::

There is a positive relationship between evidence strength and belief revision
strength. .

Att a significance level of p < . 1, empirical results support this hypothesis (p = .092) (see
Tablee 4.3). Descriptive analyses reveal that the posttest belief mean score (adjusted for the
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CVV effect) for the low evidence strength condition was 2.709 (Std. Error = .135), while
strongg evidence produced a significantly different adjusted mean score of 2.376
(Std.(Std. Error =. 143).
Whilee the mean difference is statistically significant, one may argue that it is at the same time
relativelyy small (A = .333), given that the score was measured on a 7-point Likert scale. For
thiss reason, we argue that this finding is trivial in a practical sense.
Moreover,, since ANCOVA results show an interaction between the three factors, we need to
bee cautious when analyzing and interpreting lower order effects. When a factor is part of a
higherr order interaction, its main effect on the DV becomes difficult to interpret. While we
heree preliminarily support Hypothesis 1, analysis and interpretation of the observed threewayy interaction (in upcoming Section 4.10) will offer a more detailed interpretation of the
evidencee strength effect on belief revision strength.

4.8.22

Hypothesis 2

Ass posited in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4, Hypothesis 2 predicts a positive effect of
reprocessabilityy on belief revision strength:
H2::

There is a positive relationship between reprocessability and belief revision
strength. .

Thiss hypothesis was not supported by our observations, as the adjusted effect of
reprocessabilityy on posttest belief is insignificant (p = .834) (see Table 4.3). However, as
indicatedd by the three-way interaction, reprocessability was significantly related to
participants'' posttest belief under certain conditions. We will return to a discussion on
Hypothesiss 2 during post-hoc observations in Section 4.9.1, where the three-way interaction
iss explored in more detail.

4.8.33

Hypothesis 3

Next,, let us consider Hypothesis 3 (posited in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5), predicting a cue
multiplicityy effect, contingent on reprocessability, when evidence is weak:
H3::

When evidence is weak, the difference in belief revision strength between high and
loww cue multiplicity is greater when reprocessability is present as compared to
absent. .
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Thee theoretical reason for this prediction was that, given weak evidence, the generally
positivee cue multiplicity effect on belief revision strength would be further amplified by the
presencee of reprocessability. Reprocessability evokes sequential processing of central as well
ass peripheral evidence cues, which consequently leads to a stronger belief revision than
simultaneouss processing (i.e., no reprocessability). Thus, we expected that the presence (as
comparedd to absence) of cue multiplicity in a medium would have a stronger positive effect
onn belief revision, when reprocessability was present (as opposed to absent).
Inn order to test Hypothesis 3, we conducted two planned pair-wise adjusted mean
comparisons..

All four groups under examination were in the low evidence strength

condition.. We first compared treatment group 5 (high cue multiplicity, high reprocessability)
withh group 7 (low cue multiplicity, high reprocessability). Second, we compared treatment
groupp 6 (high cue multiplicity, low reprocessability) with group 8 (low cue multiplicity, low
reprocessability)) (see Table 4.5).
TABLEE 4.5: PLANNED COMPARISONS FOR TESTING H3

Treatmentt Condition

vs. .

Treatmentt Condition

Mean n
Difference e

Significance e

Highh Cue Multiplicity
Highh Reprocessability
5 5 Loww Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.094) )

Loww Cue Multiplicity
Highh Reprocessability
vs. . 7 7 Loww Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
3.125) )

-1.031 1

.006* *

Highh Cue Multiplicity
Loww Reprocessability
6 6 Loww Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
3.260) )

Loww Cue Multiplicity
Loww Reprocessability
vs. . 8 8 Loww Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.357) )

.903 3

.022" "

*p<< .01
"" p < .05

Testingg Hypothesis 3, we examined the effect of cue multiplicity on participants' belief
revisionn strength when evidence was weak and reprocessability was either absent or present.
Namely,, we hypothesized that the mean difference between treatment group 5 and group 7
wouldd be greater than the mean difference between treatment groups 6 and 8.
Examiningg the pairwise comparisons for these four groups, we made an interesting finding:
First,, both mean comparisons were significant (see Table 4.5), meaning that, for weak
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evidence,, cue multiplicity had a significant effect on the posttest belief, both when
reprocessabilityy was absent and present. This finding enabled further analysis in terms of the
differingg effect magnitudes. Second, comparing mean difference magnitudes, we found that
indeedd the mean difference between groups 5 and 7 was greater than the difference between
groupss 6 and 8. Comparing groups 5 and 7 (see Table 4.5), we see that cue multiplicity had
thee predicted positive effect on participants' posttest belief when reprocessability was present
(p(p = .006). Belief revision was (as hypothesized) stronger when evidence was presented by
videoo as compared to e-mail (adjusted J = -1.031)2.
Whenn reprocessability was absent (comparing groups 6 and 8), the effect of cue multiplicity
onn belief revision strength was not only lesser (as predicted) than the above group
comparison,, but even negative (adjusted J = .903; p = .022).

In the absence of

reprocessability,, belief revision was stronger when evidence was presented by a medium
possessingg a low level of cue multiplicity (e-mail) as compared to a medium with a high cue
multiplicityy level (video). We conclude that the difference in belief revision strength between
relativelyy high and low multiplicity of cues was greater when reprocessability was present as
comparedd to absent. Hypothesis 3 is therefore supported.
Whilee the adjusted means are listed in Table 4.4, a graphical representation of the predicted
andd observed relationship between cue multiplicity, reprocessability and posttest belief for
weakk evidence illustrates this finding (see Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6). Note that the scale
usedd to display observed group means in Figure 4.6 employs inverse percentage belief
revision,, i.e., 1 minus the posttest belief score divided by the pretest belief score. This way, 0
representss no belief revision at all and 1 represents strong belief revision3. This scale is used
forr illustrative reasons and is comparable to the adjusted group means shown in Table 4.4.
Thee reason we do not use the adjusted mean scores here is that this scale may be confusing
whenn interpreting the results. Further, Figure 4.6 depicts which points on the graph refer to
whichh treatment group, as denoted in Table 4.4. The scale used for the predicted belief

22

Note that the adjusted mean difference values displayed here and in Table 4.5 are inverse, because the

experimentall case concerned downward belief revision. In other words, the seemingly negative mean difference
inn this group comparison actually denotes a positive difference in terms of belief revisions strength.
33

Note however that the strongest possible belief revision (i.e., pretest belief score=7, posttest belief score=l)

usingg this scale is logically .86 (1 - post-treatment/pre-treatment).
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revisionn graph in Figure 4.5 cannot be compared directly to Figure 4.6, since predicted values
weree chosen arbitrarily. Rather, we demonstrate the pattern differences in predicted versus
observedd relationship.

FIGUREE 4.5: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS WEAK
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FIGUREE 4.6: OBSERVED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS WEAK

Figuree 4.6 clearly illustrates that, given weak evidence, the effect of cue multiplicity on belief
revisionn strength (i.e., the adjusted posttest belief) was positive when reprocessability was
presentt (see left-hand side of Figure 4.6), but negative when reprocessability was absent (see
right-handd side of Figure 4.6).
Soo far, interpretation of the findings pertaining to Hypothesis 3 casts a different light than
expectedd on the relationship between cue multiplicity and belief revision strength under weak
evidencee conditions. On one hand, Hypothesis 3 can be supported, because cue multiplicity
effectss were indeed stronger in the presence as compared to the absence of reprocessability.
However,, Hypothesis 3 implicitly assumes that the effect of cue multiplicity on belief
revisionn strength is positive (even though weaker) when reprocessability was absent. This
assumptionn was not supported by the observations. We will further analyze this finding in
thee upcoming Section 4.10, following remaining hypothesis testing and post-hoc
observations. .

4.8.44

Hypothesis 4

Next,, recall from Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5 that Hypothesis 4 predicts the following cue
multiplicityy effect on belief revision strength, when evidence is strong:
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H4::

When evidence is strong, the difference in belief revision strength between high and
loww multiplicity of cues is lesser when reprocessability is present as compared to
absent. .

Wee thus predicted that strong evidence would change the relationship between cue
multiplicityy and belief revision strength, particularly when reprocessability is present. In this
scenarioo (i.e., the presence of strong evidence and reprocessability), we argued that decisionmakerss would reach a ceiling in their belief revision strength and not be strongly affected by
aa high level of cue multiplicity. Since evidence is not only strong but also processed in a
sequentiall (as opposed to simultaneous) manner, we predicted that it probably would not
matterr much whether peripheral cues were present or not.
Too test Hypothesis 4, we first examined the difference in adjusted posttest belief means
betweenn treatment group 2 (high cue multiplicity, reprocessability absent and strong
evidence)) and treatment group 4 (low cue multiplicity, reprocessability absent and strong
evidence)) (see Table 4.4).

According to Hypothesis 4, this mean difference should be

significantlyy larger than the mean difference between treatment group 1 (high cue
multiplicity,, reprocessability present and strong evidence) and group 3 (low cue multiplicity,
reprocessabilityy present and strong evidence) (see Table 4.4).
Givenn strong evidence, the effect of cue multiplicity was expected to be weaker in the
presencee of reprocessability as compared to its absence.

However, the planned mean

comparisonss produced overall non-significant results for both mean comparisons (p> .10)
(seee Table 4.6). This finding indicates that, given strong evidence, belief revision remained
equall across cue multiplicity levels, regardless of reprocessability. Thus, in light of strong
evidence,, we cannot conclude any difference in belief revision strength across high and low
cuee multiplicity levels, regardless of the presence or absence of reprocessability. As a result,
Hypothesiss 4 is not supported by our empirical data.
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TABLEE 4.6: PLANNED COMPARISONS FOR TESTING H4

Treatmentt Condition

vs. .

Treatmentt Condition

Mean n
Difference e

Significance e

Highh Cue Multiplicity
Highh Reprocessability
1 1 Highh Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.598) )

Loww Cue Multiplicity
Highh Reprocessability
vs. . 3 3 Highh Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.436) )

-.162 2

.691 1

Highh Cue Multiplicity
Loww Reprocessability
2 2 Highh Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.392) )

Loww Cue Multiplicity
Loww Reprocessability
vs. . 4 4 Highh Evidence Strength
(Adjustedd Posttest Mean:
2.077) )

-.316 6

.434 4

Figuree 4.7 graphically illustrates the predicted cue multiplicity effect on belief revision
strengthh when evidence was strong and reprocessability was either present or absent. Again,
predictedd values were chosen arbitrarily and should not be compared to the observed values
inn Figure 4.8, which displays the observed relationship employing inverse percentage belief
revisionn scores.
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FIGUREE 4.7: PREDICTED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS STRONG
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FIGUREE 4.8: OBSERVED BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH WHEN EVIDENCE IS STRONG

Thee comparison between the relationship patterns shown in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8
graphicallyy demonstrates that Hypothesis 4 is not supported by the observations.

We

hypothesizedd a significantly larger difference between the two lines (representing high and
loww cue multiplicity) when reprocessability was present as compared to absent (see Figure
4.7).. However, observations show that the observed posttest belief scores differ from the
predictionn in that the lines representing high and low cue multiplicity are virtually
overlappingg (see Figure 4.8).

This means that we did not observe any effect of cue

multiplicityy when evidence was strong and when reprocessability was either absent or
present.. This null-result will be further discussed in Section 4.10, where the following posthocc observations will be considered as well.
Next,, we will examine the experimental data with regard to relevant post-hoc observations.

4.99 Post-hoc observations
Withh regard to post-hoc observations, we will first further explore the observed three-way
interactionn among evidence strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity on posttest belief
(seee Table 4.3), since such analyses may aid in interpreting the results derived at during
hypothesess testing.
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reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on the additional measures of source trustworthiness,
perceivedd source persuasiveness and perceived source confidence.

4.9.11

Three-way interaction

AA three-way interaction can be analyzed and interpreted from various directions. For this
sake,, we need to hold at least one of the interacting factors constant. So far, in testing our
hypotheses,, we have discussed the belief revision effects of cue multiplicity when holding
reprocessabilityy and evidence strength either high or low. We will here examine (1) the
effectt of evidence strength more closely when the two media attributes are held constant and
(2)) the effect of reprocessability, holding evidence strength and cue multiplicity constant.
Tablee 4.7 presents multiple post-hoc comparisons using the Bonferroni family-wide
correctionn for the Type I error (see Figure 4.1 for an overview of all treatment conditions and
thee numbers by which they are denoted).
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TABLEE 4.7: MULTIPLE POST-HOC COMPARISONS FOR BELIEF REVISION STRENGTH

Treatment t
Condition n

*p<< .10

88 8

vs. .

Treatment t
Condition n

Mean n
Difference e

vs. .

22

.205 5

.407 7

1.000 0

vs. .

33

.162 2

.407 7

1.000 0

vs. .

44

.521 1

.411 1

1.000 0

VS. .

55

.504 4

.395 5

1.000 0

vs. .

66

-.663 3

.412 2

1.000 0

VS. .

77

-.527 7

.395 5

1.000 0

vs. .

88

.241 1

.396 6

1.000 0

22

vs. .

33

.-.043 3

.397 7

1.000 0

22

vs. .

44

.316 6

.402 2

1.000 0

22

vs. .

55

.299 9

.386 6

1.000 0

22

vs. .

66

-.868 8

.402 2

.904 4

22

vs. .

77

-.732 2

.386 6

1.000 0

22

vs. .

88

-.035 5

.386 6

1.000 0

33

vs. .

44

.359 9

.402 2

1.000 0

33

vs. .

55

.342 2

.386 6

1.000 0

33

vs. .

66

-.824 4

.402 2

1.000 0

33

vs. .

77

-.689 9

.386 6

1.000 0

33

vs. .

88

-.079 9

.386 6

1.000 0

44

vs. .

55

.017 7

.390 0

1.000 0

44

vs. .

66

-1.183 3

.407 7

.116 6

44

vs. .

77

-1.048 8

.390 0

.222 2

44

vs. .

88

-.280 0

.391 1

1.000 0

55

vs. .

66

-1.166 6

.391 1

.091* *

55

VS. .

77

-1.031 1

.374 4

.180 0

55

vs. .

88

-.263 3

.374 4

1.000 0

66

vs. .

77

.136 6

.391 1

1.000 0

66

vs. .

88

.903 3

.390 0

.610 0

77

vs. .

88

.672 2

.375 5

1.000 0

Standard d
Error r

Significance e
(Bonferroni) )
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Testingg of Hypothesis 1 revealed a significant effect of evidence strength on belief revision
strength.. Here, we are further interested in comparing the effect of evidence strength across
cuee multiplicity and reprocessability levels. For this purpose we compared groups 1 through
44 (strong evidence) with groups 5 through 8 (weak evidence) (see Table 4.4). However, none
off the pairwise comparisons were significant. As shown in Table 4.7, we found no evidence
strengthh effects when cue multiplicity and reprocessability levels were held constant.
Next,, let us return to the effect of reprocessability on belief revision strength (Hypothesis 2).
Wee noted earlier that ANCOVA found no main effect of this factor on the adjusted posttest
belieff measure (see Table 4.3). However, using multiple post-hoc comparisons, we examined
thee effect of reprocessability, holding evidence strength and cue multiplicity either high or
low. .
First,, given strong evidence, we found no effect of reprocessability, neither for high
(comparingg groups 1 and 2) nor low cue multiplicity (comparing groups 3 and 4) (see Table
4.44 and Table 4.7). Figure 4.8 provides a graphical representation of this null-effect, when
evidencee was strong. In order to graphically examine whether reprocessability was related to
belieff revision strength when evidence was strong, we need to look at the slopes of the two
lines.. Considering the statistical results, the slopes of both lines are practically 0 (horizontal).
Belieff revision strength was thus unaffected by reprocessability when strong evidence was
presentedd to participants.
Second,, given weak evidence, multiple post-hoc pairwise comparisons revealed that the
effectt of reprocessability on belief revision strength was insignificant for low cue multiplicity
(comparingg groups 7 and 8) but significant and positive for high cue multiplicity (p = .091)
(seee Table 4.4 and Table 4.7). In graphical terms (see Figure 4.6), this means that the slope
off the line representing low cue multiplicity is statistically horizontal, whereas the slope of
thee line representing high cue multiplicity is ascending. Hence, reprocessability did indeed
affectt belief revision strength when evidence was weak and cue multiplicity was high. This
post-hocc finding partially confirms Hypothesis 2 and will be discussed in more detail in
Sectionn 4.10.
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4.9.22

Additional measures

Withh regard to the measurement of source trustworthiness, we found no significant
relationshipp between the three factors of interest and the extent to which the source was
perceivedd to be trustworthy. In other words, participants considered the source to be equally
trustworthyy (M~ 5.13, SD = 1.192), regardless of the strength of the evidence, the presence
orr absence of reprocessability and the level of cue multiplicity offered by the medium.
Thee next additional measure employed in this study concerned the extent to which
participantss perceived the source (as a person) to be persuasive (convincing). Here, we were
interestedd to see whether one or more of the factors were related to perceived persuasiveness.
AA three-way ANOVA using perceived persuasiveness as the DV resulted in a significant 'cue
multiplicityy by evidence strength' interaction (F (1) = 8.142; p = .005).
Meanss and standard deviations for the four treatment conditions are listed in Table 4.8. Table
4.99 shows the post-hoc comparisons (using the Bonferroni adjustment for the Type I Error).
TABLEE 4.8: PERCEIVED PERSUASIVENESS MEAN SCORES

Treatmentt Condition

90 0

Mean n Standardd Deviation

1 1 Highh Cue Multiplicity
Highh Evidence Strength

5.27 7

1.264 4

2 2 Loww Cue Multiplicity
Highh Evidence Strength

5.53 3

1.160 0

3 3 Highh Cue Multiplicity
Loww Evidence Strength

5.00 0

1.414 4

4 4 Loww Cue Multiplicity
Loww Evidence Strength

4.08 8

1.655 5
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TABLEE 4.9: MULTIPLE POST-HOC COMPARISONS FOR PERCEIVED SOURCE PERSUASIVENESS

Mean n
Difference e

Standard d
Error r

Significance e
(Bonferroni) )

Treatment t
Condition n

vs. .

Treatment t
Condition n

11

vs. .

22

-.26 6

.296 6

1.000 0

11

vs. .

33

.27 7

.292 2

1.000 0

11

vs. .

44

1.20 0

.286 6

.000 0

22

VS. .

33

.53 3

.290 0

.406 6

22

VS. .

44

1.46 6

.285 5

.000 0

33

VS. .

44

.92 2

.280 0

.007 7

Holdingg evidence strength high (groups 1 and 2, see Table 4.8), we observed no difference in
perceivedd source persuasiveness between high and low cue multiplicity (see Table 4.9).
However,, holding evidence strength low (groups 3 and 4, see Table 4.8), we found that
participantss perceived the CFO to be more persuasive when cue multiplicity was high as
comparedd to low (see Table 4.9).

Further, when cue multiplicity was high (video),

participantss perceived the sender to be as persuasive as when evidence was strong and
conveyedd by e-mail.
Participantss further rated to which extent they perceived the message source to be confident
inn his arguments. We found that evidence strength had a significant effect on this belief
(ANOVAA F =25.932, p= .000), where participants exposed to weak evidence believed the
sourcee to be less confident in his arguments (M= 4.91, SD = 1.730) as compared to those that
weree exposed to strong evidence (M = 5.99, SD = 1.061). This finding primarily confirms the
successs of the evidence strength manipulation and will not be discussed any further.
Wee will next offer and discuss possible explanations for the findings made during hypotheses
testingg and post-hoc analyses.

4.100 Results
Thee empirical evidence partly confirms hypotheses, but predominantly sheds a different light
thann expected on the relationship between the three factors of interest and belief revision
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strength..

Based on hypotheses testing and post-hoc analyses, we next offer possible

explanationss for the empirical findings and link them back to theory.
First,, when strong evidence was presented to experiment participants, belief revision strength
wass entirely unaffected by cue multiplicity, reprocessability, and their interaction. Belief
revisionn strength remained equal, regardless of the medium used for information conveyance.
Thee most likely explanation for this finding is that the arguments' objective strength took
precedencee over any possible media effects. Arguably, participants perceived the evidence
providedd as sufficiently strong in its own right to cause a ceiling effect in their belief revision
strength.. A possible conclusion to draw from this finding is that in light of strong evidence,
individualss are strongly persuaded regardless of the medium that the information is presented
with..

Adding or subtracting peripheral cues or providing the means for message re-

examinationn does not change the end result with regard to belief revision, when evidence is
strongg in itself. This finding is in accordance with the discounting models presented in
Chapterr 2: If individuals were given very strong central cues (i.e., y = 1, see Equation 2.4,
pagee 34 and Equation 2.5, page 34), they would fully revise their beliefs and there would be
noo room for additional revision caused by peripheral cues and/or sequential processing (as
evokedd by reprocessability).
Inn accordance with these findings, different levels of reprocessability or cue multiplicity did
nott affect participants in the 'strong evidence1 condition when they were asked to rate source
persuasiveness.. This finding confirms the explanation given above: When participants were
exposedd to strong evidence, they perceived both the evidence and the source to be sufficiently
convincing.. Adding peripheral cues or the opportunity to reprocess strengthened neither
belieff revision nor perceived source persuasiveness.
However,, as reviewed in the preceding sections, given weak evidence, the role of media
attributess grew in importance, when examining the extent to which participants revised their
beliefs.. In the remainder of this section, we will focus on the observed interaction effect of
reprocessabilityy and cue multiplicity on belief revision strength, when evidence was weak.
Althoughh Hypotheses 3 and 4 pertain to the effect of cue multiplicity given varying
reprocessabilityy levels, we now suggest a focus shift to the effects of reprocessability. We
positt that the effects of reprocessability on belief revision strength explain to a large extent
thee relationship between cue multiplicity and belief revision strength, as will be shown next.
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First,, recall from the post-hoc analyses (Section 4.9.1) that reprocessability had a positive
effectt on belief revision strength when cue multiplicity was high. Further, recall from our
theoreticall discussion in Chapter 2 that when individuals are exposed to weak messages
conveyedd by a medium with a high level of cue multiplicity, reprocessing the messages may
repeatedlyy direct the recipient's attention toward the central and peripheral cues of the
messagee and thus lead to a strengthened belief revision. Posit that an auditor is exposed to a
listt of weak client-provided messages conveyed by video (high cue multiplicity). We suggest
thatt during the first round of processing these messages, the auditor pays attention primarily
too message content, i.e., the central cues of the message. When the auditor once more
processess messages during the second round (i.e., reprocessing), he/she will take less notice
off the central cues of the messages, and instead reprocess and focus on the messages'
peripherall cues. In terms of the Belief Adjustment Model, the auditor is now sequentially
processingg the peripheral cues of the messages. Given that these peripheral cues were
designedd to support the disconfirming direction of the (otherwise weak) central cues, we
suggestt that the auditor's susceptibility to their persuasiveness is increased due to the
presencee of reprocessability. Consequently, belief revision is stronger in this scenario as
comparedd to a communication setting lacking reprocessability, as suggested by our theory
andd confirmed by the empirical evidence presented in this chapter.
Next,, consider the null-effect of reprocessability when evidence was weak and cue
multiplicityy was low. In spite of our theoretical prediction that reprocessability would always
havee a positive effect on belief revision strength (see Hypothesis 2), participants were not
affectedd by the presence or absence of reprocessability when cue multiplicity was low. We
offerr the following possible explanation for the null-effect of reprocessability in this scenario.
Givenn that central message cues were relatively non-complex and that no peripheral cues
weree available, we argue that participants possibly reached their final belief revision after the
firstfirst round of processing. Although participants in the "reprocessability present" condition
weree forced to go through the messages once more, their belief revision was not additionally
affectedd by this evoked sequential processing, because they could only reprocess what they
hadd already read. Had the content of the messages been more complex, repeated exposure
mightt have created the predicted belief revision effect. However, in this case, participants
probablyy abided by the belief they had attained after the first round of processing, because (1)
theyy perceived message cues to be sufficiently simple and easy to understand during the first
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roundd and (2) there were no additional, peripheral cues to reprocess. In other words, there
wass no need for sequential processing, even though reprocessability offered the opportunity.
Ass a result, belief revision strength did not vary across reprocessability treatment groups,
whenn cue multiplicity was low.
Thee explanations provided so far for reprocessability effects on belief revision strength
implicitlyy account for the observed positive effect of cue multiplicity when reprocessability
wass present and evidence was weak: When messages contain a large amount of peripheral
cuess (i.e., high cue multiplicity) supporting the direction of the central cues, the decisionmakerr may direct his/her attention to these peripheral cues instead of once more processing
thee central cues.

Theory predicts that processing these peripheral cues sequentially (as

evokedd by reprocessability) will have a positive effect on belief revision strength.
Consequently,, the decision-maker will revise his/her belief more strongly in light of
supportive,, peripheral cues as compared to weak, central cues alone. This finding thus
partiallyy supported Hypothesis 3. On the other hand, reconsideration of non-complex, weak
messagess without peripheral cues does not affect belief revision, for reasons explained above.
Thee decision-maker abides by the belief attained after the first round of processing, because
(1)) the content of the messages is clear and does not require sequential processing, and (2)
becausee no peripheral cues for reprocessing are available.
However,, we also observed an unexpected negative effect of cue multiplicity on belief
revisionn strength when reprocessability was absent and evidence was weak. In other words,
whenn messages could only be processed once, participants revised their beliefs more strongly
whenn messages were conveyed by e-mail (low cue multiplicity) as opposed to video (high
cuee multiplicity), thus contradicting our prediction that cue multiplicity would generally have
aa positive effect on belief revision strength. One possible explanation for this finding could
bee an overload of participants' cognitive abilities in the case of video. In other words, we
suggestt that, in the absence of reprocessability, individuals' cognitive capacity is possibly
overtaxedd when they process video messages. Participants had no control over the speed of
videoo message presentation, other than pushing the play/stop button. Thus, videos were
playedd once at a pre-determined speed. This increased complexity due to (1) peripheral cues,
(2)) participants' inability to control the speed of information reception and (3) the absence of
reprocessabilityy may have created some uncertainty among participants.

As a result,

participantss (assuming their role as auditors) may have preferred to be conservative in their
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belieff revision and thus revise their beliefs only to a very limited extent. E-mail recipients on
thee other hand were able to read and process messages at their own pace during this one
roundd of evidence presentation. They chose to revise their beliefs more strongly than the
videoo recipients, possibly because (1) the technology did not force them to process the
informationn at a certain speed combined with the fact that (2) they had no peripheral cues to
process.. As a result, they were less uncertain about the conveyed information and thus less
conservativee in their belief revision. Of course, this explanation is merely speculative. The
unexpectedd negative cue multiplicity effect calls for further research to be thoroughly
explained. .

4.111 Summary
Off the 199 observations collected for this study, 189 could be used for data analysis.
Participantss were recruited from graduate accountancy and operational auditing programs at
twoo Dutch universities and experiments were run at both locations. While most participants
weree in their first year of graduate education, the majority of the sample had at least some
levell of work experience in the field of accounting and/or controlling.
Wee found that our data violated the assumption of normally distributed data and the
assumptionn of homogeneity of regression slopes.

We provided explanations for these

deviationss and argued for model robustness, due to (1) nearly equal treatment group sizes, (2)
equalityy of skewness direction for all treatment groups, (3) relative proximity of group
variances,, and (4) SPSS GLM adjustment for CV-IV interactions.
Further,, manipulation check tests for all three treatments were successful, i.e., participants
understoodd which treatment condition they were in.
Thee ANCOVA model used for final testing included the three factors of interest (evidence
strength,, reprocessability and cue multiplicity), the CV 'pretest belief, and the DV 'posttest
belief.. ANCOVA testing and subsequent planned pairwise comparisons revealed empirical
supportt for Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 3, but not for Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 4. That
is,, with regard to main effects, evidence strength directly affected belief revision strength
(Hypothesiss 1), while no main effect of reprocessability was found (Hypothesis 2). Further,
wee partially supported Hypothesis 3, given that the effect of cue multiplicity on belief
revisionn strength was greater when reprocessability was present as opposed to absent, when
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evidencee was weak. We also found that the effect of cue multiplicity was negative when
reprocessabilityy was absent, an unexpected finding that we attempted to explain in the final
section..

Finally, we did not find support for the predicted ceiling effect of the media

attributess when evidence was strong (Hypothesis 4), but we demonstrated that strong
evidencee itself created a ceiling in participants1 belief revision.
Post-hocc observations revealed that reprocessability had a positive effect on belief revision
strengthh when the medium also allowed for high cue multiplicity.
Finally,, post-hoc observations further demonstrated a two-way interaction between evidence
strengthh and cue multiplicity on perceived source persuasiveness.

Namely, participants

perceivedd the source to be highly persuasive when evidence was strong. When evidence was
weakk and conveyed by a medium offering high cue multiplicity (video), perceived
persuasivenesss was equally strong. However, when weak evidence was conveyed by e-mail,
thee source was perceived as significantly less persuasive.
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Conclusions

ThisThis chapter first presents a summary of the previous chapters. The research model
developeddeveloped in Chapter 2 is partially supported by empirical findings; however some
empiricalempirical observations tend to depart from theoretical predictions.

The major

conclusionconclusion of this research is that the type of medium used for client inquiry influences
auditors'auditors' belief revision in light of client-provided evidence. Dissertation results lead to
aa number of recommendations for the auditing profession and implications for theory.
Finally,Finally, we discuss the limitations of this research and point toward future research
venuesvenues in the field of mediated auditor-client inquiry.

5.11 Introduction
Inn Chapter 1, the research objective for this dissertation was developed: "To investigate the
impactt of electronic communication media attributes on belief revision in a dyadic auditorclientt inquiry setting, in which the client has persuasive intentions." In this final chapter, we
willl discuss theoretical and empirical findings made during this research project with regard
too the above research objective.
Sectionn 5.2 of this chapter offers a summary of the previous chapters, where we review the
centrall contents of each chapter. Section 5.3 summarizes conclusions, Section 5.4 considers
researchh implications for theory, and Section 5.5 discusses how the auditing profession might
bee affected by the research findings made in this dissertation. Section 5.6 finally offers the
limitationss of this research and provides future research directions.
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5.22 Summary of chapters
5.2.11

Chapter 1: Introduction

Chapterr 1 started by reviewing the recent developments of electronic media usage for people
inn organizations such as business firms and audit firms. We concluded that growing time
constraints,, geographical distances, and technological improvements drive and enable the
increasedd use of electronic media such as e-mail, instant messaging and video-conferencing,
forr dyadic communication purposes.

Auditor-client inquiry was then described as an

importantt audit procedure: A large part of audit evidence is sampled from external, objective
sources..

However, some evidence also needs to be gathered by interviewing client

management,, so that the auditor can ultimately form an opinion with regard to the fairness of
thee client's financial statements. We further argued that the increasing use of electronic
communicationn media for client inquiry may seriously bias the way in which the auditor
processess client-provided evidence.
Wee then briefly summarized the media-task fit (METAFIT) model, which can be found in its
publishedd format in Appendix 1. As a first step in this dissertation, we developed the
METAFITT model, specifying conditions and factors that predict a 'fit' between electronic
communicationn media and information inquiry tasks, leading to improved communication
effectiveness.. White the METAFIT model includes a number of media attributes that could
potentiallyy influence communication effectiveness, we chose two of these for the research
modell developed and tested in this dissertation - reprocessability (i.e., the medium's ability
too archive messages for re-examination) and cue multiplicity (i.e., the extent to which the
mediumm makes available various non-content related (peripheral) cues, such as body
language,, facial expressions, voice intonations).
Thee METAFIT model is a useful research framework for investigating audit decision-making
ass a result of client inquiry in various communication settings. In this dissertation, we chose
too examine a specific auditor-client inquiry scenario, namely one where the client has
persuasivee intentions.

Based on the information asymmetry between management and

auditors,, as posited by Agency Theory, it is not unrealistic to assume that client companies
aimm to serve their own needs and thus try to persuade the auditor of a certain opinion or state
off affairs.
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generallyy need to be cautious in their assessment and judgment of client-provided evidence.
Thiss dissertation addressed an issue that might further complicate the formation of such
judgments,, i.e., the consideration of the type of electronic media used for client inquiry,
wheree certain media attributes might create further biases in auditors' information processing
strategies. .
Thee METAFIT model (see Appendix 1) predicts media effects with regard to communication
effectiveness,, as reflected in auditor judgment and decision quality. Given our primary
interestt in scenarios where the client has persuasive intentions, we decided to consider the
impactt of media attributes on a related, however, more tightly defined outcome variable.
Belieff revision strength reflects the extent to which individuals (in this case, auditors) update
theirr beliefs in light of new evidence. Since the extent to which auditors revise their beliefs
affectss their decisions, this concept relates tightly to subsequent decision or judgment quality.
Auditt effectiveness and efficiency are ultimately influenced.
Wee thus motivated the follow-up study presented in this dissertation and offered the
followingg research objective:
Researchh Objective: "To investigate the impact of electronic communication media
attributess on belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in which the client has
persuasivee intentions."
Wee further defined the media attributes of interest (reprocessability and cue multiplicity) and
introducedd the concept of evidence strength. Since auditors attend to the strength of the
evidencee when assessing to which extent they revise their beliefs we posited that media
effectss are probably contingent on the strength of the conveyed evidence. We offered the
followingg research question:
Researchh Question: "What is the impact of evidence strength, reprocessability and cue
multiplicityy on auditors' belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting, in which the
clientt has persuasive intentions?"

5.2.22

Chapter 2: Theory and hypotheses

Chapterr 2 described the theories leading to this dissertation's research model regarding the
impactt of evidence strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity on belief revision strength.
Inn order to motivate the chosen attributes, we started the chapter with an overview of
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potentiallyy interesting media attributes and motivated our choice of reprocessability and cue
multiplicity. .
Next,, we reviewed the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM), which describes individuals' belief
formationn as a result of anchoring and adjusting new evidence. Researchers have frequently
appliedd the model to the context of auditing, because one of auditors' primary tasks is to
collectt and scrutinize new evidence, on which they base their judgments. We described the
variouss aspects of the BAM (i.e., evidence direction, strength and type; task type; order
effects;; individual attitudes toward evidence; information presentation format; processing
strategies)) and applied them to the scenario chosen for the experimental task in this study.
Namely,, our scenario concerned an auditor's belief formation in light of simultaneously
presented,, client-provided evidence with regard to an inventory write-down issue. We
assumedd a scenario where the client offers strong or weak evidence via an electronic
communicationn medium, discontinuing the auditor's initial belief. Then, the auditor is asked
too state his/her updated belief. We expected that certain media attributes (reprocessability
andd cue multiplicity) would affect the auditor's final belief, as well as the strength of the
providedd evidence.
Hypothesess 1 and 2 concerned main effects of evidence strength and reprocessability on
belieff revision strength. While the theoretical prediction with regard to evidence strength
basedd on the BAM and the Elaboration Likelihood Model was rather straightforward (the
strongerr the evidence, the stronger the auditor's belief revision), the predicted
reprocessabilityy effect was explained by the means of differing information processing
strategiess that people employ. Namely, we argued that the presence of reprocessability
wouldd evoke decision-makers to employ a sequential (instead of simultaneous) strategy when
updatingg their beliefs, which would ultimately affect belief revision strength positively, as
suggestedd by theory.
Next,, we posited the effect of cue multiplicity in Hypotheses 3 and 4. We theorized that the
presencee of cue multiplicity in a medium would evoke decision-makers to process peripheral
cuess in combination with central cues. Assuming that these peripheral cues supported the
directionn of the central cues (i.e., also disconfirming the auditor's initial belief), they would
generallyy strengthen the auditor's final belief. Given weak evidence, we expected that this
cuee multiplicity effect would be amplified by the presence of reprocessability as opposed to
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itss absence, because both central and peripheral cues were reprocessed (Hypothesis 3). Given
strongg evidence on the other hand, we hypothesized that the positive effect of cue multiplicity
wouldd be weaker when reprocessability was present (Hypothesis 4), due to a ceiling effect
reachedd by the combination of evidence strength and reprocessability.

5.2.35.2.3

Chapter 3: Research methodology

Chapterr 3 described the research methodology employed to test research hypotheses. We
conductedd a computerized, laboratory experiment, where we manipulated each factor at two
levelss (evidence strength high or low, reprocessability present or absent and cue multiplicity
highh - video - or low - e-mail), resulting in a full-factorial, 2 by 2 by 2, between-subjects
design.. We recruited 199 participants from graduate university accounting programs and
askedd them to participate in an auditing task where they assumed the role of the auditor in
charge,, faced with an inventory write-down issue. Having stated their initial belief in this
regard,, participants were exposed to disconfirming, client-provided evidence.

Next,

participantss stated their revised (posttest) beliefs, by the means of which we later computed
theirr relative belief revision and assessed the effects of the three factors of interest. Chapter 3
describedd in detail the experimental equipment, the task and procedure of the experiment, the
manipulations,, pilot tests, and the measurement of the dependent variable (posttest belief),
manipulationn checks, potential covariates (pretest belief, location, risk propensity, persuasive
propensity,, self-confidence, and computer industry knowledge) and demographic variables.

5.2.44

Chapter 4: Data analysis and results

Chapterr 4 presented the empirical findings made during the experiment and the statistical
analyzess for these. With regard to participants, an outlier analysis resulted in the exclusion of
100 observations, thus leaving 189 observations for analysis. Participants were recruited from
graduatee accountancy and operational auditing training programs at two Dutch universities
(Universiteitt van Amsterdam and Universiteit Nyenrode). Data collection took place in both
locations,, initially causing some concern with regard to a location effect. However, during
covariatee testing, location was ruled out as a covariate, as were all other potential covariates
exceptt for pretest belief (the belief held prior to the treatments).
Further,, we found that the parametric assumptions of data independence and homogeneity of
variancee were met.

However, the data violated the assumptions of normality and
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homogeneityy of regression slopes. Following some additional testing, we concluded that
ANCOVAA is sufficiently robust to be carried out in spite of these assumption violations.
Manipulationn check tests for all three treatments were successful, meaning that participants
consistentlyy responded according to the treatment condition they were in.
Ann ANCOVA model with evidence strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity as the
independentt variables, pretest belief as the covariate, and posttest belief as the dependent
variablee revealed a significant three-way interaction (evidence strength by reprocessability by
cuee multiplicity), a significant two-way interaction (reprocessability by cue multiplicity) and
aa significant main effect (evidence strength). Subsequent hypotheses testing resulted in the
followingg findings: Hypothesis 1 ('There is a positive relationship between evidence strength
andd belief revision strength.') was supported; however, the response mean difference between
strongg and weak evidence was relatively weak and thus possibly trivial.

Hypothesis 2

('Theree is a positive relationship between reprocessability and belief revision strength') was
nott supported by the empirical observations.

However, reprocessability was found to

significantlyy affect belief revision strength in interaction with evidence strength and cue
multiplicity,, as reflected by hypotheses testing of Hypotheses 3 and 4 and during post-hoc
tests. .
Hypothesiss 3 ('When evidence is weak, the difference in belief revision strength between
highh and low cue multiplicity is greater when reprocessability is present as compared to
absent')) was partially supported.

Given weak evidence, cue multiplicity indeed had a

strongerr effect on belief revision strength when reprocessability was present as compared to
absent,, thus supporting Hypothesis 3. However, when reprocessability was absent, the effect
off cue multiplicity was negative, a finding not anticipated by our theory. In other words,
whenn participants could not reprocess the five pieces of evidence, e-mail resulted in stronger
belieff revision than video. To explain this effect, we speculated that video recipients were
possiblyy overtaxed by the combination of central and peripheral cues, when they had no
opportunityy to reprocess the information.

As a result, they may have decided to be

conservativee in their belief revision. E-mail recipients on the other hand only had to process
centrall cues and were able to do so at their own speed (reading the cues). As a result, they
revisedd their beliefs more strongly than video recipients.
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Finally,, Hypothesis 4 ('When evidence is strong, the difference in belief revision strength
betweenn high and low multiplicity of cues is lesser when reprocessability is present as
comparedd to absent') was not supported by our observations. In light of strong evidence,
varyingg reprocessability and cue multiplicity levels did not influence participants in their
belieff revision. We argued that strong evidence might have created a sufficiently strong basis
onn which participants revised their beliefs, thus suggesting a primacy effect of evidence
strength.. This idea was further supported by two of the post-hoc analyses, where we found
(1)) that reprocessability had no effect on belief revision strength when evidence was strong.
Thus,, neither one of the manipulated media attributes had an impact on belief revision when
evidencee was strong. We also found that (2) cue multiplicity had an observable effect on
perceivedd source persuasiveness only when evidence was weak. However, when evidence
wass strong, the evidence source was perceived as being equally persuasive, regardless of the
typee of medium used for message conveyance. Thus, it is likely to assume that strong
evidencee (as manipulated) took precedence over any other effects on belief revision strength
ass well as perceived source persuasiveness.

5.33 Conclusions
Thee major conclusion to draw from this study is that the type of communication medium used
forr client inquiry indeed influences the auditor's belief revision in certain circumstances. In
brief,, the results of this study point to the following concluding statements:
In light of weak evidence, the medium clearly matters.
oo

First, when the medium allows for reprocessability of the evidence, a high cue
multiplicityy medium (i.e., video) leads to stronger belief revision than does a
loww cue multiplicity medium (i.e., e-mail).

oo

Second, when the medium does not allow for reprocessability, the effect
reverses,, and individuals are more strongly persuaded by a low cue
multiplicityy medium as compared to a high cue multiplicity medium.

oo

Third, individuals perceive the message source to be more persuasive when a
highh cue multiplicity medium is used, as compared to a low cue multiplicity
medium. .
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In light of strong evidence, the medium seems to matter less with regard to belief
revision.. Individuals are strongly persuaded by strong evidence, regardless of the
mediaa that the information is presented with. We refer to this finding as a ceiling
effect. .
oo

This conclusion is further supported by the finding that media attributes do not
furtherr influence perceived source persuasiveness when evidence is strong.

5.44 Implications for theory
Thiss dissertation provides some theoretical contribution to media richness and related
literatures.. In essence, media richness theory suggests that managers will be more effective
andd efficient when richer media are used for equivocal tasks and leaner media are used for
lesss equivocal tasks (Daft and Lengel 1986; Daft et al. 1987). A medium's richness is
assessedd by considering various media attributes, e.g., conveyance of multiple cues, variety
off language carried, capacity to include personal focus, feedback (Daft et al. 1987),
rehearsability,, reprocessability and parallelism (Dennis and Valacich 1999). Media richness
theoryy and related theories thus investigate the effect of media attributes on effectiveness and
efficiency..

As explained earlier, auditors' judgments and decisions can only rarely be

measuredd in terms of effectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, we decided to examine the
effectss of selected media attributes on auditors' belief revision. In doing so, we demonstrated
firstfirst that media attributes are important to consider even outside their initial contextual scope
(auditorss instead of managers). More importantly, we argue here that the found relationship
betweenn media attributes and belief revision has implications for media richness and related
theories,, because belief revision outcomes ultimately also effect effectiveness and efficiency
(e.g.,, Ashton and Ashton 1988; Tubbs et al. 1990). Hence, the findings made here cast some
additionall light on the way media use influences individuals' decisions and judgments.
Too examine such relationships, the central theoretical framework chosen for this dissertation
iss the Belief Adjustment Model (BAM), originally developed by Hogarth and Einhorn (1985,
1992)) and applied to an auditing context by Ashton and Ashton (1988). While previous tests
off the BAM have primarily examined order and presentation mode effects on auditors' belief
revision,, we were primarily interested in the effects of certain media attributes, i.e., cue
multiplicityy and reprocessability. In predicting such effects on belief revision, we combined
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thee BAM with the literature on media richness (e.g., Daft and Lengel 1986; Dennis and
Valacichh 1999) and the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo 1981).
Namely,, we chose the media attributes of interest from the media-related literature and
examinedd their effects on belief revision using the theoretical framework of the BAM.
Withh regard to cue multiplicity, we employed an essential aspect of the ELM to explain its
effectt on auditors' belief revision strength. While the original BAM only considers central
evidencee cues in its belief revision prediction, we adopted the distinction between central and
peripherall evidence cues from the ELM. Peripheral evidence cues can arguably only be
conveyedd when high cue multiplicity media are used. As a result, we hypothesized that the
usee of a high cue multiplicity medium would evoke peripheral cue processing (Petty and
Cacioppoo 1981) and, assuming that peripheral cues support the central cues, increase the
persuasivenesss of the message. The incorporation of peripheral signals in the BAM forms a
majorr theoretical contribution in this dissertation.
Thee second media attribute, reprocessability, was also incorporated in the BAM. First, we
differentiatedd between two distinct information processing strategies, i.e., sequential versus
simultaneouss processing. Prior research namely shows that sequential evidence processing
leadss to more extreme belief revisions than simultaneous processing (Francis and Schipper
1999;; Pinsker 2003). Then we described reprocessability as a media attribute, which evokes
sequentiall processing, even when evidence is presented simultaneously. While previous
studiess have acknowledged that sequential processing may take place, even when
informationall cues are presented simultaneously (Hogarth and Einhorn 1992; Kennedy 1993),
thee present study thus links such behaviors to the use of varying communication media.
Theoreticall reasoning and empirical evidence presented in this dissertation offer support for
thee assumption that varying levels of reprocessability may indeed lead to different belief
revisionn outcomes. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, repeated exposure to evidence
(duee to reprocessability) conveyed by a high cue multiplicity medium apparently leads to
strongerr belief revision than single exposure (absence of reprocessability), when evidence is
weak..

We suggest that this effect finds its theoretical explanation in the fact that

reprocessabilityy evokes sequential processing of central and particularly peripheral cues. The
factt that a reprocessability effect was found only when cue multiplicity was high again
impliess the importance of considering peripheral cues and their interaction with varying
informationn processing strategies. In terms of the BAM, it seems that sequential processing
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leadss to stronger belief adjustment than simultaneous processing, particularly when
peripherall cues are present. This finding again illustrates and emphasizes the importance of
incorporatingg peripheral cues in the BAM.

5.55 Implications for practice
Inn a more practical regard, we demonstrated that the auditing profession, one that has to judge
andd rely on potentially biased evidence, may have to take into account the various
opportunitiess and threats that computer-mediated communication introduce to client inquiry.
Givenn recent technological and business developments, auditors in practice increasingly use
electronicc communication media in their profession.

While video-conferencing is still a

ratherr uncommon form of communication (however, likely to become more widespread in
thee near future), most practitioners employ e-mail today.

As demonstrated in this

dissertation,, whereas the use of electronic media for evidence collection provides many
benefits,, it may also bias judgment in less desirable ways, if the evidence source has deceitful
intentions.. Our empirical evidence shows that under certain circumstances, some media are
indeedd capable of distorting evidence and subsequent belief formation beyond the meaning
conveyedd by the message itself.

Thus, there is reason to recommend awareness to the

auditingg profession.
Thee findings in this study may offer auditing practitioners some lessons to learn. However,
onee has to be very cautious when generalizing results. The main strength of an experimental
researchh design lies in its internal validity due to a high level of control by the researcher.
However,, one of its limitations is the difficulty of generalizing study results to a larger
population,, unless context and scenario closely match the ones assumed here. Having this
said,, we will here refer to some of the empirical findings and attempt to make a few
recommendationss for practice.
Forr instance, recall that we found some significant media attribute effects when considering
weakk evidence. According to our results, adding peripheral cues to weak, client-provided
messagess may influence auditors' belief revision, even though the content of the information
remainss the same. When evidence can be reprocessed, it seems that an auditor would be
susceptiblee to peripheral cues and subsequently revise his/her belief strongly, even though
centrall evidence cues are dangerously weak. On the other hand, when only central (and
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reprocessable)) cues are available, an auditor is not distracted in his/her assessment of the
weakk evidence. A recommendation to practice to be concluded from this finding is the
importancee of paying utmost attention to central cues and to process peripheral cues 'with a
grainn of salt', particularly when the sender may have potentially persuasive intentions.
Accordingg to our findings, given the presence of peripheral cues (and thus an increased risk
off bias), reprocessability may further aggravate the problem, since it exposes decision-makers
repeatedlyy to biasing peripheral information.

In summary, given weak client-provided

evidence,, auditors should be particularly alert when they receive it by the means of 'rich'
media,, i.e., media that are capable of transmitting peripheral cues and allow for
reprocessability.. In the case of evidence perceived as weak by the auditor, he/she might
reachh a more appropriate judgment by looking for additional central evidence, rather than
relyingg on peripheral cues. Alternatively, in their evidence search, auditors might be well
advisedd to choose additional audit procedures other than client inquiry.
Further,, we found that when evidence was strong in itself, adding or subtracting peripheral
cuess or providing the means for message re-examination did not change the end result with
regardd to belief revision. This is generally a comforting finding for practice, since media
attributess apparently do not bias the decision-maker when evidence is strong. However, as
willl be discussed as a research limitation in Section 5.6, we considered only supportive
peripherall cues.

If peripheral cues had contradicted the strong central message, belief

revisionn might very well have been affected, as they would have pointed to some level of
contradictionn in the client's messages.
Inn summary, auditors should be careful in their media selection, particularly when inquiring
forr sensitive information from a client who might have persuasive intentions or who is
knowinglyy a good 'actor'. It is difficult to offer recommendations that suit all situations, but
generally,, it seems that the use of high cue multiplicity media could potentially distort
auditors'' perceptions more than enlighten them. Therefore, choosing a low cue multiplicity
medium,, which focuses auditors' attention solely on the central message cues, might offer a
moree balanced picture of the actual situation. However, it is not always possible to choose
thee medium of preference. Thus, given a medium that offers high cue multiplicity, it is
importantt for auditors to be aware of the unconscious bias that peripheral cues may hold.
Closee attention to central message cues is recommended.
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5.66 Limitations
Wee will here review research limitations with regard to the scope of this study and the design
employed. .

5.6.11 Limitations with regard to scope
Thee main limitations can be identified by looking at the intended scope of the research model
developedd in this dissertation. The model attempts to account for the effects that some
electronicc communication media attributes have on belief revision strength. However, we
recognizee that it is relatively limited in scope, due to a number of assumptions and choices
made..

Therefore, predictions and empirical findings can only be applied to specific

communicationn scenarios, as discussed next.
First,, in this study, we assumed that the individuals communicating with each other are a
criticall information seeker on one side (i.e., the auditor) and an information provider with
persuasivee intentions on the other (i.e., the client or CFO). While this is a realistic scenario to
assume,, it limits the generalization of the present findings to other contexts. Second, while
wee have frequently referred to the term 'communication', in practice, we only considered
one-wayy communication, where the CFO of the audited company sends persuasive messages
too the auditor in charge. Hence, due to methodological limitations, we did not consider the
actuall interaction commonly taking place when auditor and client negotiate. While first
researchh ideas focused on such an approach, we soon realized that a two-way communication
settingg would probably exceed the abilities provided by experimental designs, since unsupervisedd communication between two and more individuals introduces many problems in
termss of experimental control.
Whilee several media attributes were reviewed in Chapter 2, we limited the scope of this
researchh to the consideration of reprocessability and cue multiplicity.
Ourr study is also limited to the consideration of supportive peripheral cues. That is, while
peripherall cues can vary in direction (i.e., either support or undermine central cues) we only
examinedd peripheral cues, which support the central cues of a message.
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5.6.22

Limitations with regard to the research design

First,, since the research took place in a controlled laboratory environment, it has strong
internall validity but may not provide the external validity that a field study would afford. We
triedd to compensate for this weakness by the research design, creating an experimental task
andd conditions that mimicked a real world environment as much as possible.
Second,, our selection of experiment participants may well have influenced the results. While
alll participants were familiar with the kind of task they were confronted with and had some
levell of practice experience, they were nevertheless graduate students.

It would be

interestingg to run the same experiment with more experienced auditors to validate the results.

5.77 Suggestions for future research
Whilee the present research provides some insights into the concerns raised in the introduction
off this dissertation, many issues remain unclear and new questions come to mind. Here, we
suggestt how the newly raised questions and limitations of this study can be addressed by
futuree research.
Forr instance, recall the interactive relationship that we found for reprocessability and cue
multiplicity.. In our experiment, we observed that belief revision was positively affected by
cuee multiplicity when reprocessability was present (as expected). However, we also observed
thatt there was a negative effect of cue multiplicity when reprocessability was absent. While
wee suggested some explanations for this finding, it would be interesting to further pursue the
issuee in future research and uncover the actual reason for this reversed cue multiplicity effect.
Onn a related note, recall that we only considered peripheral cues, which support the direction
off the central message cues. It would be interesting to investigate the interactive effect of cue
formatt (central vs. peripheral), cue strength (strong or weak) and cue direction (confirming or
discontinuingg an initial belief) on belief revision strength.

To illustrate the potential

importancee of such an interaction, we again refer to the observed relationship between cue
multiplicityy and belief revision when evidence was strong. While we concluded that the nulleffectt of cue multiplicity given strong evidence (i.e., the previously mentioned primacy effect
off central cues) was rather comforting for the auditing profession, it raises questions as to
whatt would happen if cues had not been supportive of the central cues. In this case, would
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participantss have been more susceptible to the peripheral cues? To take the issue even
further,, posit that an auditor gathers evidence and wrongfully perceives it to be strong (for
example,, because the sender intentionally tries to persuade the auditor using manipulated
information).. In this case, one could argue that non-supportive peripheral cues might actually
helpp the auditor to detect the sender's deception and reach a higher quality judgment. Thus,
whilee we earlier recommended great caution with regard to the consideration of peripheral
cues,, this recommendation might only hold true when peripheral cues support rather than
underminee central message cues.
Also,, it would be interesting to examine opposing cue directions in interaction with
reprocessability.. Such a study might shed more light on some of the unexpected findings
madee in this dissertation.

For instance, a suitable research question might be: 'Given

discontinuingg central cues and confirming peripheral cues, would the ability to reprocess the
messagee direct the individual's attention more to the peripheral evidence?'
Anotherr question that came to mind during this research was whether more experienced
auditorss than those participating in this study would react differently to central and peripheral
cues.. For instance, are experts in the profession better prepared for the biases that media
attributess create? Or do experts pay more attention to subtleties and less attention to central
cues?? If so, they would thus be more susceptible to such biases.
Whilee the present research is limited to a specific communication setting (auditor-client
inquiry),, other communication scenarios and the effects of media attributes on belief revision
mayy be interesting to consider in future research. For example, how would the findings differ
iff we considered the communication between two co-operating auditors, e.g. working-paper
preparerr and reviewer, where the primary goal is to reach consensus? Findings from this
dissertationn could be linked to the findings made in related studies (e.g., Rich, Solomon and
Trotmann 1997) to create future research opportunities.
Wee also recommend future research to study the impact and use of electronic media for 'true'
two-wayy communication, where communication parties (e.g., auditor and client; two
auditors)) interact with each other. Since such a study would be difficult to perform using
laboratoryy experiments, future research may possibly be helped by other research methods,
suchh as field observations or interviews with practicing auditors. Here, other attributes than
thosee examined in this dissertation could be investigated as well. Most of these other
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attributess (listed in Chapter 2) are related to the communication's level of synchronicity,
whichh characterizes whether interaction occurs in real-time (synchronous) or with a time
delayy (asynchronous). Future research might consider media with the ability to offer varying
levelss of synchronicity, and their effect on belief revision or other outcome variables, related
too communication effectiveness. Related to the concept of synchronicity is also the media
attributee of rehearsability (the extent to which the medium allows for message rehearsal
beforee transmission), another interesting factor to study in future research.

5.88 Concluding comment
Thiss dissertation's research objective was to investigate the impact of electronic
communicationn media attributes on belief revision in a dyadic auditor-client inquiry setting,
wheree the client has persuasive intentions. In conclusion, we found that the communication
mediaa indeed matter with regard to auditors' judgment formation, when used for client
inquiry.. This dissertation demonstrated that the communication outcome of belief revision is
affectedd by the media attributes chosen in this study, partly as theoretically predicted, partly
inn different ways. The findings are theoretically interesting, because they provide further
insightss into the effects of electronic media usage on information processing strategies. Also,
fromm a practical point of view, such belief revision effects may potentially have serious
implicationss for audit effectiveness.
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TheThe following pages contain the appendices of this dissertation.

In Appendix I, we

presentpresent the published article, which develops the media-task fit (METAFIT) model. The
paperpaper is reprintedfrom International Journal of Accounting Information Systems, Vol. 4,
Nöteberg,Nöteberg, A., Benford, T. L,, & Hunton, J. E. "Matching electronic communication
mediamedia and audit tasks", pp. 27-55, 2003, with permission from Elsevier. Appendix 2
offersoffers the translated wording of the experiment instructions screen. Appendix 3 provides
anan English translation of the case description used in the experiment. Appendix 4 and and 5
demonstratedemonstrate how client-provided arguments were announced and manipulated in the
experiment.experiment. Finally, Appendix 6 provides the measures used to capture the demographic
circumstancescircumstances of experiment participants.
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Abstract t
Increasingg marketplace demand for real-time reporting of business information is inevitably leading
too the requirement for more frequent assurance from auditors over the accuracy and reliability of such
information.. The frequency and speed with which auditors must provide assurance, coupled with the
globall dispersion of business clients, place more demand on the use of electronic communication
mediaa in all phases of the assurance process. However, there is little theoretical guidance concerning
howw to best match various electronic communication media representations to audit tasks.
Accordingly,, the purpose of this study is to develop a media-task fit (METAFIT) model that can
bee used in future research endeavors, particularly for information inquiry tasks in judgment and
decision-making.. The METAFIT model specifies conditions and factors leading to an optimal bilateral
(auditor-client)) METAFIT, with the objective of maximizing task effectiveness.
©© 2003 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords:Keywords: Media richness; Interactivity; Reprocessability; Time pressure; Task equivocality; Experience; Client
inquiry;; Audit tasks; Task performance

1.. Introduction
Advancingg discovery in digital technologies, increasing expansion of business globalization,, and escalating demand for more frequent reporting of business information are rapidly
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convergingg toward equilibrium. As a result, there is growing interest in studying how these
mergingg pressures will affect an array of organizational factors, such as cultural assimilation,
businesss structures, decision processes, group dynamics, and bilateral exchanges. In this paper,
wee focus on a subset of these issues by theorizing how electronic communication media can
improvee the efficacy of audit tasks involving bilateral (auditor-client) information exchanges.
Thee availability, scope, functionality, and ease-of-use of electronic communication media
aree constantly improving, while at the same time costs associated with using such technologies
aree rapidly dropping. Such developments have enabled a large range of businesses to adopt,
implement,, and utilize information and communication technologies. For example, various
electronicc communication representations (e.g. text, graphics, audio, video, and animation)
alreadyy have been deeply integrated into the communication practices of most companies.
Simultaneouss with widespread adoption of electronic communication media, the economic
marketplacee is reaching across national borders, thereby creating an expansive global
communityy that is unparallel in history. Audit firms are no exception to the move toward a
borderlesss economy, as they and their client companies are becoming increasingly dispersed
acrosss the world. While the globalization of businesses offers immense upward potential, one
problemm that arises involves the time and cost of holding face-to-face meetings when the two
partiess are separated by vast geographic distances, yet the circumstance demands bilateral
communication.. This can be particularly problematic for audit firms when, say, an auditor
needss to discuss various audit issues with a client. Adding another degree of difficulty to the
auditt task, demand pressures for more frequent reporting of business information require that
suchh bilateral communications take place rapidly.
Inn the United States, business firms provide financial statements to capital markets in
quarterlyy increments, and independent auditors offer review assurances on the first three
quarterlyy statements and audit opinions on the fourth quarter (annual) statement. In addition,
Internett capability and market demand have dramatically increased the volume and frequency
off nonfinancial statement disclosures to the marketplace, such as earnings expectations,
capitall acquisitions, organizational restructurings, sales trends, and so on. Further, there is
mountingg demand pressure for companies to release financial statements on a more frequent
basis.. The accounting profession recognizes that both regulators and investors are likely to
insistt on greater frequency of financial reporting and related assurances from independent
auditorss over the reliability of such information (Elliott, 1997).
Inn a dynamic business environment of this nature, the ability of auditors to quickly analyze
financiall statements, investigate unusual fluctuations, and perform substantive testing where
deemedd necessary is critical. Given that business organizations and auditing firms are
geographicallyy dispersed across the globe, the efficient and effective use of electronic
communicationn media in this regard, particularly for auditor-client information inquiry
purposes,, is essential. Consequently, the need for virtual meetings between auditors and
clientss is growing, and the solution can be found with electronic communication media.
Extantt research has demonstrated to some degree that computer-mediated communications
cann yield favorable effects on judgment and decision quality, particularly in the area of group
decision-making.. Group support systems (GSS) were developed to assist collaborative work
byy enabling individuals to hold virtual meetings regardless of their physical location and time
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zone.. In addition to numerous GSS studies in information systems, the effects of GSS on
groupp decision-making processes has also been examined in accounting contexts (e.g.,
Arnoldd et al., 2000; Bamber et al., 1996; Kerr and Murthy, 1994). Specifically, such studies
primarilyy focus on intrateam communication processes in audit settings.
Thee scope of the present theoretical model is related to GSS research, because we are
similarlyy interested in the effective use of electronic communication media. However, rather
thann examining group communications, our interest lies in how communication technologies
cann facilitate bilateral communications between an auditor and a client, when both are
geographicallyy dispersed and working under considerable time constraints. We suggest that
bilateral,, cross-organizational information inquiry processes differ from previously investigatedd intraorganizational intragroup communication processes, because different issues are
att stake. Studies on GSS involve teams of auditors with the same or similar backgrounds,
corporatee cultures, and intentions of reaching consensus. Research in this area typically
emphasizess the benefits that GSS bring to group communication processes, such as increased
groupp member anonymity, reduced majority influence, facilitated consensus agreement, and
negotiatedd collective settlement.
Inn contrast, the media-task fit (METAFIT) model developed herein applies primarily to
contextss that are characterized by intensive bilateral (as opposed to group) inquiry tasks,
wheree the auditor collects new information during an investigation process to form judgments
andd make decisions. We posit that bilateral information inquiry processes differ from group
communicationn processes, particularly with respect to differing communication intentions,
interpersonall dynamics, cultural differences, and desired outcomes. While groups tendd to seek
consensus,, the principal aim of bilateral communication is that of overcoming information
asymmetryy between two parties who might hold conflicting agendas.
Inn this study, we present a theoretical model that incorporates task-related, media-related,
andd experiential factors as interacting determinants of effective communication. The model
incorporatess extant theory and research evidence from the fields of information systems,
communications,, auditing and cognitive psychology, and extends the discussion and critique
off the media richness construct as posited by Daft and Lengel (1984, 1986) and Daft et al.
(1987).. Specifically, we question whether 'feedback immediacy' is a dimension of media
richnessrichness or an independent construct in its own right. In this light, we posit a theoretical
separationn of media richness and feedback immediacy (hereafter called 'media interactivity').
Thee independent effects of media interactivity on performance are explained using theory
fromm the information processing literature. The METAFIT model next developed suggests
thatt the most effective use of electronic communication media for client inquiry purposes is a
functionn of task characteristics, time-on-task pressures, and experiential factors.

2.. Audit tasks, audit environments, and technology requirements
Wee begin by briefly reviewing key attributes that characterize audit tasks and audit
environments,, as this will help to clarify and motivate the importance of studying the
METAFITT model in the context of auditing. Decision-making in auditing requires a high level
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off professional judgment, particularly during the evaluation stage of an audit, e.g. assessing
clientt explanations, appraising the effectiveness of controls, and determining the reliability of
auditt evidence (Knechel, 2000; Trotman, 1998). Because evaluative judgments are subjective
inn nature, a degree of risk is inherent in the audit environment. Compounding such
uncertainty,, the audit environment also places a great deal of time pressure on auditors to
arrivee at complex subjective decisions rather quickly.
Manyy studies of judgment and decision-making in auditing also consider individual
differencess among decision-makers. For instance, experience, knowledge, motivation, and
abilityy play a major role in decision-making (Libby and Luft, 1993), as do issues of personal
ethicss {Knechel, 2000) and human cognitive limitations (Simon, 1990). We recognize the
importancee of individual factors in decision-making tasks and incorporate experiential factors
intoo our METAFIT model. However, our primary focus lies on a controllable factor—the
selectionn of an appropriate electronic communication medium to facilitate bilateral informationn inquiry tasks. In particular, we focus on the 'fit' between audit tasks and communication
mediaa technology within the audit environment.
Thee following section describes 'fit', a concept used for theory construction in various
organizationall disciplines, where the focus lies on optimally matching relevant variables. In
Sectionn 4, we review pertinent theory and research evidence on communication media traits,
ass factored into our general research model. Section 5 considers the environmental and taskspecificc characteristics related to METAFIT; task equivocally and time pressure are also
consideredd to be important characteristics in the determination of METAFIT. In Section 6, we
discusss the role of prior experience with the media, the co-communicator, the topic, and the
context.. In Section 7, fit profiles are proposed pertaining to the general research model.
Finally,, Section 8 discusses the relationship between METAFIT and performance. Although
thee METAFIT model offers many potential applications, in this study the model is used to
understandd how auditors can, on a task-specific basis, select the most effective electronic
communicationn media to employ in a client-inquiry setting.

3.. The concept of fit
Scholarss from various disciplines have used the concept of'fit' to investigate interrelationshipss among numerous variables (Venkatraman, 1989). The focal interest in this paper is the
interrelationshipp between media and task factors, and their subsequent impact on a construct
calledd the METAFIT. The concept of matching tasks with technology has been studied in
variouss frameworks over recent years, such as the technology acceptance model (TAM)
(Davis,, 1986, 1989, 1993; Davis et al., 1989) and the task-technology fit (TTF) model
(Goodhue,, 1995; Goodhue and Thompson, 1995). Next, we review these theories.
3.1.3.1. Technology acceptance model
Thee powerful emergence of information technology (IT) in organizations in the 1970s and
1980ss created a host of IT utilization studies in the management information systems (MIS)
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literature.. In particular, user acceptance of technology has been a long-standing topic of
interestt in MIS research. Researchers have focused particular attention on the determinants of
userr acceptance, i.e. the individual, organizational, and technological factors leading to
acceptancee and utilization of IT.
Whilee early studies lacked strong theoretical foundations, more recent empirical research
onn technology utilization has primarily relied on the TAM. The TAM is an application of the
theoryy of reasoned action (TRA) (Fishbein and Ajzen, 1975) to IT. The TRA suggests that
beforee individuals change their behavior, there must be commensurate changes in their
beliefs,, attitudes, and intentions. Thus, the TAM posits that usage of a technology is
determinedd by beliefs a user holds about its perceived usefulness (PU) and its perceived
easee of use (PEU). PU is defined as the degree to which a person believes that use of a system
wouldd improve performance. PEU refers to the degree to which a person believes that using a
particularr system would be relatively effortless. These beliefs (PU and PEU) then trigger a
chainn of events that predict the attitude toward the technology, intention to use the
technology,, and actual usage of the technology (Davis, 1989; Davis et al., 1989).
TAMM has become one of the most widely used and cited models in the MIS literature for
predictingg user acceptance and usage behavior. Davis and colleagues developed and validated
thee original instrument for measuring the TAM constructs (Davis, 1986, 1989, 1993; Davis et
al.,, 1989), and a range of scholars has replicated the TAM (e.g. Adams et al., 1992;
Hendricksonn et al., 1993; Mathieson, 1991; Segars and Grover, 1993). The instrument has
beenn used extensively by researchers investigating an array of issues in the area of user
acceptancee (e.g. Moore and Benbasat, 1991; Olfman and Bostrom, 1991; Szajna, 1994, 1996;
Taylorr and Todd, 1995; Trevmo and Webster, 1992; Venkatesh and Davis, 1996).
Replicationss of the original works by Davis (1989) suggest that the predictive validity of
thee TAM tends to hold across technologies, as well as across persons, settings, and times (e.g.
Adamss et al., 1992; Moon and Kim, 2001; Szajna, 1994), the latter being a requirement for
robustt theories (Cook and Campbell, 1979). Using different methodologies, numerous studies
havee found that PU and PEU correlate well with IT acceptance across a variety of information
systems. .
Despitee an abundance of TAM replications and applications in the literature, a weakness
shouldd be noted—it lacks a task-specific focus (Dishaw and Strong, 1999). While the
'usefulness'' construct in the TAM implicitly includes 'task' (Goodhue, 1997) (i.e. usefulness
meanss useful for something), more explicit inclusion of task characteristics may provide a
betterr model of IT utilization. The TTF perspective, discussed next, addresses this issue.
3.2.3.2. TTF model
Thee TTF model links technology, task, and performance. It was developed by Goodhue
(1995)) and Goodhue and Thompson (1995), and finds its origins in two research streams.
Onee stream takes a 'utilization' focus, which is reflected in the TAM. The other research
streamm centers on 'cognitive fit', suggesting that the 'fit' between cognitive task demands and
technologyy features/functionality is a primary determinant of performance (e.g. Benbasat
ett al., 1986; Dickson et al., 1986; Vessey, 1991).
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Combiningg the utilization and cognitive fit theoretical frameworks, Goodhue and Thompsonn (1995) developed the technology-to-performance chain (TPC). TPC theory states that
humann performance is optimized when there is a proper matching among task requirements,
technologyy functionality, and experience using the technology. The two dual dependencies
(task/technologyy functionality and experience/technology functionality) generate a construct
calledd 'task-technology fit' (TTF) and, according to TPC theory, TTF directly impacts
performance.. The relatively complex TPC model was eventually reduced to what has later
beenn referred to as the TTF model.
Followingg the same reasoning as the TPC theory, the TTF model posits that technology
willl be used if and only if the functions available to the user support or 'fit' the activities of
thee user. Goodhue (1997) defined TTF as "the degree to which a technology (broadly defined
too include information technologies, but also other manual technologies or techniques used to
assistt in task accomplishment) assists an individual in performing his or her portfolio of tasks. .
Moree specifically, TTF reflects the "fit among task requirements, individual abilities, and the
functionalityy and interface of the technology" (Goodhue, 1997, p. 449).
Currently,, there is no single TTF framework, rather, a number of variations exist (Dishaw
andd Strong, 1999). However, all models are common in that they consider task and
technologyy characteristics as antecedents to the actual use of technology and performance
outcomes.. Individual characteristics and technology experience are commonly added to TTF
modell variations. Apart from the early empirical studies, which focused on the impact of data
representationn on performance, recent variations of the TTF model and related concepts of
'fit'' have also appeared in the MIS and AIS literature (e.g. Dishaw and Strong, 1998;
Goodhuee et al., 1997).
3.3.3.3. METAFIT
Similarly,, our central construct is termed METAFIT, i.e. the correspondence between task
factorss (equivocality and time pressure), media factors (interactivity and richness) and
experientiall factors. Arguably, METAFIT can be examined in terms of task effectiveness
andd efficiency, however, we examine the impact of METAFIT on performance effectiveness
(i.e.. the extent to which a successful outcome is achieved), as existing theory does not
providee sufficient support for predicting efficiency effects.
Severall types of TTF exist and the lackk of specification has been criticized in the literature
(Belangerr et al., 2001; Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985). To resolve this issue, six forms of fit
aree identified in Venkatraman's (1989) conceptual framework—fit as moderation, fit as
mediation,, fit as matching, fit as gestalts, fit as profile deviation, and fit as covariation. In the
currentt study, METAFIT is defined as 'profile deviation'.
Ann ideal profile is composed of an internally consistent set of environmental contingenciess and strategy elements. According to this perspective, 'fit' reflects the degree of
adherencee to such an externally specified profile (Venkatraman, 1989). The profile deviation
vieww of 'fit' is different from other views, as profile deviation is anchored to a specific
outputt criterion (typically performance). Greater adherence to a normatively ideal profile is
expectedd to result in improved performance; thus, METAFIT represents adherence to an
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Fig.. 1. METAFIT model.

ideall profile, which is composed of task features, environmental attributes, and technology
elements. .
Wee incorporate yet another stream of literature into our METAFIT model—media richness
theories.. Whereas TAM and TTF address technology utilization, media richness theories
focuss on the use of different media formats. Like TTF, theories on media usage propose that
individualss choose the optimal communication media by matching the medium's inherent
characteristicss and the objective requirements of the communication task (Fuik et al., 1987;
Rice,, 1993). The next section describes media richness and related theories. We thus review
mediaa technology elements (richness, interactivity, reprocessability, and rehearsability), task
featuress (i.e. task equivocality), and environment attributes (i.e. time pressure) that impact
METAFITT in an auditing context. We refer the reader to Fig. 1, as we develop the METAFIT
modell and related propositions in the following sections.

4.. Communication media
Duee to recent technological developments and increasing geographical dispersion of
businessess and more frequent reporting of financial and nonfinancial information, the use
off electronic communication media for auditor-client information exchanges is expected to
riserise considerably in the near future, as face-to-face meetings will likely become too costly
withh respect to time and expense. For the development of our research model, we employ
theoriess advanced by the reference disciplines of information systems, communications, and
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cognitivee psychology. Specifically, social presence theory (SPT) (Short et al., 1976) and
mediaa richness theory (MRT) (Daft et al., 1987) represent the central theoretical support for
upcomingg research hypotheses. Furthermore, media synchronicity theory (Dennis and
Valacich,, 1999) reflects an extension of MRT. Afterward, the concept of 'interactivity' will
bee presented and treated separately from the media richness construct.
4.1.4.1. Social presence and media richness
Bothh SPT and MRT emphasize how communication media differ in the extent to which
theyy (a) can overcome various communication constraints of, for example, time and location,
(b)) transmit the social, symbolic, and nonverbal cues of human communication, and (c) assist
inn performing tasks that are high in either equivocality or uncertainty (Rice, 1993).
SPTT classifies traditional media along a single continuum according to its 'social presence',
whichh is defined as "the capacity of a medium to transmit information about facial
expression,, direction of looking, posture, dress and non-verbal cues" (Short et al., 1976, p.
65).. A medium's social presence is conceptualized as a perceptual or attitudinal dimension of
thee user—a 'mental set' toward the medium. Social presence is, thus, a subjective rather than
ann objective quality of the medium.
Sociall presence differs among communication media according to such factors as the
medium'ss ability to be personal, sociable, sensitive, and warm. Face-to-face communication
iss deemed to have the greatest social presence, followed by audio plus video (e.g. videoconferencing),, audio-only (e.g. telephone), and print (Short et al., 1976). The social presence
approachh proposes that performance will improve if the social presence of the medium is
matchedd to the communication requirements of the task. For instance, when a task is
interpersonallyy involving (e.g. conflict and negotiation), individuals will prefer media with
moree social presence. For simple information conveyance, media with less social presence
willl be favored, Since the concepts of social presence and media richness are very similar,
hereafterr we will use the term 'media richness' to also represent a medium's social presence.
Anotherr prominent theory of communication media preferences and usage in organizationall settings is MRT, also known as information richness theory (Daft and Lengel, 1984,
1986;; Daft et al., 1987). MRT suggests that task performance improves when task needs are
matchedd to a medium's ability to convey information characterized by either equivocality or
uncertainty. .
Consistentt with SPT, Daft and Lengel (1984, 1986) and Daft et al. (1987) argue that media
propertiess vary in richness, and that media can be ranked on a richness continuum based on
theirr ability to handle equivocality and uncertainty. A medium's richness is based on four
mediaa criteria: capacity to include personal focus, immediacy of feedback, conveyance of
multiplee cues, and variety of language carried (Daft et al., 1987).
Somee media have a higher capacity to include personal focus (e.g. face-to-face communication)) than others (e.g. e-mail). Daft et al. (1987) argue that "a message will be conveyed
moree fully when personal feelings and emotions inftise the communication" (p. 358).
Immediacyy of feedback reflects how quickly a medium allows users to respond to the
communicationss they receive (Daft and Lengel, 1986). It is the ability of a medium to support
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rapidd bidirectional communication. The immediacy of feedback is important in improving
understanding,, since it enables intermediate adjustments in message transmission so that any
misleadingg elements in the message can be quickly corrected (Dennis and Valacich, 1999). In
thiss paper, immediacy of feedback will be treated as a separate construct from media richness,
ass further developed in an upcoming section.
Multiplicityy of cues represents the number of ways in which a medium can communicate
information,, such as auditory cues, e.g. voice tone and inflection or visual cues (facial gestures,
bodyy language, and so on). Finally, language variety reflects the range of meaning that can be
conveyedd with language symbols, such as numbers (conveying precision) and natural
languagee (conveying understanding of a broader set of concepts and ideas) (Daft et al., 1987).
MRTT maintains that the ability of media to transmit needed information depends on
whetherr the information is used in situations of uncertainty or equivocality. The concept of
equivocalityy will be reviewed in a corresponding upcoming section.
Inn summary, both SPT and MRT propose that face-to-face is the richest medium, followed
byy video systems, audio systems, and finally, text systems. In short, media with relatively
moree capacity (bandwidth) are considered richer media, while those with less capacity are
regardedd as leaner media (Burke and Chidambaram, 1999). The number of cues, or
modalities,, that are transmitted by a medium (i.e. feedback, multiple cues, language variety,
andd personal focus) increases its richness.
Forr instance, when interviewing a client regarding a potentially significant audit exception
(whichh triggers a possible fraud red-flag in the auditor's mind), audible and visual cues may
helpp the auditor discern unspoken meaning. Client personnel who know something about the
issuee may be reluctant to formally document what they know to the auditor for fear of
incrimination.. Even if they did disclose information in writing (say, e-mail or letter), their
wordss and phrases would likely be measured and cautious, as they would not want to signal
anythingg to the auditor that would implicate them. However, in a video-conference or face-tofacee communication format, involved individuals are more likely to relay unintended signals
duringg contemporaneous discussion via use of body language or audible cues. Hence, we
incorporatee media cues as proposed by MRT (except for feedback) in our research model as
antecedentss to media richness via the following propositions:
PII a: Multiple cues and media richness are positively associated.
Plb:: Language variety and media richness are positively associated.
Pic:: Personal focus and media richness are positively associated.
Wee recognize that there are exceptions to the overall notion that increased modalities result
inn richer media (e.g. Markus et al., 1993; Rice and Shook, 1988; Soe and Markus, 1993;
Walther,, 1996). For instance, MRT was developed and tested by making comparisons among
traditionall media, such as face-to-face, telephone, written addressed documents, and written
unaddressedd documents (El-Shinnawy and Markus, 1997). Despite its original objective,
MRTT has frequently been applied to managers' use of new media, and thus finds a significant
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amountt of criticism in the literature (e.g. D'Ambra et al., 1998; Dennis and Valacich, 1999;
El-Shinnawyy and Markus, 1997; Fuik et al., 1987; Lee, 1994; Ngwenyarna and Lee, 1997;
Suh,, 1999). Such criticism is largely motivated by the fact that new media, such as electronic
maill (e-mail), bulletin boards, etc., offer features beyond those suggested by MRT. We next
presentt an extension of MRT, which attempts to address the abovementioned criticism by
broadeningg the media richness construct to include additional media characteristics, oftentimess found in new electronic media.
Denniss and Valacich (1999) proposed a variation of MRT called media synchronicity
theory.. In summary, the authors expand the set of media characteristics that can affect
communicationn to include parallelism, reprocessability, and rehearsability.
Theyy define parallelism as the number of simultaneous conversations supported by the
medium.. Historically, only traditional written media (letters or interoffice memos) could
supportt multiple communications. However, with the advent of groupware this is no longer
thee case. Although parallelism is a communication media trait that may impact group work,
thee current study focuses on factors that impact the efficiency and effectiveness of
communicationn between two co-communicators (auditors and clients). Therefore, parallelism
iss not applicable to our research model.
Reprocessabilityy refers to media that make the message available for re-examination by the
co-communicatorss while engaged in conversation. Like parallelism, reprocessability was
previouslyy only available when communicating via letters or traditional interoffice memos.
However,, contemporary electronic communication media allow for reprocessability, since
messagess can be stored and reviewed at a later time. Also, by allowing the co-communicators
too examine the message while communicating (e.g., electronic chat), reprocessability enables
themm to request further clarification of information that they find confusing or vague. Further,
inn situations of information overload, recipients are less likely to miss pieces of information
sincee they have the opportunity to re-read messages at a later time. Thus, reprocessability
facilitatess communication dialogue by enabling the communication of additional informationall cues, which ultimately facilitates understanding. However, we do not view reprocessabilityy as an antecedent of richness, because it can occur independently. We later return to this
mediaa attribute when considering fit profiles.
Rehearsabilityy reflects the medium's ability to edit or polish a message before transmission.. We argue that the effect of rehearsability on performance largely depends on the
sender'ss underlying motives. For instance, suppose an auditor detects some unusual
fluctuationss in the client's financial statements and wishes to further inquire with management.. The client replies to the auditor using a medium high in rehearsability. If the client's
intentionss are to deceive the auditor, rehearsability may facilitate coherent phrasing of a
misleadingg response, because the client has the means to go over his/her response repeatedly
beforee sending it to the auditor. In this scenario, rehearsability may impede the auditor's
accuratee judgment and decision-making, and thus lead to low performance in this regard. On
thee other hand, given a client with honest and sincere intentions, rehearsing a message may
helpp him/her to explain an issue thoroughly and truthfully, and thus have a positive impact on
finall judgment and decision-making. Hence, while media rehearsability is likely to influence
performance,, we argue that the extent and direction of influence depends on the client's
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intentions.. However, the METAFIT model does not address the client's underlying motives
duringg information inquiry. Therefore, we do not incorporate rehearsability into the
METAFITT model. Next, we review the literature on interactivity.
4.2.4.2. Media interactivity
Thee theoretical frameworks discussed in the previous section consider various characteristicss of media when assessing richness. Among these characteristics is usually a medium's
feedbackk capability. For the following reason, we argue that feedback immediacy should be
treatedd as a separate construct, rather than merely a dimension of media richness.
Onee criticism of MRT regards its weakness in explaining the use of new technology-based
media,, such as e-mail. Due to its written nature, e-mail had originally been ranked low on the
richnessrichness scale, particularly since e-mail cannot offer language variety, multiple cues, and
personall focus as described in MRT. Empirical evidence, however, accounts for high richness
perceptionss with respect to e-mail (e.g. El-Shinnawy and Markus, 1997; Markus et al., 1993;
Ricee and Shook, 1988; Soe and Markus, 1993; Walther, 1996). It can be argued that e-mail,
althoughh lean in its capability to convey language variety, multiplicity of cues, and personal
focus,, has the benefit of high interactivity. Given that co-communicators are concurrently online,, messages can be sent back and forth on an instantaneous basis. Thus, we distinguish a medium'ss richness from its feedback capability, as suggested by El-Shinnawy and Markus (1997).
Interactivityy is often cited as a primary distinction of new electronic media and finds plenty
off definitions in the communications literature. Most definitions are common in that they
conceptualizee interactivity as a continuum spanning from declarative (one-way) to reactive
(two-way)) to fully interactive (Rafaeli, 1988; Rogers, 1986). Zack (1993) summarizes a
numberr of benefits of interactive communication: simultaneous exchange (Schegloff, 1987),
continuouss feedback (Goffman, 1967), joint, spontaneous involvement (Goffman, 1967), the
abilityy to interrupt or preempt (Goldberg, 1990), and mutual construction of messages
(Goldberg,, 1990; Schegloff, 1987).
Viaa the characteristics just mentioned, interactivity enables communicators to reduce the
timee required to achieve mutual comprehension of messages (Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs, 1986),
enhancess the accuracy of communication (Kraut et al., 1982; Leavitt and Mueller, 1951), and
minimizess the time to accomplish a task (Kraus and Bricker, 1966). Empirical evidence
suggestss that lack of immediate synchronous response increases the number of words needed
too communicate messages, and thus increases the time required to complete the task (Kraus
andd Bricker, 1966).
Withh regard to communication media, some scholars treat interactivity as a process-related
andd perception-based construct of communication settings (e.g. Rafaeli, 1988). In the current
study,, interactivity is viewed as a technical characteristic of the medium. We are interested in
thee normative presence or absence of interactivity in communication, rather than the
perceptionss and actual usage of interactivity. We posit that a medium's technical ability to
offerr immediate dialogue response time enables realization of the interactivity characteristics
listedd above. Hence, in this study, we use the term interactivity to reflect the inherent potential
off a medium to offer immediate dialogue response time between co-communicators.
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Inn spite of some empirical findings with regard to interactivity, extant theory fails to
explainn in detail how media interactivity influences cognitive processes that improve the
accuracyy of communication and reduces the time to accomplish a task. We turn to the
informationn and attentional processing literature to theorize effects of media interactivity.
Here,, we are primarily interested in tasks that require attentional processing, where the focus
iss on conscious mental attention and effort, and where a single information input at a time is
usuallyy manipulated (Glass and Holyoak, 1986; Shiffrin and Dumais, 1981).
Attentionall processing can be split into the categories of selective attention and divided
attentionn (Eysenck and Keane, 1995; Proctor and van Zandt, 1994). Selective attention is also
knownn as 'focused attention' and refers to the process of focusing awareness on a limited
rangee of stimuli. Selective attention concerns our ability to focus on certain sources of
informationn and ignore others (Proctor and van Zandt, 1994). The typical example given for
selectivee attention is that of a cocktail party where people focus on one single conversation
whilee they are confronted with a variety of multimodal stimuli. When trying to focus in on
moree than one conversation, people tend to lose their concentration.
Dividedd attention, also called dual task performance—i.e. simultaneously attending to two
orr more stimuli—is studied by presenting at least two stimulus inputs at the same time, but
withh instructions that equal attention and a response must be given to all stimulus inputs
(Eysenckk and Keane, 1995). Studies on divided attention provide useful information about
humann processing limitations, i.e. the ability to divide attention among multiple tasks. For
example,, consider talking on the phone while driving a car, i.e. engaging in two attentional
processingg tasks simultaneously.
Wee argue that a medium's interactivity level influences co-communicators' attention
selectionn (i.e. selective or divided), and thus performance. A medium with a high level of
interactivityy facilitates communication because it offers immediate dialogue response time
betweenn co-communicators. Hence, co-communicators are not given the opportunity to
engagee in alternative tasks while waiting for the other party to respond. Instead, they focus
theirr undivided (selective), continuous attention on the communication process and the task to
bee solved. On the other hand, consider two persons communicating via a medium low in
interactivity.. Particularly in situations of high time pressure, individuals will be compelled to
dividee their attention to other tasks while waiting for the other party to respond. This in turn
causess them to engage in what is called divided attention. As a result, we argue that
individualss using such media are likely to lose continuity and flow, which may reduce the
levell of communication effectiveness, as well as increase overall time on task. As will be
elaboratedd in more detail when we discuss fit profiles, we also posit that media interactivity is
particularlyy important for highly equivocal tasks, because it allows for rapid clarifications and
reductionn of misunderstanding between communication partners.
Notee that the above reasoning applies to a limited number of communication activities. We
arguee that tasks differ in how much they require an immediate dialogue response time. For
example,, communication tasks with the objective to execute or generate ideas may not require
ann immediate dialogue response time, because implementation is carried out primarily on an
individuall level, rather than through a constant exchange. On the other hand, we consider
taskss with the objective to choose a correct or a preferred answer, or make an optimal
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judgment,, which call for instant feedback. Thus, a high level of interactivity is preferred in
suchh situations. The next section elaborates on the issue of task specificity.

5.. Communication tasks
Ass argued in the previous section, the richness and interactivity levels required for
communicationn depend largely on the nature of the task to be performed. This section
furtherr defines the task dimensions and environments to which the present study applies
(pleasee refer to Fig. 2 during the following discussion).
5.1.5.1. Defining task
Thee model developed in this study is not intended to encompass all possible tasks related
too auditor-client communications. Instead, it focuses on judgment and decision-making tasks
inn communication. The task type most applicable to the METAFIT model can be identified in
McGrath'ss communication task circumplex (Fig. 2) (McGrath, 1984), later extended to also
categorizee task types in a mediated environment (McGrath and Hollingshead, 1993). The task
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Fig.. 2. McGrath's (1984) task circumplex.
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circumplexx is arranged around four general objectives of communication tasks: generate
(potentiall alternative solutions), choose (among alternatives), negotiate (resolve conflicts),
andd execute. Each quadrant in the taxonomy focuses on task types. This representation of
taskss has two dimensions, with the horizontal dimension showing a continuum of behavioral
andd conceptual tasks. The vertical dimension illustrates a continuum reaching from cooperationn to conflict. Even though McGrath's task taxonomy was intended primarily for group
decision-making,, we posit that it applies equally to decisions made as a result of bilateral
mediatedd communication.
Thee METAFIT model is appropriate for audit communication tasks that are highly
conceptuall in nature, where the objective is to find an answer for a given problem, as
exemplifiedd by Quadrant II ('choose') of McGrath's task circumplex. Some tasks enable
decision-makerss to derive a correct answer (not necessarily the correct answer) for a given
problemm (called an 'intellective' or 'judgment'), whereas the other tasks rely on the selection
off a preferred alternative ('decision-making' task). The METAFIT model applies to both task
types,, since the focus is on finding the correct or preferred alternative after engaging in
bilateral,, computer-mediated communication.
5.2.5.2. Defining unique task characteristics and environments
Thee understanding of task characteristics and environments is important in the study of
auditorr judgment and decision-making (Solomon and Shields, 1995) and the use of
communicationn technologies (e.g. Daft et al., 1987). Herein, we are primarily interested in
thee task characteristic of equivocality and the environmental attribute of time pressure, for
reasonss discussed below.
5.3.5.3. Task equivocality
Equivocalityy is a central task characteristic considered in the model developed in the
presentt study. Equivocality plays a central role in Karl Weick's (1979) model of organization
informationn processes. Weick stresses the autonomy of individuals and the looseness of the
relationss linking individuals in an organization. Although his model views organizations as
informationn processing systems, the purpose of processing information is not decisionmakingg or problem-solving in the first instance. Instead, the focus lies on reducing the
equivocalityy of information about the organization's external environment. This view of
equivocalityy and its importance in judgment and decision-making has similarly been
employedd in the development of MRT, one of the chief theories employed in the upcoming
propositionn development. Namely, MRT posits that managers' media choice and media usage
outcomess are highly contingent on the level of equivocality and uncertainty of a given task
(Daftt et al., 1987). In brief, equivocal tasks require intensive discussion, multiple cues, and
sociall support-—features that are only offered by richer communication media. On the other
hand,, tasks characterized by uncertainty can be accomplished using lean media.
Thee primary problems with equivocal tasks are the absence of concrete questions that
cann be asked and the lack of an objective data pool that can be accessed in order to
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providee answers. Equivocality exists when there are multiple (and possibly conflicting)
informationn needs, cognitive processing schemata, and interpretations for given problem
situationss (Daft and Macintosh, 1981; Weick, 1979). Thus, resolution of equivocal problemm representations often requires the exchange of subjective views among decisionmakerss to define problems and resolve disagreements (Daft et al., 1987). Under equivocal
conditions,, individuals are not certain what questions to ask, and if questions are posed,
theree is no common store of declarative or procedural knowledge with which to process
thee response.
Inn a task characterized by a low level of equivocality, uncertainty may still be an issue. In
thee case of uncertainty, a framework for interpreting a message is available (i.e. the decisionmakerr holds or acquires declarative knowledge stores and procedural knowledge schemata
forr given problem representations), but there is insufficient information to solve the problem
att hand. In other words, decision-makers know what information is missing, seek such
informationn (e.g. via client inquiries or substantive tests), identify alternative courses of
action,, and make a choice from the set of alternatives that holds the highest likelihood of
achievingg a successful outcome.
Wee posit that auditor-client information inquiry tasks may be characterized by either
highh or low equivocality. Further, we argue that the consideration of task equivocality is
cruciall when examining the match between task and communication media. Depending
onn the circumstances, the auditor may initially possess declarative and procedural
knowledgee schemata regarding the client, the client's financial statements, and potential
causess for any inconsistencies. In this case, uncertainty exists, but the questions to be
askedd to the client are clear, and lean communication media may suffice to reach a
judgmentt or decision. However, equivocal information inquiry tasks, resulting from a lack
off declarative and procedural knowledge, require the use of richer media for effective
communication.. Consequently, the consideration of task equivocality in this context is
relevant. .
5.4.5.4. Time pressure
Asidee from task equivocality, it is argued that certain levels of time- or deadline-pressure
characterizee auditor-client information inquiry tasks, and that the consideration of time
pressuree is crucial when assessing the most appropriate medium for a given task. An
increasingg amount of research is investigating the effect of time pressure on judgment and
decision-makingg in the information systems literature (e.g. Ben Zur and Breznitz, 1981;
Ordonezz and Benson, 1997; Payne et al., 1988), as well as the audit literature (Alderman and
Dietrick,, 1982; Arnold et al., 2000; Kelley and Margheim, 1990; McDaniel, 1990; Smith et
al.,, 1997). There is also an emerging view that decisions in organizations need to be made on
ann increasingly rapid or instant basis (Smith and Hayne, 1997).
Withh respect to auditors, recent concerns have been raised regarding potential deleteriouss effects of continuously increasing time pressure on auditors' judgments and audit
qualityy (Arnold et al., 2000). Arnold et al. (2000) also note that extant research has not
thoroughlyy explored the influence of time pressure in the context of technology-supported
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decision-makingg processes, such as GSS or, as investigated in our paper, electronic
communicationn media representations in bilateral communication scenarios. These issues
andd concerns motivate the importance of incorporating time pressure into the METAFIT
model. .
Inn the cognitive psychology and organizational behavior literatures, time pressure has been
conceptualizedd as a phenomenon comparable to stress, taking place when the time available
forr a given task is restricted (Svensson and Edland, 1987). Time pressure is subjective
becausee different individuals may have varying perceptions for the same time limit (Bronner,
1982).. Bronner (1982) suggests two conditions necessary for time to function as a stressor.
First,, individuals must be aware that there is some deadline for completion of a task or
reachingg a decision. Second, individuals must believe that there is something at stake, such as
ann opportunity cost.
Individualss adapt various strategies to cope with time pressure in decision-making. For
example,, under moderate levels of time pressure, people tend to accelerate their decision
processs by increasing the rate of information search ('acceleration') (Ben Zur and Breznitz,
1981).. Another reaction to time pressure is to process only a subset of the most important
information,, a strategy referred to as 'filtration' (Miller, 1960). However, when the level of
timee pressure exceeds a certain level, information is processed selectively ('avoidance') (Ben
Zurr and Breznitz, 1981; Miller, 1960).
Paynee and Luce (1996) argue that in the auditing environment, time pressure is not so
muchh due to "strict deadlines as it is to the potential opportunity cost of delaying decisions"
(Paynee and Luce, 1996, p. 131). Adopting this definition of time pressure, the current paper
suggestss that high time pressure is associated with an opportunity cost. Specifically, the extent
too which time pressure impacts task performance (effectiveness) depends on the opportunity
costt of arriving at a suboptimal decision by mismatching an electronic communication
mediumm to the task at hand.
Inn addition, the METAFIT model suggests that a task that is recognized as highly
equivocall will exacerbate time pressure perceptions. For instance, assume that an
individuall realizes that the task to be performed is more equivocal in nature than first
expected.. It is then likely that he/she will fall under the impression that time is scarcer
thann it was before this realization. Therefore, we offer the following proposition (see
Fig.. 1):
P2:: Task equivocality has a positive effect on the perception of time pressure.
6.. Experiential factors
Thee METAFIT model also considers the individual factor of prior experience with the
medium,, the communication co-participant, the organizational context, and the message
topic.. Support for the proposed relationship in this regard is taken from channel expansion
theoryy (Zmud and Carlson, 1999) and prior auditing and accounting judgment and decisionmakingg research (Bonner, 1990; Fredrick, 1991; Libby, 1995). We posit that in the METAFIT
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model,, the suggested experiential factors influence performance by (1) altering richness
perceptions,, (2) impacting task equivocality and holding all else constant, (3) affecting
performance. .
6.1.6.1. Richness perceptions
Channell expansion theory was developed as a reaction to contradictory empirical findings
inn media richness perceptions, particularly regarding new communication media. Zmud and
Carlsonn (1999) suggest that media richness perceptions are influenced by prior experiences
withh the media (i.e. usage and co-communicator) and the task (i.e. topic and context). Hence,
aa given medium may be perceived as lean in one instance and rich in another, depending on
thee level of the user's experience media and task.
Withh regard to media richness, Zmud and Carlson (1999) thus provide evidence that
richnessrichness perceptions are influenced by prior experiences with the media and co-communicator.. Hence, media richness is not inherently static; rather, it is associated with specific
levelss of prior experience. As individuals gain experience using a particular medium, they
willl tend to learn how to use all the 'bells and whistles' effectively, thereby increasing
perceivedd media richness. In addition, co-communicator experience enables the development
off a form of 'shorthand' that facilitates the conveyance of more informational cues than
wouldd be otherwise possible (Zmud and Carlson, 1999). This leads to the following
propositionss (see Fig. 1):
P3a:: Media usage experience and media richness are positively associated.
P3b:: Co-communicator experience and media richness are positively associated.
6.2.6.2. Equivocality perceptions
Further,, extant research (Libby, 1995; Zmud and Carlson, 1999) suggests that topic
experiencee is a determinant of perceived task equivocality. Prior accounting research (Libby,
1995)) indicates that increases in task-specific experience are associated with increases in the
availablee stores of procedural and declarative knowledge. In the METAFIT model, we
distinguishh between tasks that are and are not highly equivocal in nature, and posit different
experientiall impacts depending on the nature of the task at hand.
First,, let us consider tasks that are not highly equivocal in nature, but may be perceived
ass such by an inexperienced auditor. If auditors have little or no prior experience with a
particularr audit anomaly (e.g. an unusual fluctuation in the estimated allowance for bad
debts),, they may not know exactly what questions to ask the client. Furthermore, once a
questionn is posed, they may have difficulty determining whether the client's response is
reasonablee (i.e. high perceived task equivocality). As the auditors become more experienced,, they will better know what questions to ask the client and be more capable of
assessingg the client's response. We suggest that over time, experienced auditors will
eventuallyy understand the task requirements to the point that initial perceived equivocality
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iss reduced to a lower level. Thus, for tasks that are inherently low in equivocality, meaning
aa framework for performing the task can be developed over time, we posit a negative
relationshipp between topic experience and perceived task equivocality, as presented in the
followingg proposition:
P4a:: When assessing tasks that are not highly equivocal in nature, topic experience and
perceivedperceived task equivocality are negatively associated.
However,, some tasks will remain equivocal, despite increases in task experience. In other
words,, certain tasks are so specific to each situation and require such unique declarative and
procedurall pools of knowledge that it would be difficult, if not impossible, for auditors to
developp cognitive processing schemata sufficient to handle each unique circumstance. For
suchh tasks, Libby (1995) and Zmud and Carlson (1999) argue that increases in topic (task)
experiencee may initially decrease perceived task equivocality; however, as the store of
procedurall and declarative knowledge increases, perceived task equivocality may intensify
oncee again. For instance, after an initial decrease in perceived task equivocality, as auditors
becomee more experienced with the topic, they may begin to recognize situational subtleties
thatt a less experienced auditor might miss (e.g. indications of possible earnings manipulation/fraud).. Thus, more experienced auditors would realize that there are (once again)
multiplee and perhaps conflicting explanations for the audit anomaly (i.e. increased
perceivedd task equivocality). Thus, we posit a nonlinear (U-shaped) relationship between
topicc experience and task equivocality for certain tasks, as presented in the following
proposition: :
P4b:: When assessing tasks that are highly equivocal in nature, increases in topic experience
areare associated with initial decreases in perceived task equivocality; however, once beyond a
certaincertain individual specific point, further increases in topic experience are associated with
increasesincreases in perceived task equivocality.
Ass posited by channel expansion theory, in addition to topic experience, we would
expectt the auditor's prior organizational context experience to be a determinant of task
equivocality.. Again, we distinguish between inherently high and low equivocality tasks.
Forr tasks that are not highly equivocal in nature, an auditor who has other clients in the
samee industry using similar business processes would have a more highly developed
cognitivee processing schema to apply to the current audit situation. Hence, the auditor
wouldd be better able to formulate appropriate questions and evaluate responses, than an
auditorr who has little or no prior contextual experience. This suggests the following
proposition: :
P4c:: When assessing tasks that are not highly equivocal in nature, context experience and
tasktask equivocality are negatively associated.
Ass in the case of topic experience, we recognize that for tasks that are equivocal in nature,
taskk equivocality would initially be reduced by experience. However, one could expect a
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moree experienced auditor to recognize subtleties and nuances that a less experienced auditor
mightt miss, thereby creating a delayed positive relationship between context experience and
taskk equivocality. Thus, we suggest the following proposition:

P4d:: When assessing tasks that are highly equivocal in nature, increases in context
experienceexperience are associated with initial decreases in task equivocality; however, once beyond a
certaincertain individual specific point, further increases in topic experience are associated with
increasesincreases in perceived task equivocality.
6.3.6.3. Performance
Finally,, the METAFIT model considers the direct impact of experience (task and media)
onn task performance. Prior research (Bonner, 1990; Fredrick, 1991; Libby, 1995), as well as
channell expansion theory (Zmud and Carlson, 1999), provides evidence that, after
controllingg for all exogenous and endogenous factors, experience (both task and medium)
iss positively associated with task performance. This suggests that, controlling for METAFIT,
overalll task efficiency and effectiveness will be highest for high levels of prior experience
andd lowest for low levels of prior experience. Hence, we offer final propositions in this
regard: :
P5a:: Controlling for METAFIT, media experience and task performance are positively
related. related.
P5b:: Controlling for METAFIT, task experience and task performance are positively
related. related.
7.. Fit profiles
Thuss far, descriptions have been provided of the concepts considered in the METAFIT
modell and their origin in the research literature. It has been argued that the effectiveness of
computer-mediated,, auditor-client communication depends on media-related factors (i.e.
mediaa richness, media interactivity, and media reprocessability), task-related factors (i.e. task
equivocality),, environmental factors (i.e. time pressure), and individual attributes (i.e.
experiencee with the topic, context, medium, and co-communicator). While individual
experiencee is posited to have a direct effect on media richness, task equivocality, or
performance,, respectively, we also suggest a combined effect of the media and task-related
factorss on performance. Table 1 illustrates the possible METAFIT profiles and how they
affectt performance (judgment/decision quality), as described next.
Next,, we provide justification and propositions for the profiles of the media and taskrelatedd attributes chosen for this study. We offer only a limited set of communication
scenarioss to highlight when different media attributes may be important to consider. Note that
wee do not claim to cover all possible scenarios, as this would go beyond the scope of this
paper. .
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Tablee 1
Fitt profiles for task equivocality, time pressure, media richness, media reprocessability and media interactivity
Proposition n

Task k
equivocality y

P6 6

Low w
Low w
Low w
Low w
High h
High h
High h
High h
High h
High h
High h
High h
Low w
Low w
Low w
Low w

P7a,, P7b

P8a a

P8b b

Time e
pressure e

High h
Low w
High h
Low w
High h
Low w
High h
Low w

Media a
richness s

Media a
reprocessability y

Media a
interactivity y

METAFIT T

High h
Low w
High h
Low w
High h
Low w
High h
Low w

High h
Low w
Low w
High h

Low w
Low w
Low w
Low w
High h
Low w
Low w
High h
High h
Low w
Low w
High h
High h
Low w
Low w
High h

High h
High h
Low w
High h
High h
Low w
Low w
Moderate e
High h
Low w
Low w
High h
High h
High h
Low w
High h

7.. L The fit profile for media richness and media reprocessability when task equivocality and
interactivityinteractivity are low
Inn the first interactive proposition (P6), we consider situations of low task equivocality and
loww media interactivity to highlight the importance of reprocessability. Holding task
equivocalityy and media interactivity low, we suggest that METAFIT will be high given most
mediaa richness and reprocessability levels. Due to low equivocality, decision-makers know
whatt information they need and how to process such information once acquired. Accordingly,
theyy can effectively accomplish their task using almost any type of electronic communication
mediaa available. A low richness (i.e. text-based) medium allows the message recipient to read
thee acquired information at his/her own pace, whether the information is subsequently
archivedd (high reprocessability) or not. However, a high richness medium (e.g. voice) is
expectedd to only produce a high METAFIT when the information can be reprocessed. When a
mediumm is used that is high in media richness but low in media reprocessability, we expect the
resultt to be a significantly lower METAFIT. Consider, for example, an information inquiry
usingg nonarchived voicemail. Due to the inherently low interactivity level, the decisionmakerr is forced to pose all his/her questions at once and is likely to receive a long response,
comprisingg all the answers at once. While the information itself is unequivocal and easy to
process,, the receiver may have difficulties with the information volume. Hence, we offer the
sixthh proposition (P6) (see Table 1 and Fig. 3):

P6:: When task equivocality and media interactivity are low, the relationship between
METAFITMETAFIT and media reprocessability is positive when media richness is high, but high an
constantconstant when media richness is low.

••—— Low media richness
•• High media richness

Loww media
reprocessabilityy

High media
reprocessability

Fig.. 3. Interaction between media richness and media reprocessability when task equivocality and media
interactivityy are low (P6).

7.2.7.2. The fit profile for media richness and media interactivity when task equivocality is high
AA high level of media richness is preferred when task equivocality is high, as media
richnessrichness provides co-communicators the means to reach agreement via media characteristics
previouslyy discussed. In summary, media richness is defined by the medium's multiplicity of
cues,, language variety, and capacity to include personal focus. Further, individual experience
withh media usage and the co-communicator positively affects media richness. Tasks
characterizedd by a high level of equivocality require rich media to be accomplished
effectively. .
Additionally,, a high level of media interactivity is required when task equivocality is high,
ass equivocal tasks call for an immediate ongoing dialogue between communicating parties to
resolvee issues, as discussed previously. Hence, for highly equivocal tasks, we suggest that
METAFITT will be most (least) optimal when media richness and interactivity are both high
(low). .
Wee further suggest that METAFIT will be low when interactivity is low and richness is
high,, because rapid response time is essential under conditions of task equivocality. We offer
thee information overload explanation to account for the negative outcome of this richnessinteractivityy combination. To compensate for the lack of immediate feedback and dialogue
possibilities,, users of media providing low interactivity may choose to send large volumes of
informationn at a time. Suppose that the medium used is high in richness, for example,
voicemail.. The receiver of the information is able to hear the sender's tone of voice and
therebyy make certain conclusions regarding the meaning of the message that might not have
beenn detected if a leaner medium had been used. However, given that the load of information
iss considerably large, the receiver will face difficulties grasping its entirety. As a result, a
significantt part of the meaning is lost, due to information overload. Finally, if interactivity is
highh and richness is low, we argue that METAFIT will rise to a moderate level, since some of
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thee communication loss attributed to low richness is compensated for by high interactivity.
Basedd on theory and reasoning presented thus far, we offer our seventh proposition (see Table
11 and Fig. 4, Panel A):
P7a:: When task equivocality is high, the relationship between METAFIT and media
richnessrichness is positive for high media interactivity but constant and low for low media
interactivity. interactivity.
Onn the other hand, as long as communication partners have an ongoing dialogue via
interactivity,, issues inherent with equivocal tasks can be solved in due time, particularly if
mediaa richness is also high. Accordingly, the second part of proposition seven (P7b) is posed
(seee Table 1 and Fig. 4, Panel B):

P7b:: When task equivocality is high, the relationship between METAFIT and media
interactivityinteractivity is positive, and highest when media richness and interactivity are both high
Panell A

Loww media
interactivity y
Highh media
interactivity y

Loww media richness

High media richness

Panell B
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1 --

u. .

<<
1 -111 1

SS

^^ ^^
// ^^-^
^^>^ ^^>^

Loww media richness
Highh media richness

Loww media interactivity High media interactivity
Fig.. 4. Interaction between media richness and media interactivity when task equivocality is high. Panel A: P7a;
Panell B: P7b.
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7.3.7.3. The fit profile for media interactivity, task equivocality, and time pressure on METAFIT
Thee eighth (P8a and P8b) proposition suggests a three-way interaction among media
interactivity,, task equivocality, and time pressure on METAFIT. Given a highly equivocal
task,, we contend that METAFIT will be high (low) when the media interactivity is high (low),
regardlesss of time pressure. This relationship arises because media interactivity is a necessary
conditionn for a proper METAFIT for highly equivocal tasks, as discussed previously. Thus,
wee offer the next proposition (see Table 1 and Fig. 5, Panel A):
P8a:: When task equivocality is high, there is a positive relationship between METAFIT and
mediamedia interactivity.

Panell A

-•—— Low media interactivity
••

Loww time pressure

High media interactivity

High time pressure

Panell B

Loww media interactivity
Highh media interactivity

Loww time pressure

Highh time pressure

Fig.. 5. Interaction of task equivocality, time pressure and media interactivity. Panel A: High task equivocality, time
pressure,, and media interactivity —> METAFIT (P8a). Panel B: Low task equivocality, time pressure, and media
interactivityy -»METAFIT (P8b).
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Iff task equivocality is low, the interaction of time pressure and media interactivity is
proposedd to have a significant impact on METAFIT for the following reasons. A high level of
mediaa interactivity is preferred when time pressure is high, as co-communicators are likely to
increasee their rate of information search ('acceleration'). High interactivity provides the
meansmeans for accelerated cognitive processing by enabling an immediate ongoing dialogue and
permittingg a greater degree of information transfer in a fixed period of time. Even if time
pressuree is low, a medium that is capable of offering high interactivity will also facilitate an
optimall METAFIT since the co-communicators can choose the level of interactivity they
desiree to accomplish the task. However, METAFIT will be least optimal when time pressure is
highh and media interactivity is low because the means to accelerate an information search
processs is not offered by the medium. Accordingly, P8b is offered (see Table 1 and Fig. 5,
Panell B):
P8b:: When task equivocality is low, the relationship between METAFIT and time pressure is
constantconstant and high for high media interactivity, but negative for low media interactivity.
Whilee far more METAFIT profiles are possible, we have limited our discussion to three
profiless for the five task- and media-related attributes on METAFIT, due to lack of theoretical
supportt for additional combinations and to maintain a certain level of parsimony for the
positedd profiles.

8.. Performance
Wee expect a positive relationship between METAFIT and performance, as we use a fit type
thatt is anchored to the criterion of performance (see Section 3). Performance is here viewed in
termss of judgment and decision quality as perceived by the auditor having reviewed pertinent
client-providedd information. Thus, we posit that a good fit between media and task will have
aa positive influence on judgment and decision quality.
P9:: METAFIT is positively related with performance.
9.. Limitations
Onee major problem with MRT is that empirical tests thereof have frequently resulted in
inconsistentt findings. Primary counter-evidence consists of studies showing that media
proposedd to be lean by theory (e.g. e-mail) are actually effectively used for tasks requiring
richerricher media (e.g. face-to-face) (e.g. El-Shinnawy and Markus, 1997; Markus et al., 1993;
Ricee and Shook, 1988; Soe and Markus, 1993; Walther, 1996). While we offer a possible
solutionn to these inconsistencies by separating media interactivity from media richness, we
acknowledgee that all factors that determine the optimal use of communication media cannot
bee included in a single research model. Additionally, we recognize that actual media choices
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mayy be mandated in many situations or limited by factors not considered in this paper, such as
organizationall directives, media availability, or cost-benefit tradeoffs related to setting-up
andd maintaining various communication media.
Ass noted, we have limited our discussion to three fit profiles, while many more
combinationss of task- and media-related factors are possible. From a theoretical as well as
empiricall point of view, it would be desirable to extend this list of fit profiles to other
combinations. .

10.. Contribution
Thee METAFIT model developed in this study provides incremental theoretical
contributionn to both information systems and auditing literatures, as it incorporates
seminall information systems research while delineating theoretical differences between
bilaterall communication and GSS in a judgment and decision-making context. The model
alsoo specifies conditions and factors that predict a 'fit' between electronic communication
mediaa and information inquiry tasks. The METAFIT model can be a particularly useful
researchh framework for investigating audit decision-making under increasing levels of
timee pressure.
Thee METAFIT model offers an integrated overarching framework that incorporates
featuress from cognitive fit theory, SPT, and MRT, along with recent extensions of MRT
(i.e.. media synchronicity theory and channel expansion theory). The METAFIT model
extendss extant theory in three ways. First, contrary to MRT, we propose that media
interactivityy is a separate construct rather than a mere dimension of richness. Second, we
includee time pressure in the determination of METAFIT, which is increasingly applicable
inn audit contexts where the capability to engage in real-time dialog between cocommunicatorss is crucial during client inquiry tasks. Finally, rather than studying GSS,
wheree the focus is on improving communication among many intraorganizational team
members,, the METAFIT model shifts the focus to interorganizational, bilateral communicationn between auditors and clients.
Thee METAFIT model, while not perfect and certainly in need of further refinement,
servess as a starting point for examining a host of issues surrounding the impact of
electronicc media on bilateral communications between affected individuals in a variety of
judgmentt and decision-making task domains. For instance, the METAFIT model can be
usedd to better understand and predict the optimal 'fit' between electronic communication
mediaa and information inquiry tasks, particularly in environments where time pressure is
high,, tasks are highly equivocal in nature, and co-communicators are geographically
dispersed.. Under these conditions, the use of electronic communication media becomes
ann essential tool for bilateral communication. However, little empirical research, particularlyy in the auditing and accounting literature, has examined which medium best fits what
circumstance.. Accordingly, the METAFIT model provides a framework that may be used
too match communication media choices to task characteristics, as a high 'fit' in this
regardd is expected to improve decision and judgment quality.
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Study instructions screen
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Pleasee push the button below to listen to read out study instructions (note that this script is the
samee as the one you will read below):
G>> l l |
Participationn in this study will take between 30 and 40 minutes.
Thiss study concerns a judgment and decision-making task in an auditing context. You will be
askedd to assume the role of the auditor in charge.
First,, you will read a business case regarding a potential inventory write-down situation.
Next,, the Chief Financial Officer (CFO) of the client company will provide additional,
multiplee pieces of information to you, after which you will be asked to respond to some
questions. .
Pleasee carefully follow these instructions (below) during the study:
1..

Please do not take any notes during any part of this study.

2..

There are no right or wrong answers in this study; rather, you will be asked to come
upp with your best judgment given the information provided.

3..

Please do not talk or compare your responses with anyone else in the room.

4..

Please never go back to a previous screen while participating in this study. This is
veryy important in order for the program to function properly and for us to analyze
thee results correctly.

5..

Don't push any of the power buttons in the upper right corner of your keyboard as
theyy will cause the program to stop functioning.

6..

Please only raise your hand for assistance in the case of technical problems.

7..

The information you provide will be treated with strict confidentiality and total
anonymity.. That is, your identity will never be revealed and your responses will
neverr be linked directly to you.

Next,, please carefully read the case materials provided on the following screens.
Continue e
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English translation of case description
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Pleasee assume the role of a partner at a large audit firm.
Youu are the partner in charge of the audit of MicroClone Inc., a manufacturer of IBMcompatiblee personal computers.
Thee senior manager on the audit, Steven de Wit, who reports directly to you, has extensively
analyzedd the company's finished goods inventory. 25% (2,000 units) of the finished goods
inventoryy is comprised of 4th generation computers and the remaining 75% (6,000 units) is
representedd by 5th generation computers (the latest microprocessor chip available on the
market).. MicroClone's inventory of 2,000 units of 4th generation computers is presently
valuedd at cost (€1,000 per unit), for a total of €2,000,000.
Stevenn de Wit has identified what might be a problem concerning the 4th generation
inventory.. He noted that, during the fourth quarter, MicroClone began shipping personal
computerss using the 5th generation chips; thus, he is concerned that the value of the 4th
generationn computers remaining in the inventory might be overstated.
Afterr listening to Steven, you are also concerned about a potential over-valuation problem
becausee 4 generation computers will eventually become obsolete by industry standards.
Yourr and Steve's analyses suggest that each 4th generation computer in the inventory should
bee valued at €800, not €1,000.

Thus, you believe that MicroClone's estimate of 4th

generationn computers could be overstated by as much as €200 per unit, yielding a potential
over-valuationn of €400,000 - at the most.
Youu have decided to take the inventory issue directly to Tom van Breukelen, the chief
financiall officer (CFO) of MicroClone. Your aim is to negotiate with van Breukelen the
appropriatee over-valuation estimate, which can range from €0 to €400,000. You ask van
Breukelenn to explain his point of view regarding the 4th generation issue by sending him an emaill message with the following content:
TO:: Tom van Breukelen
FROM:: You
Dearr Mr van Breukelen,
II have some questions about the finished goods inventory. Specifically, I want to ask you
aboutt the €2 million valuation of the 4th generation microcomputers. By industry standards,
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thee 4th generation computers will likely become obsolete as the new, faster 5 generation
modelss become more widely adopted.
Accordingg to your records, about 25 percent (2,000 units) of your company's finished goods
inventoryy is in 4th generation models, which are valued at €1,000 each, for a total inventory
valuationn of €2,000,000.
Basedd on my preliminary analyses, your 4th generation computers might be o ver-valued by
aroundd €200 per unit. Therefore, the finished goods inventory appears to be overvalued by
€400,0000 at the most, which means that your pre-tax profits also could be overstated by that
amount. .
II am concerned about this situation because €400,000 is material to your financial statements
takenn as a whole.
Kindd regards,
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Appendixx 4

Argument announcement
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Pleasee push the button below to listen to read out study instructions (note that this script is the
samee as the one you will read below):

>lll l
Youu are about to receive Tom van Breukelen's responses to the issues that you raised in your
initiall communication. Van Breukelen has recently been appointed CFO at MicroClone. You
havee no previous experience with him.
Tomm van Breukelen will provide his answers by sending you a number of e-mails/ video clips
viavia his video conferencing system .
Thee following pages will display the e-mail/video responses by Tom van Breukelen, where he
providess evidence in favor of a lower write-down. Please read the e-mails carefully/Please
watchwatch the video clips carefully and then respond to the following questions.
Continue e

11

Text in italics displays where wording depended on the treatment condition.
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Evidence strength manipulation
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Notee that the presentation order was randomized during the experiment. Differences between
thee weak and strong treatment condition are underlined.
Argumentt 1

Weak k
II have heard that the 5th generation computers are
nott stable yet. Therefore, I expect sales volume
forr the 4th generation computers not to suffer from
thee introduction of 5th generation computers and
too remain stable over the next year. Jos Smit, our
juniorr marketing manager mentions in his internal
memoo that the 5th generation computers may
sufferr from an overheating problem, and suggests
too advise customers to continue buying 4lh
generationn computers. Attached you will find a
copvv of this memo.
Attachment t
[...]] Only last month, the latest microcomputer
chipp (the so-called 5* generation computer) was
released.. There are rumors about an independent
performancee test revealing that a large amount of
thee tested computers are suffering from an
overheatingg problem. [...] If this is true. I would
advisee our customers to purchase the more stable
4** generation computers for the time being. [...]

Strong g
Thee 5th generation computers are not stable yet.
Therefore,, I expect sales volume for the 4th
generationn computers not to suffer from the
introductionn of 5th generation computers and to
remainn at least stable over the next year. Jos Smit,
aa well-known computer hardware expert and
journalistt at the well-respected computer
magazinee "PC Today" confirms in his recent
articlee that the 5th generation computers are
indeedd suffering from an overheating problem,
andd advises customers to continue buying 4th
generationn computers. Attached you will find a
copvv of this article.
Attachment t
[...]] Only last month, the latest microcomputer
chipp (the so-called 5* generation computer) was
released.. An independent performance test
revealedd that a large amount of the tested
computerss are suffering from an overheating
problem.. [...] As a result, I would advise buyers
too purchase the more stable 4* generation
computerss for the time being. [...]
Afterr reading the attached article excerpt, you ask
Stevenn de Wit to check the article's genuineness,
afterr which Steven reports back to YOU that it was
indeedd printed in the latest issue of "PC Today".
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Argumentt 2
Weak k
II have heard that there might be export markets
forr the 4th generation computers where we can
selll them at our existing selling price. In fact,
Juliaa Wevers (head of customer service) remarks
inn her internal memo that orders for 4th
generationn computers in secondary markets
couldd be expected to grow in the coming year.
Attachedd you will find a copy of this memo.
Attachment t
[...]] While 2nd and 3rd generation
microcomputerss have been primarily sold in the
Dutchh market during previous years, market
analysess indicate that 4th generation computer
saless might witness some growth in secondary
markett sales. [...]
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Strong g
Theree are export markets for the 4th generation
computerss where we can sell them at our existing
sellingg price. The well-respected computer
markett analyst Julia Wevers just issued an article
inn the widely-read and highly ranked magazine
"Computerss and Commerce", where she
confirmss that orders for 4th generation computers
inn secondary markets are expected to grow in the
comingg year. Attached you will find a copy of
thiss article.
Attachment t
[...]] While 2nd and 3rd generation
microcomputerss have been primarily sold in the
Dutchh market during previous years, market
analysess show that 4th generation computer sales
willl witness tremendous growth in secondary
markett sales. [...]
Afterr reading the attached article, you ask Steven
dee Wit to check the article's genuineness, after
whichh Steven reports back to you that it was
indeedd printed in the latest issue of "Computers
andd Commerce".

Argumentt 3
Weak k

Strong g

II think that our 4th generation computers can
soonn be upgraded with 5th generation chips,
whichh would increase 4th generation performance
too an equivalent of 5th generation computers. A
recentt internal memo by Henk Pieters (one of our
technicall staff members) discusses that the
technicall means might soon be available to
upgradee 4th generation machines to 5th generation
computerss at a minimal cost. Given the update,
wee might be able to sell these computers at the
samee price as 5th generation computers. Attached
youu will find a copy of the memo.

Ourr 4th generation computers can be upgraded
withh 5 th generation chips, which would increase
4thh generation performance to an equivalent of 5 th
generationn computers. A recent article by Henk
Pieters,, a well-respected computer industry
reporter,, issued in "PC Go" confirms that the
technicall means are now available to upgrade 4
generationn machines to 5th generation computers
att a minimal cost. Given the update, we will be
ablee to sell these computers at the same price as
5thh generation computers. I am sending you an
excerptt from the article.

Attachment t
[...]] Owners of 4th generation computers might
bee surprised to hear that you don't necessarily
needd to buy a new computer to reach 5th
generationn performance. "Topotronic" (anew
hardwaree manufacturer") is currently developing a
tooll that allows an upgrade at minimal cost. If
thee tool proves successful, old machines can then
bee upgraded at minimal cost to reach the same
performancee as brand new 5th generation
computers.. [...]

Attachment t
[...]] Owners of 4th generation computers might
bee surprised to hear that you don't necessarily
needd to buy a new computer to reach 5th
generationn performance. The established and
well-knownn hardware manufacturer
"Topotronic"" has developed a simple tool that
allowss an upgrade at minimal cost. Old machines
cann now be upgraded to reach the same
performancee as brand new 5th generation
computers.. [...]
Afterr reading the attached article excerpt, you
askk Steven de Wit to check the article's
genuineness,, after which Steven reports back to
youu that it was indeed printed in the latest issue
off "PC Go".
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Argumentt 4
Weak k
II hear that the most commonly used small
businesss software package suite Microsoft Office
performss equally well on 4th or 5th generation
computers.. Our sales department estimates that
65%% of our customers primarily use the
Microsoftt Office Suite. So, I don't think that our
customerr base will rush to buy 5l generation
computers.. Peter de Bie, our junior sales
manager,, writes in his recent internal memo that
thee Microsoft Office Suite has not yet been
adjustedd for 5 generation computers. If this is
true,, the potential of the new processors cannot
bee fully made use of and heavy Microsoft Office
userss might continue buying the less expensive
4thh generation computers. Attached you will find
aa copy of this memo.
Attachment t
[.... ] Rumors say that Microsoft will not keep its
promisess of an on-time release of their newest
Officee package. According to these rumors, no
noteworthyy differences have been found during
testss comparing the current software package on
4thh and 5th generation performance. It seems that
Microsoftt needs at least one more year to release
aa new package more compatible with 5l
generationn computers [...]

Strong g
Thee most commonly used small business
softwaree package suite (Microsoft Office)
performss equally well on 4' or 5' generation
computers.. Our sales department tells me that
95%% of our customers primarily use the
Microsoftt Office Suite. So, I am confident that
ourr customer base won't rush to buy 5
generationn computers. In fact, Peter de Bie (a
well-respectedd software critic) noted in his most
recentt article in "PC Go" that the Microsoft
Officee Suite has not yet been adjusted for 5'
generationn computers. As a result, the potential
off the new processors cannot be fully made use
off and heavy Microsoft Office users will
continuee buying the less expensive 4' generation
computers.. Attached you will find a copy of this
article. .
Attachment t
[...]] While there is nothing wrong with 5'
generationn computer performance, Microsoft has
unfortunatelyy not been able to keep its promises
off an on-time release of their newest Office
package.. No noteworthy differences have been
foundd during tests comparing the current
softwaree package on 4' and 5th generation
performance.. Microsoft states that they need at
leastt one more year to release a new package
moree compatible with 5th generation computers
Afterr reading the attached article excerpt, you
askk Steve White to check the article's
genuineness,, after which Steve reports back to
youu that it was indeed printed in the latest issue
off "PC Go". Steve also verified that in fact
almostt all of MicroClone's customers primarily
usee the Microsoft Office suite on their
computers. .
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Argumentt 5
Weak k

Strong g

II have heard that one of our competitors MilleniComm - is currently out of stock of 4
generationn computers. It seems that MilleniCom
iss considering buying a number of our 4'
generationn computers at our current selling price.
Mariaa Wouters, our sales department's intern,
toldd me that a memo by MilleniCom's buying
andd merchandize manager just arrived. He is
askingg how many computers we have in stock.
Attachedd you will find a brief summary of the
memo. .

Onee of our competitors - MilleniCom - is
currentlyy out of stock of 4th generation
computers.. MilleniCom's buying and
merchandizee manager just sent us a memo asking
howw many computers we have in stock. It seems
thatt MilleniCom wants to buy a large number of
machiness at our current selling price. Attached
youu will find a copy of this memo.

Attachment t
[...]] As you might have heard, we are running
loww on stock of 4th generation computers, while
customerr demand is still high. I am writing this
memoo to inquire how many 4th generation
machiness you have in stock, as I am considering
replenishingg some of my declining stock at your
currentt selling price [...]

Attachment t
[...]] As you might have heard, we are running
veryy low on stock of 4th generation computers,
whilee customer demand is still high. I am writing
thiss memo to inquire how many 4th generation
machiness you have in stock, as I am willing to
replenishh my declining stock at your current
sellingg price [...]
Afterr reading the attached memo excerpt, you
askk Steve White to check the memo's
genuineness,, after which Steve reports back to
youu that it was indeed sent by MilleniComs's
buyingg and merchandize manager.
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Demographic measures
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1..

What is your gender? (Male/Female)

2..

What is your age?

3..

What is your prior education? (NIVRA, HEAO/HBO, Drs. Economie, Other)

4..

What year of graduate education are you in? (1, 2, 3)

5..

Do you have any accounting/controlling work experience? (No; Yes, less than a
year;; Yes, 1-2 years; Yes, 2-5 years; Yes, 6-10 years; Yes, more than 10 years)
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Thiss dissertation examines the role of electronic media in dyadic communication scenarios
andd their impact on communication outcomes. The contextual domain chosen is that of the
auditor-clientt inquiry. During a financial audit, the external auditor's objective is to reach an
opinionn about the fairness of his/her client's financial statements, by for example
interviewingg management about the issues at stake. Traditionally, auditor-client inquiries
consistt of face-to-face meetings between auditors and their clients. However, such meetings
aree increasingly difficult to arrange, due to business globalization and the growing need for
rapidd audit decision-making. The use of electronic media may offer a simple solution.
Insteadd of meeting face-to-face, the auditor can interview the client by the means of for
examplee e-mail or video conferencing. However, the use of such media introduces possible
biasess in the communication process, reflected in the communication outcomes of auditor
judgments. .
Ass a first step in this Ph.D. project, the media-task fit (METAFIT) model was developed,
specifyingg conditions and factors that predict an optimal 'fit' between electronic media and
auditt tasks. Such a fit ultimately leads to improved communication effectiveness between
auditorr and client. The METAFIT model is a useful research framework for investigating
auditt decision-making as a result of client inquiry in various communication settings. The
resultingg theory paper is included as an appendix in this dissertation (Nöteberg et al. 2003).
Thee greater part of this dissertation concerns the role of electronic media in a specific auditorclientt inquiry context. Namely, in the chosen scenario, the client has persuasive intentions
andd thus aims to change the auditor's belief. Understanding how such intentions influence
auditt judgment is important, because the auditor may ultimately accept an inappropriate
client-providedd explanation.

In this dissertation, we examine to what extent the use of

electronicc media biases the ways in which auditors update their beliefs in light of new
evidence,, received during client inquiry.
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Electronicc media possess a variety of attributes. Based on theoretical considerations, the
followingg media attributes are of central interest in this dissertation: (1) the extent to which
thee medium can communicate non-content related cues (cue multiplicity) and (2) the
medium'ss ability to archive messages for later review (reprocessability). The effects of these
mediaa attributes on auditors' belief revision are predicted in the light of client-provided
evidence,, which can be either strong or weak in nature. Thus, the impact of three factors on
auditorr belief revision is investigated, cue multiplicity, reprocessability and evidence
strength. .
Thiss study draws on two behavioral theories from the cognitive psychological domain, the
Belieff Adjustment Model and the Elaboration Likelihood Model. First, the central theoretical
frameworkk in this dissertation is the Belief Adjustment Model, which predicts individuals'
belieff formation as a result of anchoring and adjusting new evidence. Hypotheses 1 and 2
concernn main effects of evidence strength and reprocessability on belief revision strength.
Accordingg to the Belief Adjustment Model, the provision of strong evidence (meaning strong
content-relatedd cues) leads to stronger belief revision than weak evidence (Hypothesis 1).
Forr reasons of model parsimony, this study considers only disconfirming cues, that is, cues
whichh (strongly or weakly) refute the auditor's initial belief.
Thee predicted effect of reprocessability on belief revision strength (Hypothesis 2) finds its
explanationn in the information processing strategies that people employ when they update
theirr beliefs.

Namely, individuals use either a simultaneous or sequential information

processingg strategy when faced with new evidential matter.

In case of simultaneous

processing,, they adjust their belief upon presentation of an aggregate set of evidence cues .
Alternatively,, sequential processing means that individuals adjust their beliefs incrementally
ass each piece of evidence is offered.

Further, there is theoretical reason to believe that

individualss make stronger belief revisions when they process information sequentially, as
comparedd to simultaneously.

Our research model predicts that the presence of

reprocessabilityy evokes decision-makers to employ a sequential (instead of simultaneous)
strategyy when updating their beliefs, ultimately leading to more extreme belief revision than
inn the absence of reprocessability.
Inn this research, the Belief Adjustment Model is combined with the Elaboration Likelihood
Model.. The Elaboration Likelihood Model introduces peripheral (non-content related) cues
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too our research model. One important assumption in this dissertation is that peripheral cues
supportt the direction of the central (content-related) message cues. That is, if central cues
disconfirmm the decision-maker's initial belief, peripheral cues should support this cue
direction,, rather than undermine it.
Thee addition of peripheral cues to the research model explains the effect of cue multiplicity
onn belief revision. Namely, we predict that the auditor's belief revision will be stronger when
thee medium supports conveyance of peripheral cues (cue multiplicity). The cue multiplicity
attributee evokes auditors to process not only central (content-related) but also peripheral cues.
Moree precisely, theory posits that the belief revision effect of cue multiplicity depends on the
strengthh of the central evidence cues (evidence strength) and whether these cues can be
reprocessed..

Hypothesis 3 concerns weak evidence and predicts that the effect of cue

multiplicityy is amplified by the presence of reprocessability as opposed to its absence. In this
scenario,, not only central but also peripheral cues can be reprocessed, leading to stronger
belieff revision. Hypothesis 4 concerns strong evidence. When reprocessability is absent, cue
multiplicityy still has a positive effect on belief revision strength. However, this effect is
reducedd when the medium does support reprocessability. Namely, the combination of strong
evidencee and reprocessability causes a ceiling effect in the auditor's belief revision.
Too test research hypotheses, a computerized laboratory experiment was conducted, where
eachh of the three factors (cue multiplicity, reprocessability and evidence strength) was
manipulatedd at two levels. Evidence was either strong or weak, reprocessability was either
presentt or absent, and cue multiplicity was either high (video) or low (e-mail), resulting in a
randomized,, full-factorial, 2x2x2, between-subjects design.

Following extensive pilot

testing,, 199 practicing students from graduate accounting programs at two Dutch universities
(Universiteitt van Amsterdam and Universiteit Nyenrode) were recruited. Participants were
askedd to assume the role of the auditor in charge, faced with an inventory write-down
problemm on the client side. Namely, in the experimental case, the senior manager of the audit
teamm had tentatively recommended that the client make a material adjustment in the financial
statements.. He believed that the remaining inventory of a certain kind was obsolete and
shouldd be written-down by a certain amount. At this point, participants were asked to state
theirr own initial belief (pretest) in this regard. The chief financial officer (CFO) of the client
companyy disagreed with the auditor and sent five persuasive messages, suggesting a lesser
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adjustmentt by providing a set of justifications. In the experiment, client-provided messages
weree manipulated according to each one of the eight treatment conditions. Next, participants
statedd their revised belief (posttest), by the means of which their relative belief revision was
computedd and the effects of the three factors of interest were statistically assessed.
Thee Analysis of Co variance (ANCOVA) was employed to scrutinize the experimental data.
Ann ANCOVA model featured evidence strength, reprocessability and cue multiplicity as the
independentt variables, intial belief (pretest) as the covariate, and revised belief (posttest) as
thee dependent variable. The analysis revealed a significant three-way interaction (evidence
strengthh by reprocessability by cue multiplicity), a significant two-way interaction
(reprocessabilityy by cue multiplicity) and a significant main effect (evidence strength). As a
result,, Hypothesis 1 was supported, Hypothesis 2 and 4 were not supported, and Hypothesis 3
wass partially supported.
Inn support of Hypothesis 3, given weak evidence, cue multiplicity indeed had a stronger
effectt on belief revision strength when reprocessability was present as compared to absent.
However,, when reprocessability was absent, the effect of cue multiplicity was negative, a
findingg not anticipated by theory. In other words, when participants could not reprocess the
fivee pieces of evidence, e-mail resulted in stronger belief revision than video. A possible
explanationn for this finding is that video recipients were overtaxed by the combination of
centrall and peripheral cues, when they had no opportunity to reprocess the information. As a
result,, they may have decided to be conservative in their belief revision. E-mail recipients on
thee other hand only had to process central cues and were able to determine their own speed of
reading.. This may explain why they revised their beliefs more strongly than video recipients.
Finally,, Hypothesis 4 was not supported by the data. In light of strong evidence, the cue
multiplicityy attribute did not influence participants in their belief revision.

A possible

explanationn is that strong evidence was a sufficiently strong basis on which participants
revisedd their beliefs, thus creating a primacy effect of evidence strength. This explanation
wass further supported by two post-hoc analyses. First, we found that reprocessability did not
havee an effect on belief revision strength either, when evidence was strong. Thus, neither one
off the manipulated media attributes had an impact on belief revision in light of strong
evidence.. Second, neither cue multiplicity not reprocessability had observable effects on
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perceivedd source persuasiveness when evidence was strong. Thus, it is likely to assume that
strongg evidence took precedence over both media attribute effects.
Thiss dissertation provides a theoretical and empirical contribution to both information
systemss and auditing literature, as it incorporates information systems research combined
withh auditing related theory in a judgment and decision-making context. Whereas previous
mediaa studies in information systems research have primarily examined the impact of media
attributess on performance, this study is unique in that it investigates belief revision effects.
Inn terms of theoretical contribution, this dissertation attempts to broaden the scope of the
Belieff Adjustment Model by incorporating the consideration of computer-mediated evidence
acquiescencee and the contemplation of peripheral cues. Research evidence suggests that the
mediumm surely matters in communication scenarios as the one examined here. Particularly
whenn faced with persuasive but weak evidence, individuals are indeed biased in their belief
revisionn process, depending on the level of cue multiplicity and reprocessability provided by
thee medium.
Inn a more practical regard, this dissertation demonstrates that the auditing profession, one that
hass to judge and rely on potentially biased evidence, might need to take into account the
variouss opportunities and threats that computer-mediated communication for client inquiry
introduce.. While technological developments and the resulting use of electronic media for
evidencee collection provide many benefits, they may also bias judgment in less desirable
ways,, if the evidence source has deceitful intentions. Naturally, such warnings apply also to
otherr business professions that employ electronic media for communication and that depend
onn potentially biased sources for their decision-making.
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Inn dit proefschrift wordt de rol van elektronische media in dyadische communicatiesituaties
enn hun effect op communicatie-uitkomsten onderzocht. Het gekozen toepassingsdomein is de
relatiee

tussen

de accountant

en

zijn/haar

gecontroleerde

klant.

Tijdens

een

jaarrekeningcontrolee is het de taak van de externe accountant om zich een oordeel te vormen
overr de betrouwbaarheid van de jaarrekening van zijn/haar klant door bijvoorbeeld informatie
vann het management te verkrijgen.

Dergelijke gesprekken worden traditioneel in

persoonlijkee ontmoetingen (face-to-face) gevoerd. Het wordt echter steeds moeilijker om dit
soortt ontmoetingen te organiseren omdat bedrijven in toenemende mate internationaal
opererenn en accountants hun beslissingen snel moeten nemen. Het gebruik van elektronische
mediaa zou een simpele oplossing kunnen bieden. Voor een interview met zijn/haar klant en
hett verkrijgen van inlichtingen kan de externe accountant gebruik maken van bijvoorbeeld emaill of video-conferencing. Echter, een mogelijk probleem hierbij is dat dergelijke media
hett communicatieproces dusdanig beïnvloeden dat dit in het oordeel van de accountant tot
uitdrukkingg komt.
Eenn opmaat voor dit promotieonderzoek was het ontwikkelen van het media-task fit
(METAFIT)) model.

Het model schetst de voorwaarden en factoren die leiden tot een

optimalee 'fit' tussen elektronische media en taken van de accountant. Een optimale fit
resulteertt uiteindelijk in effectievere communicatie tussen accountant en klant.

Het

METAFITT model kan worden gebruikt als analysemodel om besluitvormingsprocessen van
eenn accountant in de interactie met zijn/haar klant te bestuderen.

Het artikel dat het

METAFITT model beschrijft is als appendix bij dit proefschrift bijgevoegd (Nöteberg et al.
2003). .
Ditt proefschrift is met name gericht op het bestuderen van de rol van elektronische media in
eenn specifieke context voor de communicatie russen accountant en klant. In deze context
heeftt de klant de intentie om de accountant van zijn/haar mening te overtuigen. Inzicht in
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hoee dergelijke intenties de oordeelsvorming van de accountant beïnvloeden is belangrijk
omdatt de accountant in sommige gevallen de uitleg van de klant ten onrechte voor juist zou
kunnenn aannemen.
elektronischee

In dit proefschrift wordt zodoende onderzocht hoe het gebruik van

media

de oordeelsvorming

van

een accountant beïnvloedt.

Met

oordeelsvormingg wordt hier bedoeld in welke mate de accountant op basis van nieuw
verkregenn informatie zijn/haar oordeel bijstelt.
Elektronischee media hebben een aantal eigenschappen.

Op basis van theoretische

overwegingenn staan de volgende media-eigenschappen in dit proefschrift centraal: (1) de
matee waarin het medium niet-inhoudelijke (perifere) signalen kan communiceren ('cue
multiplicity')) en (2) de mogelijkheid van een medium om berichten op te slaan en later
opnieuww beschikbaar te maken ('reprocessability'). De invloed van deze eigenschappen op
dee oordeelsvorming van de accountant wordt voor berichten met sterke en zwakke
overtuigingskrachtt ('evidence strength') onderzocht. Samengevat wordt de invloed van drie
factorenn

op de oordeelsvorming van de accountant onderzocht: cue multiplicity,

reprocessabilityy en evidence strength.
Err worden twee theorieën uit de cognitieve psychologie gebruikt: het Belief Adjustment
Modell en het Elaboration Likelihood Model.

De eerste theorie staat centraal in dit

proefschriftt en beschrijft hoe mensen hun oordeel vormen en op basis van nieuw verkregen
informatiee bijstellen. Hypotheses 1 en 2 behandelen de effecten van verschillen in evidence
strengthh (zwak of sterk) en reprocessability (wel of niet ondersteund) op de oordeelsvorming
vann de accountant. Volgens het Belief Adjustment Model veroorzaken sterke argumenten
(centrale,, inhoudelijke signalen) een grotere bijstelling van het oordeel van accountants dan
zwakkee argumenten (Hypothese 1). Omwille van de zuiverheid van het onderzoeksmodel
wordenn alleen centrale signalen in overweging genomen, die het initiële oordeel van de
accountantt weerleggen.
Hett effect van de reprocessability-eigenschap op de oordeelsvorming (Hypothese 2) wordt
verklaardd door verschillende strategieën van informatieverwerking. Mensen gebruiken ofwel
eenn gelijktijdige (simultaneous) of sequentiële strategie als ze met nieuwe informatie worden
geconfronteerd.. In het geval van een gelijktijdige strategie wordt het oordeel pas bijgesteld
nadatt alle informatie is beschouwd. In het geval van een sequentiële strategie vindt het
bijstellenn van het oordeel na ieder informatiedeel stap voor stap plaats. Volgens het Belief
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Adjustmentt Model worden oordelen sterker bijgesteld als een sequentiële strategie wordt
gebruikt..

In het onderzoeksmodel wordt verder beweerd dat een medium met

reprocessabilityy een sequentiële strategie uitlokt, terwijl een medium zonder reprocessability
tott een gelijktijdige strategie leidt. Als gevolg daarvan worden oordelen extremer bijgesteld
alss het medium de eigenschap reprocessability bezit.
Inn het onderzoek wordt het Belief Adjustment Model gecombineerd met een tweede theorie
uitt de cognitieve psychologie, het Elaboration Likelihood Model. Deze theorie introduceert
periferee (niet-inhoudelijke) signalen in het onderzoeksmodel.

Een belangrijke aanname

hierbijj is dat deze perifere signalen de centrale signalen bevestigen of ondersteunen en ze
zekerr niet tegenspreken.
Doorr perifere (niet-inhoudelijke) signalen aan het onderzoeksmodel toe te voegen, kan het
effectt van cue multiplicity op oordeelsvorming worden geanalyseerd. Het onderzoeksmodel
verondersteltt dat oordelen over het algemeen extremer worden bijgesteld als het bericht
tevenss perifere signalen bevat (cue multiplicity).

De accountant wordt door de media-

eigenschapp cue multiplicity geprikkeld om niet alleen centrale (inhoudelijke) signalen te
verwerken,, maar ook perifere (niet-inhoudelijke) signalen.
Echter,, volgens de theorie hangt het daadwerkelijke effect van cue multiplicity op de
oordeelsvormingg zowel af van hoe overtuigend de centrale berichten zijn (evidence strength),
alss van de mogelijkheid om deze berichten op te slaan (reprocessability). Hypothese 3 betreft
berichtenn met een zwakke overtuigingskracht en beweert dat het effect van cue multiplicity
versterktt wordt als het medium ook reprocessability ondersteunt. In dit geval kunnen zowel
centralee als perifere signalen worden heroverwogen en wordt verwacht dat het oordeel van de
accountantt sterker wordt bijgesteld dan in het geval alleen centrale signalen aanwezig zijn.
Alss argumenten sterk zijn en reprocessability niet ondersteund wordt, heeft cue multiplicity
nogg steeds een positief effect op de oordeelsvorming (Hypothese 4). Hypothese 4 suggereert
verderr dat dit effect neemt afneemt als het medium wèl reprocessability ondersteunt. De
combinatiee van sterke argumenten en reprocessability zorgt namelijk voor een bovengrens in
hett bijstellen van de mening van de accountant.
Omm deze vier hypothesen te testen werd een experiment uitgevoerd waarin de drie
bovengenoemdee factoren (cue multiplicity, reprocessability en evidence strength) op twee
niveau'ss gemanipuleerd werden. Argumenten waren sterk of zwak, reprocessability werd
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well of niet ondersteund, en cue multiplicity was hoog (video) of laag (e-mail). Dit 2x2x2
ontwerpp resulteerde in acht experimentele condities. Na uitgebreide pilot-tests namen 199
post-doctoralee accountancy studenten van de Universiteit van Amsterdam en studenten
accountancyy van de NÏYRA-Nyenrode School of Accountancy aan het onderzoek deel. De
deelnemerss werd gevraagd om een rol van verantwoordelijke externe accountant aan te
nemenn en hun mening te geven inzake een waarderingsprobleem met betrekking tot de
jaarrekening..

In deze fictieve situatie was de senior manager uit het controle team een

mogelijkee overwaardering van de voorraad op het spoor gekomen. Deze manager vermoedde
datt de voorraad van een bepaald product verouderd was. De studenten werd op dit moment
gevraagdd naar hun mening omtrent een mogelijke overwaardering van de voorraad, de
zogenaamdee voormeting.

De financieel directeur van het bedrijf verstrekte vervolgens

informatiee in de vorm van een vijftal berichten waarin hij deze hogere voorraadwaardering
beargumenteerde.. In het experiment werden deze berichten volgens de acht experimentele
condititiess gemanipuleerd. De deelnemers kregen vervolgens de mogelijkheid hun mening
bijj te stellen, de zogenaamde nameting. Op deze manier werd de oordeelsvorming gemeten
alss het relatieve verschil tussen de voor- en nameting.
ANCOVAA (Analysis of Covariance) werd gebruikt om de experimentele data te analyseren.
Inn het ANCOVA-model werden evidence strength, reprocessability en cue multiplicity als
onafhankelijkee variabelen opgenomen, de initiële mening (voormeting) als covariabele, en de
bijgesteldee mening (nameting) als de afhankelijke variabele. De analyse liet een significante
interactiee zien tussen evidence strength, reprocessability en cue multiplicity, een significante
interactiee tussen reprocessability en cue multiplicity, en een significant effect van evidence
strength.. Op basis van deze resultaten werd Hypothese 1 ondersteund, werden Hypothesen 2
enn 4 verworpen, en werd Hypothese 3 gedeeltelijk ondersteund.
Volgenss Hypothese 3 had cue multiplicity bij zwakke argumenten inderdaad een sterker
positieff effect op de oordeelsvorming wanneer het medium reprocessability ondersteunde,
dann wanneer dit niet het geval was. Wat echter niet werd verwacht was het negatieve effect
vann cue multiplicity wanneer reprocessability niet werd ondersteund. Met andere woorden,
e-maill berichten hadden een sterker effect dan videoberichten in het geval de deelnemers de
berichtenn niet een tweede keer konden zien. Een mogelijke verklaring hiervoor is dat het
videoberichtt de ontvangers overbelast door de combinatie van centrale en perifere signalen,
zonderr de mogelijkheid het bericht nogmaals te zien. Dit verklaart wellicht het effect van een
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conservatievee bijstelling van het oordeel. E-mail ontvangers daarentegen hoefden slechts de
centralee signalen te verwerken en konden zelf het leestempo bepalen. Dit verklaart wellicht
hett feit dat zij hun mening sterker bijstelden.
Tenslottee werd Hypothese 4 verworpen op basis van de uitkomsten van dit experiment. De
media-eigenschapp cue multiplicity had namelijk geen invloed op de mate waarin het oordeel
werdd bijgesteld wanneer de deelnemers sterke argumenten verwerkten. Een reden hiervoor is
wellichtt dat de sterkte van de argumenten reeds voldoende was om de deelnemers volledig te
overtuigen.. Deze verklaring werd verder ondersteund door twee post-hoc analyses. Ten
eerstee bleek dat reprocessability ook geen effect had op het bijstellen van het oordeel wanneer
argumentenn sterk waren. Ten tweede bleek dat bij sterke argumenten de waargenomen
overtuigingskrachtt van de financieel directeur niet door reprocessability noch door cue
multiplicityy beïnvloed werd. Vermoedelijk overschaduwt het effect van evidence strength de
invloedd van de twee media-eigenschappen, zowel met betrekking tot het bijstellen van het
oordeell als met de waargenomen overtuigingskracht van de bron.
Ditt proefschrift levert een theoretische en empirische bijdrage aan de vakgebieden
informatiesystemenn en accountantscontrole. Theorieën en concepten uit beide disciplines
wordenn gecombineerd in een oordeels- en besluitvormingscontext.

Hoewel binnen

informatiesystemenn veelvuldig de invloed van media op constructen als prestatie en success
iss onderzocht, wordt in dit onderzoek het verband tussen media en oordeelsvorming gelegd.
Dee theoretische bijdrage van dit proefschrift ligt voornamelijk in de verbreding van het
toepassingsgebiedd van het Belief Adjustment Model. Er wordt expliciet aandacht gegeven
aann de invloed van media-eigenschappen en het verwerken van perifere signalen bij
oordeelsvorming.. Uit het onderzoek blijkt dat het gebruikte medium weldegelijk in zekere
matee bepaalt in hoeverre accountants hun oordeel bijstellen, in het bijzonder als het gaat om
zwakkee argumenten.
Dee uitkomsten van dit onderzoek laten verder zien dat binnen accountantscontrole rekening
gehoudenn zou moeten worden met de verschillende mogelijkheden en bedreigingen die het
gebruikk van elektronische media in dyadische communicatiesituaties met zich meebrengen.
Alss de gecontroleerde (de klant) de accountant via een dergelijk medium probeert de
misleiden,, zou de accountant tot een onjuist oordeel kunnen komen. Vanzelfsprekend geldt
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dezee waarschuwing ook voor andere beroepen, waar het risico bestaat dat bronnen (zoals hier
dee financieel directeur) gekleurde (biased) informatie verstrekken.
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I. .
Thee medium's ability of becoming the message is
seeminglyy more powerful when the actual
messagee is weak.
II. .
Thee actor who played the role of the CFO in this
experimentt is a cameraman in real life. If
anything,, this demonstrates the persuasive
strengthh of video.
III. .
Thee medium does not influence source
trustworthiness. .
IV. .
Tooo many signals create an information overload
andd result in a tendency toward conservatism in
thee message recipient's reaction, unless the
informationn can be reprocessed.
V. .
Thiss research teaches management some lessons
inn 'how to best persuade your auditor': Use video
andd show it twice!

VI. .
Discussionss condemning experiments for their
lackk of realism and their reliance on students as
surrogatee subjects are typically conducted under
thee flawed presumption that the primary purpose
off research is to generalize (Walters York and
Curatola,, 2000).
VII. .
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VIII. .
Ratherr than being a lifetime piece of work, a
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IX. .
Thee fact that some 'stellingen' are supposed to be
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reflectt the European academic style.
X. .
ThoseThose who criticize experiments have probably
neverr conducted one themselves.

Face-to-facee meetings between auditors and their clients are increasingly
difficultt to arrange, due to business globalization and the growing need for
rapidd audit decision-making. Relying on electronic communication media
forr auditor-client inquiry, such as e-mail or video conferencing, is a simple
solutionn to this problem. However, when the client has persuasive intentions,
thee use of such media introduces possible biases in the communication
process.. This dissertation posits that the use of electronic communication
mediaa distorts the ways in which auditors form and update their beliefs,
followingg client inquiry.
Electronicc media possess a variety of attributes. Based on theoretical
considerations,, the media attributes of interest in this dissertation are the
extentt to which the medium can communicate verbal and non-verbal signals
(cuee multiplicity) and the medium's ability to archive messages (reprocessability).. Their effects on auditors' belief revision are predicted in the light
off client-provided evidence. The results of an experimental study among
practicingg graduate accounting students demonstrate that the type of media
usedd for client-provided information disclosure indeed matters for auditors'
belieff revision and judgment formation.
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